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G ET THE EASTER
BUSINESS

And incidentally get the ben-

efit of our Easter advertising

—

hook it up to your own adver-

tising and make the two pull

together.

To me, and I believe I am
safe in saying to almost every-

one, an advertisement in a local

paper has a much stronger pull

—

a great deal more of weight to

it—if I have first read the same
advertisement in one of the na-

tional magazines.

I am quite certain that two
advertisements have more weight

than one and it doesn't matter

so much whether they are the

same or not, just so they tell

approximately the same story.

The advertisement shown on
page 5 will appear as a full page
in an early March number of

the Saturday Evening Post, which
has a circulation of over two
millions.

You saw the full page Christ-

mas advertisements in the Ladies'

Home Journal, Pictorial Review

and a number of other big mag-
azines, suggesting photographs

for Christmas. And you will ad-

mit that the reader simply can't

get by one of these pages with-

out reading the few words that

suggest photographs and why he
should have them made.
Those advertisements are

startling for a very good reason.

The reason for practically all the

advertising of big caliber is that

the advertiser has something to

sell. But in the ^'There's a pho-

tographer in your toivn advertis-

ing" we merely have something

to suggest— you must do the

selling.

We believe that the few words
we use in suggesting photographs,

and the fact that there is a pho-

tographer in your town, puts the

argument for photographs in the

reader's mind with a stronger

punch than a dozen wordy para-

graphs.

We depend upon that big pagCj
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mostly white space, attracting

attention to the single paragraph

in the upper right hand corner.

We depend upon the brevity of

the text to insure its being read.

And we depend upon the un-

usualness of such an advertise-

ment to cause the reader to look

for the line which tells him he
can be photographed by the pho-

tographer in his own town. Our
signature merely shows that we
sponsor the publicity.

We know this advertising has

succeeded—we know it has
brought results to photographers

who advertise and also to pho-

tographers who don't advertise.

But we know that those who ad-

vertise get most of the benefits.

We know that by general ad-

vertising we can create a desire

for photographs, but we can't

direct those who want photo-

graphs, in anything but a gene-

ral way, to the photographer in

their town.

If there are several photogra-

phers in a town it is quite natural

that the one who advertises and
makes good photographs is go-

ing to get the business of those

people who want photographs for

Easter, or for any other occasion

for that matter.

You may make better photo-

graphs than another photogra-

pher in your town, but if he
makes good photographs and is

a consistent advertiser— if he
talks his photographs and ignores

you—if he tells people why they

should be photographed, he is

going to make business for him-

self and possibly some for you.

But don't depend upon his ad-

vertising to bring you business.

While he may make some busi-

ness for you, he may also, and
quite fairly and unintentionally,

take some of your business away
from you.

Don't blame him if he does.

It isn't his fault— it's your fault

because you don' t advertise. He
is advertising to make more
people want photographs. You
should do your fair share of ad-

vertising with the same object in

view. Don't advertise in a com-
petitive way—advertise in a con-

structive way. And, incident-

ally, begin now so you will get

your share of the Easter business

our advertising is bound to create.

Easter comes a bit early this

year, March 27, but you should

begin talking about Easter pho-

tographs now.

"In place of an Easter card

—

your photograph"

"At Easter Tide, the gift that
is a permanent reminder of you

—your photograph"

"Make the Easter greeting a
personal one, an appreciated one

—your photograph"

The Easter gift with the per-
sonal touch

—

your photograph"

"Greet them at Easter with
a greeting of you

—

your photograph"
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e>/// Eastertide

A gift that happily carries

the friendliest greetings, that

means more than the conven-

tional card, and yet, because

it does not cost too much,
does not mean too much

—

your photograph.

"There s a Photographer in Your Town.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y,
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And don't forget the old stand-

by, the slogan that grows better

each time you use it:

*'At Eastertide

Your friends can buy anything
you can give them except

—

your photograph"

It's good for any occasion that

is a gift occasion. And it has

special value because it makes
clear that the value of a photo-

graph as a gift is due to the fact

that it is a personal gift—it is you.

Advertise for the Easter busi-

ness, then continue to advertise

throughout the year.

PUTTING ONE'S INDIVIDUALITY INTO
ONE'S LETTERS

EXCERPTS FROM THE TALK GIVEN BY MISS JESSIE MAC DONALD
BEFORE THE P. A. OF A. AT MILWAUKEE

PART THREE
Now about collection letters.

They are a hard proposition too,

and yet quite simple in their es-

sence. You know the old story

of the sun and the wind is just

as true now as it was when Aesop
or La Fontaine, or whoever, first

told it. Dad and I proved it out

every vacation day last winter.

Off we would start in the morn-
ing and the wind would blow and
I would tuck my long scarf into

the top of my breeks. And the

more the wind tried to blow it

off the harder I tucked. But then

the gentle sun would come out

and shine softly and I would
loosen the scarf up more and
more till finally—off it came

!

Collection letters are much like

that. If you bluster, you very

seldom get what you want. If

you coax, you often will. Few
people give in to threats. It isn't

a manly thing to do.

Remember, too, that it is easy

to cheat a corporation and much,
much harder to cheat an individ-

ual. You don't have the slight-

est compunction about not giving

up your nickel to the street car

company when the conductor
doesn't come and take it. But
if you have no change and the

"newsie" on the corner says:

"Aw, take the paper. Mister,

and bring me me money in the

morning," you will go three
blocks out of your way next day

to give it to him.

So if you write collection let-

ters that make you sound like

a corporation—impersonal "we"
letters, the money won't come
back nearly so fast as if you write

a letter that sounds like you, a

man who knows that times are

hard and that money is tight,

"which is doubtless the reason

that your little account has been

overlooked," but that you also

are a mere man—you also have
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a family—you also need some
money. With that spirit in your

letter you will get your check,

because another man won't stick

you—a man.
And now sales letters, promo-

tion letters. That is where all

your cleverness, all your artistry,

all your finesse may have full

play. I can't write sales letters.

It isn't my job. But I do know
enough about them to be sure

there are definite principles that

must be observed.

You should write your promo-
tion letters to INDIVIDUALS.
If you have a sales letter that

can be sent to men, women and
children, it is no good. It sounds
as if you ground it out of a

sausage machine.

When you make up a list of

brides and send them a general

"Photographs for your friends"

letter, you won't get a response.

Write a carefully plotted bride

letter and you will get your
chance.

If you want to cover your
territory at Christmas time, it is

much better to spend four even-

ings on your material and rewrite

the same stuff from four points

of view than just to do one
evening's thinking and get out

one blanket letter that will cover

everybody. The lazy way won't
get results where the individual,

specific letter will.

Promotion letters, it seems to

me, have much in common with
bridges. Bridges always go some-

where. That's what a sales letter

should do. It has a job and it

should go to it

!

Sales letters should be like

all bridges in having a definite

approach. You don't wander
around wondering where a bridge

starts. A sales letter should have
an approach that is easily found
and one from which you can see

the end. The kind of sales let-

ter that starts in by talking about

something that has nothing to

do with the subject, isn't truly

effective—the kind that begins:

"It was a bright summer
morning. The birds were singing

in the trees, the air was full of

the odor of fresh peaches" . . .

and you say to yourself, "It is

going to be a canned peach ad."

But it goes on : "Mabel stretched

luxuriously in bed and enjoyed

the smooth coolness of the linen

sheets" . . . and you say "No,
it is going to be a sheet ad."

"Suddenly she was struck by a

thought and slipped quickly out

of bed. She felt for her satin

mules, snatched up her silken

peignoir
—

" "Is this from a de-

partment store?" you wonder . . .

"—and running to the stairs she

called, 'Grape Nuts, Mother; if
you haven't any Iq/i Your Grocer

Keeps Them .
'
"

Now of course I exaggerated

that. But there are plenty of

sales letters that do start off by
hoodwinking you, telling you
everything else but what they

mean to say.
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In another way letters are like

bridges. There are two things

that span a river— bridges and
trestles. Some sales letters are

like trestles. You fall into the

river between the ties if you
don't watch your step—you lose

interest. Bridges are made of

matched boards. You can't fall

through. In the same way the

paragraphs of good sales letters

are tied one into the other. When
you finish one you are interested

and have to go to the next, and
so are carried through to the end
—and the point.

I have no doubt you open your

mail every day and wonder if

some clever fellow hasn't told

you something you really wanted
to know or written about some-

thing you really wanted to buy.

You can put that rare, right kind

of sales letter into the mail if

you try.

But do be careful about the

physical form of your letters.

Good sales letters can be ruined

by the way they are put down
on paper. The busy man won't

read valuable information if it is

all lumped into one big para-

graph. Break it up into three

neat, snappy little paragraphs

and you coax him into reading

the first one and intrigue him on

to the next. Just the look of a

letter on the page makes it at-

tractive or unattractive.

If you can't have your sales

letters typed individually, each

one directed to an individual—if

they must be set up and ground

out by a machine, spend the ex-

tra money to go to a good place

where they will match up the

type and the ink as they fill in

the names and make the letters

look as if each one had been

typed direct.

If you are sending out a series

of letters and cannot sign them
yourself have the same girl sign

them all. And if you have a sig-

nature that cannot be read, have
your stenographer type your

name in and sign above it.

The summing up is very sim-

ple. It is a hard job writing let-

ters. You have to swing a bridge

over a gulf—to project your
thought to a distance without

your physical presence to make
your meaning clear. But it can

be done. If you will fill your

letters full of personality they

will tell your story and cannot

fail. Yet there is one danger to

guard against even here. Don't
be so full of your own personal-

ity that you forget the fellow

you are writing to has a person-

ality too. Let him realize that

you realize that. Yoti and /—in-

dividuals—we will get something

done between us. But don't let

the "you"-ness of you dominate

entirely the "he"-ness of him.

JV^c make ELON

—

xve know ifs right



An excellent arrangement of a large number of small articles

for salesmen's photographs.

By A. J. W. Copelin

Chicago, III.
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COMMERCIAL PHO-
TOGRAPHY

Have you ever paused for a

moment to allow your imagina-

tion to picture a world without

photography? The very thought

brings to mind most forcibly the

thousand and one activities of the

business, professional and scien-

tific world that have been broad-

ened by the simplification of pho-
tography and the work of the

commercial and scientific pho-
tographer.

There are, in fact, dozens of

uses ofphotography ofwhich most
of us know practically nothing.

For example, the very specialized

use of photography in astronomy.

But it is the more common uses

of photography in which the

commercial photographer is in-

terested and if he will make
sufficient effort he will learn that

the field is broader than he had
ever imagined.

Publishing, from the daily pa-

per to the magazine, has been
revolutionized by photography.

The event which the reporter or

correspondent labored through
columns of type to visualize is

now pictorially set forth to the

last detail. We unconsciously re-

ceive a broad education through
these pictures and this field for

photography is an inexhaustible

one.

The advertiser uses photogra-

phy for purposes of illustration

because it has distinct advantages

in realism and reality over any
drawing. And so he illustrates

his advertisements, catalogues,

trade puplications, and even his

letters, by photography.

But commercial photography
is not limited to advertising and
publishing. The salesman who
could not sell goods at one time

without a dozen trunks now car-

ries an album of photographs in

his hand. Or if he does still

carry a few trunks of samples he
can show an unlimited line of

goods with photographs, and with

a fidelity to detail and design

over which the originals have

little or no advantage. Prac-

tically anything in the line of

merchandise that can be sold

with samples can be sold with

photographs.

Manufacturers of large mer-
chandise that has to be shipped

knocked down often have con-

siderable correspondence because

the article is not properly as-

sembled by the customer. But
whether it is a machine or a

portable house, or other mer-
chandise, photographs will illus-

trate the various steps in setting

up and save correspondence and
dissatisfaction on the part of the

customer.

Photographs of parts is a line

of work the commercial photog-

rapher should not overlook.

There is no more simple method
of ordering parts than from a

photograph of all of the many
parts of a mechanism, photo-
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A well arranged group of pottery with tape measure at bottom.

By A. J. W. Copelin, Chicago, III.

graphed in their proper relation

to one another.

Contractors use, or can be in-

duced to use, numbers of photo-

graphs of construction work. Fac-

tories have uses for photographs

not only to show the articles they

produce, but their methods of

production as well. And every

modern factory that furthers safe-

ty work can use photographs on
bulletin boards. Safety devices

can be shown and the right

and wrong way of performing

operations graphically pictured.

Get in touch with the factory

manager to secure such work.

Many concerns use photographs

of maps, plans, charts, designs,

contracts, etc., because of their

accuracy and comparative inex-

pensiveness. Also because the

originals may be too valuable to

permit of much handling. A
photograph answers as well as

the original and several photo-

graphs often answer better.

There is also a big field for

photography in legal work. Ifthe

legal establishment that handles

a big volume of business is once

sold on the idea of photography
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From an Eastman Commercial Ortho Film Negative.

By A. J. W. Copelin, Chicago, III.

and the merits of your work, you
can depend upon a steady busi-

ness from such a source. Legal
papers are often too valuble to

be kept out of a safety deposit

vault for any length of time, but
a photographic copy can be stud-

ied at will and kept on file in an
office as long as the original is

safe.

Ordinary photography is often

used in such important research

as plant pathology and similar

work, while photo-micrography

is a special line of work in itself.

The commercial photographer

can hardly be expected to make
photographs from the air, though
considerable aerial photography

has been done since the war, but

he can find a sufficient diversity

of work from the ground which
merely needs developing to give

him all the work he can handle.

Commercial photography has

broadened wonderfullyin the last

few years and the business is con-

stantly growing. Photographers
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in the big commercial centers

have been responsible for much
of the new business that has been
created, but photographers in

small towns supported by one or

two large industries have often

developed a very good commer-
cial business that has in no way
interfered with their portrait

work.

If you have the opportunity

and have not made the best of

it, commercial photography, in

some one of its varied forms, may
offer you the means of expanding
your business in 1921.

F)ROOF PAPER
'* Our Proof Paper is a semi-

matte, gelatine, Printing-Out
Paper made especially for print-

ing proofs. This paper is now
being furnished those who use a

printing-out paper for proofs.

The semi-matte surface makes
it a much more desirable paper
for proofs than glossy gelatine

papers. And while it is not a

satisfactory paper for toning, this

is rather more of a point in its

favor than an objection, because

it is not desirable to deliver proofs

that will make good finished

prints.

Kresko, which has been used
extensively as a proof paper, has

been discontinued. Rising costs

would have necessitated an in-

crease in its price, and as it was
used largely for proofs, the new

semi-matte Proof Paper will very

satisfactorily take its place.

Thosewhowish agelatine paper
for finished prints will find Solio

even a better paper than Kresko.

And ifglossyproofs are preferred,

there will always be a limited

quantity of Solio Seconds, de-

pending upon the paper that is

accumulated in sorting.

For the most pleasing proofs,

however, we can highly recom-

mend "Proof Paper" Semi-Matte.

The Price

Cabinet .... $1.35 per gross

4 X 5 .... 1.50 per gross

5 X 7 . . . . 2.30 per gross

61/2 X 81/2 . . 3.75 per gross

8 X 10 ... 5.30 per gross

In larger sizes Proof Paper
will be furnished at the same
prices that were formerly charged

for Kresko on orders amounting
to $1.00 or over.

i^UR ILLUSTRATIONS
^-^ Film has decided advan-

tages over plates for commercial

work, not only because of its

non-halation quality but because

of its great latitude and excep-

tional uniformity.

Mr. Copelin and Mr. Wash-
burn, whose work we show in

this number of Studio Light, are

exclusive users of Film and speak

with the greatest praise of the

results they secure in photo-

graphing difficult commercial
subjects on Film.
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USE PANCHRO-
M ATI CS

There was a time when the

commercial photographer was so

busy grinding out great quanti-

ties of work and keeping his

prices down to the level of or

below those of his competitor,

that he had no time to interest

himself in anything but straight

photography.

But those days have passed,

and with them, the low prices

and indifference to branches of

work requiring special materials

and special knowledge.

The customer usually wants

the best work he can get and the

photographer of to-day who is

progressive welcomes the difficult

job because it gives him an op-

portunity to prove his ability as

a workman.
To be sure, he charges more

for special work, but when his

customer sees the difference be-

tween an ordinary result and, for

example, one in which a panchro-

matic plate has been necessary,

he not only pays the price will-

ingly but he makes a mental

note of where to have the best

photographs made.
I have a photographer in mind

who did a considerable amount
of coloring of prints and found it

a difficult matter to secure nega-

tives that would make satisfac-

tory prints for coloring. The reds

and greens were always too dark

even when orthochromatic mate-

rial was used, as the colors were
transparent and would not give

the proper red or green tint to

dark portions of the print.

Fair prints for coloring were
secured by considerable doctoring

of the negative and even by
faking the colors of the subject

before it was photographed. But
this could not always be done.

And then, from a demonstra-

tor, or in a magazine or booklet,

he learned something about color

separation and Panchromatic
plates and Color Filters, what
they would do and how to use

them ; and he has secured better

results without faking.

With a Panchromatic plate and
a K-3 filter he reproduced his

reds and greens, and other colors

as well, in tones as light as they

should have been for coloring,

and when the colors were washed
on, the objects were rendered

true to the originals.

A plate that is sensitive to all

colors and that will produce

negatives that render all colors

in the monotone of the print, in

their proper relation to one an-

other, is the only plate that can

be satisfactorily used in photo-

graphing those subjects which
have bright red or green color-

ings.

Other plates will render these

colors as blacks and no amount
of exposure will give them their

proper relation to other colors,

because plates other than Pan-
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chromatic are not sensitive to

red and green.

I have not yet seen the pho-

tographer who, trying Panchro-

matic plates in comparison with

ordinary plates, has not been en-

thusiastic about the results he

has secured on a first trial.

The problem most often en-

countered in photographing col-

ored objects, however, is not one

of correctly rendering several

colors in their relative degrees of

brightness, as is necessary when
prints are to be colored. In such

a case a yellow and blue and
green and red, all of the same
depth, or strength ofcolor, would
all be rendered in the print in

greys of about the same tone.

Such a print would be an ideal

one to take transparent colors,

but as a black and white print

there would not be sufficient con-

trast between the colors.

For this reason Filters and
Panchromatic Plates are very use-

ful in creating contrasts in the

resulting prints that approxi-

mate the contrasts of color that

one sees in the colored object.

To make this clear we will

say that one has a book or a

label or a poster or a display card

to photograph and that the back-

ground is a brilliant green and
the lettering a brilliant orange or

red.

With an ordinary plate both

colors will photograph too dark

for a satisfactory result. With a

Panchromatic Plate and a K-3

Filter the greens and reds will

photograph in very much the

same tones of grey and still the

result is unsatisfactory.

One of the contrast filters must
be used and whether it is a green

or a red filter is optional.

If a green filter is used the

filter absorbs or stops the red

rays of light and the red letters

photograph the same as if they

were black, while all of the light

from thegreen background passes

through the filter and the green

background photographs light,

giving good contrast between
background and lettering.

If you wish to reverse these

contrasts it is only necessary to

use a red filter instead of a green

one, in which case the red letters

will appear light against a darker

background in the finished print.

Yellow filters are wonderfully

useful when Panchromatic Plates

are used, but results with yellow

filters and Panchromatic Plates

must not be confused with results

secured with yellow filters and
Orthochromatic Plates or films.

WithOrthochromatic material,

yellow filters do not give any red

and only slight green correction.

This is because Orthochromatic

material is not at all sensitive to

red and only very slightly sensi-

tive to green.

But with Panchromatic Plates

even the light yellow filters will

give some correction of all col-

ors, and by correction we mean
that they will appear more or
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less as we would expect them to

be represented when reproduced

in black and white.

Pure yellow filters are made
to give several degrees of cor-

rection of yellow objects and the

G Filter, which is dark yellow,

will decidedly over-correct yel-

low. If you are copying a print

or reproducing a negative that is

badly stained with yellow, slip a

G Filter over the lens, use a

Panchromatic Plate and the stain

disappears. This is because the

G Filter over-corrects.

Yellow is a combination of

green and red, so a yellow filter

of medium depth of color, as

might be expected, is the most
useful filter for general work
with Panchromatic plates.

The reason is quite simple.

Being composed of green and
red it makes all objects that are

yellow, green or red, photograph
lighter than they would photo-

graph on an ordinary plate. This

is because the yellow filter trans-

mits yellow, gpeen and red and
because the panchromatic is

sensitive to yellow, green and
red.

If you are not versed in filter

lore you may say, if a yellow fil-

ter transmits all those colors,

what does it absorb.'' Blue is the

answer. That's why a blue sky

is rendered sufficiently dark to

make white clouds stand out in

good contrast when a yellow fil-

ter and either a panchromatic

or orthochromatic plate is used.

The most efficient filters are

the K-1 and K-2, which are so

carefully made and tested that

they do not stop out any of the

yellow or green but do stop out

a large portion of the blue. The
K-2 makes it necessary to give

more exposure than the Kl only

because it stops out more blue

light than the K-1, so it gives

better rendering of yellows and
greens.

Panchromatic plates are sensi-

tive to all colors, but it is not

possible to prevent their being

supersensitive to blue, so for any
work a light yellow filter such as

the K-1 or K-2 is required to

secure the best results.

Of course panchromatics can

not be developed in a red light.

But once a plate is developed in

the dark, by time, it is found
that there is nothing difficult

about such developing. It isn't

necessary to watch a plate while

it is developing and it doesn't do
it any good to hold it to the

light.

Green Safelights are made for

those who do want light while

they are developing Panchro-

matic Plates and like any other

Safelight they are safe when
properly used.

If you have never used plates

that are fully color-sensitive, try

Wratten Panchromatic Plates on
the first difficult subject you en-

counter. The results will make
you an enthusiast and it's enthu-

siasm that makes business.
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Greet them at Easter

with a greeting

of you

—

your photograph.

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line cut No. 282. Price, 80 cents.

THE ONLY CONDITION
-" We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be
turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in ^r<^ E. K. CO.
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Eastman
Portrait Bromide
A new Bromide Paper made especially for

producing large prints of the highest

character from Portrait negatives.

It puts a quality into the large portrait

print that distinguishes it from the ordin-

ary enlargement— a contact print quality

that will increase large print sales.

Rich black and white prints or, if you

prefer, beautiful carbon-brown tones by

re-development.

D White, Rough Matte E Buff, Rough Matte

D White, Rough Lustre E Buff, Rough Lustre

At prices the same as for

D. W. Artura Iris

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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ELON
Our name for the best

known developer for

photographic papers.

$9.00 per pound

We make it—we know it's right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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Specify

EASTMAN
PERMANENT
CRYSTAL
PYRO

There is no better developer for Films and

Plates than Pyro. There is no better

Pyro than Eastman Crystal Pyro—the

chemical in its most convenient form.

We make it—we know ifs right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*

.
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Eastman
Professional Booklets

"The Photography of Colored Objects"

A book for the practical man as well as the student—for the
man who wishes to know more about the theory of color-render-

ing in monotone and the application of this theory to practical

photographic work. It is a book worth studying, on a subject

worth knowing. With color charts, diagrams and comparative
illustrations. Post paid, 50 cents.

"Color Plates and Filters for Commercial
Photography"

a booklet of very practical instruction in the use of color sen-

sitive plates and the filters to use with them to secure the best

rendering of colored objects encountered in commercial photog-
raphy. The principles involved are made clear and the instruc-

tions are to the point. Illustrated with examples of color sub-

jects photographed with and without filters. Free on application.

"The Fundamentals of Photography"
By Dr. C. E. K. Mees

As the author explains in his preface, this book provides an
elementary account of the theoretical foundations of photog-
raphy, in language which can be followed by readers without
any specialized scientific training. In an interesting fashion it

gratifies a perfectly natural desire for knowledge as to the com-
position of the materials used and their reaction when exposed
to light and treated with the various photographic chemicals.

Post paid, $1.00.

"Elementary Photographic Chemistry"

The chemistry of photography, with a description of the

preparation and properties of the different chemicals used.

Free on application.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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We Buy Old Negatives—
either Portrait Film or Plates

We purchase lots of 100 pounds

or more of Portrait or Commercial

Film negatives, if in good condition

and shipped in accordance with in-

structions. Before making any ship-

ments, however, please secure packing

instructions, prices and further par-

ticulars.

We purchase glass negatives of

standard sizes from 4J^ x 6^ to

14 X 17, provided same are in good

condition and packed as per our in-

structions.

We will pay all the freight on

shipments of 150 lbs. or more, except

from localities where the freight rate

exceeds $1.00 per 100 lbs., in which

case the shipper will be required to

pay the excess.

For full instructions, shipping

labels, prices, etc., address:

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

Department S. ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Once you use an

EASTMAN
METAL TRIMMER

you wouldnH be without one.

Strong and substantial—they trim easily

and trim accurately—they keep true and

last a lifetime.

Eastman Metal Trimmers are furnished

in three sizes, with metal beds ruled with

white lines in one-half inch squares, also

brass rules.

THE PRICE

No. 10—10 inch blade and rule . . . $15.00

No. 15-15 inch blade and rule . . . 20.00

No. 20—20 inch blade and rule . . . 25.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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Make your

dark-room a safe

and comfortable

place to work.

Wratten Safelight Lamps
Insure a definite degree of safety, a light to which

the film or plate is least sensitive—soft, indirect and

enough of it to work in comfort without straining

the eyes.

Safelights are furnished for films or plates of

different degrees of sensitiveness and may be quickly

interchanged. The Series 2 Safelight is furnished

unless otherwise specified.

Wratten Safelight Lamp, No. 1 . . . . $10.00

Do., No. 2, without slide for white light . . 7.50

Series 1 Safelight, 8x10, for plates not color sensitive 1.25

Series 2 Safelight, 8 x 10, for Orthochromatic film or

plates 1.25

Series 3 Safelight, 8x 10, for Panchromatic plates . 1.25

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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Century Studio Outfits

You owe your Studio a good camera—get the best.

Good equipment inspires your sitter's confidence

and with superior tools you can do better work.

A Century Studio Outfit will improve the quality

of your work because of its accuracy, simplicity and

smoothness of operation.

It is an investment that yields increasing returns.

Century Studio Outfit No. 7 in 8x10 size.

Century Studio Outfit No. 8 in 11 x 14 size.

No. 8 illustrated above.

See it at your Stock House or write us for descriptive catalogue.

Eastman Kodak Company,

Century Camera Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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A rich stock—a sparkling design.

Colors

—

Trio Grey and Trio Brown.

The GEORGIAN
(Triotone Stock)

For sheet prints 4 x 6 to 10 x 1 314

Prices range from $7.50 to $22.50 per hundred

The Georgian will command your attention. Its features are

those you want to put a new value angle to Portraits, mounted in

corner holder styles.

The 4x6 snd 5x8 sizes are especially desirable to

feature for the "after the holiday" School work.

Samples of both colors for six 2c. stamps and we
will include, no charge, sample of the LA SALLE—
an inslip style also made of Triotone stock.

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America.



The enlargement on

HETOMH

ELHeE
retains the contact print quahty.

Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y.

All Dealers'



THOMAS GARIQUE MASARYK, PRESIDENT OF THE
CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC

From a new photograph by Pirie MacDonald of New York, who, at the
invitation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czechoslovak Government,
made a special trip to Prague to take the picture, traveling 9,000 miles for

this purpose alone. The negative was made on Portrait Film.
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WHEN THE PRESI-
DENT BECAME

THE SITTER
This is not a mere chronicle of

another Portrait Film triumph.

It is a brief story of the mak-

ing of an intimate, human pic-

ture of a great personage in a

part of the world where "per-

sonages" are invariably hemmed
in and hedged about by the most
distressing formality and solem-

nity. Obviously the traditional

reserve was not broken down
within a few minutes in the

studio.

Pirie MacDonald had been

asked to make the trip to Prague
for the sole purpose of taking

this photograph. Previously he
had met and photographed a

number of prominent Czecho-

slovaks in this country, several

of whom were directly connected

with that nation's affairs. The
result was, that upon his arrival

at Prague he did not merely meet
President Masaryk in a formal

way. He became a part of the

governmental circle. (They prob-

ably still call it the "court circle"

in such a newly made republic.)

The conventionalities and formal-

ities were broken down. There
were frequent opportunities for

intimate talks with the great

Czechoslovak.

And when the president be-

came the sitter MacDonald knew
his man.

There was no hesitancy about

forgetting, for the moment, that

he was dealing with a personage

and those who have seen Mac-
Donald work will feel sure that

the president himself forgot it.

The technical side of the story

is full of humor. As a matter

of policy it was decided not to

use the studio of any professional

photographer. Consent was ob-

tained to take the pictures in

the Camera Club. There was an

overhead skylight about 8 x 10
feet, fifteen feet from the floor,

with no slant. And in Prague it

frequently rains. Additional lights
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were rigged up equal to about

400 watts, but about the time

they had been tried out,—pufF,

something blew. Of course there

were experimental exposures on
other subjects, before the Presi-

dent came to the studio, and
there were experiments in de-

veloping. With 9,000 miles of

travel no unnecessary chances
were to be taken.

The skylight alone had to be
depended upon for illumination.

The light was so poor that it

could not be used for focusing.

A wire carrying one incandescent

globewas improvisedand plugged
in, minus the union label and the

fire underwriter's permit. This

light was used to focus with.

In the room was a dresser with
a mirror on it. The judicious use

of that mirror, trundled about

dresser and all, is responsible for

the sparkle in the negative. As
MacDonald puts it, "It gave it

the zip."

And Portrait Film did the

rest!

ELON
Now $9.00 per pound.

At yoxLT dealer.

\

COLORING GLOSSY
COMMERCIAL PRINTS

The commercial photogra-

pher's job is to make pictures

that will sell the goods they

represent, and while this can

usually be done with good black

and white prints, there are many
lines of merchandise in which

color plays the all important
part. One piece of china may
look very much like another in a

black and white print, but when
the decoration is colored to con-

form with the original, the two

pieces will look very different

and the photograph will sell the

article almost as well as if actual

samples were carried by the

salesman.

The same is true ofmany other

lines of merchandise and as glossy

prints are preferred, the method
of doing the work without having

the colors run when the prints

are squeegeed, has been a prob-

lem.

The most satisfactory method
we know of is to color the prints

and squeegee them afterwards,

and this is very simi)ly done if

the colors are set after they have
been washed on the prints.

One successful method of set-

ting the colors has been with a

solution of phospho-tungstic acid,

but it is very difficult to secure

this acid of a uniformly stable

quality, and as it is rather ex-

pensive, we have conducted a
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series of experiments with the

idea of finding a suitable sub-

stitute.

The objection to the phospho-

tungstic acid has been that the

prints often turn blue after they

have been colored. This is due
to the fact that the print can

not be washed after it has been
placed in the acid bath to set

the colors. The phospho-tungstic

acid which remains in the print

does not entirely evaporate and
on exposure to air and light it

is reduced to oxide of tungsten

which stains the print blue. This

has been entirely overcome in

the following method

:

Coloring Glossy Prints

The prints to be colored should

be fixed in a bisulphite hypo bath

in order that the colors will take

evenly. The following bath is

recommended

:

Hypo 8 ounces

Sodium bisulphite 1 ounce
Water 32 ounces

If prints have been fixed in

the usual acid fixing bath they

will refuse to take the colors in

spots as one would expect if a

print were slightly greasy. This

action may be corrected by wash-
ing the prints in a 1% solution

of ammonia for about one min-

ute, after which they should be
rinsed and dried. If the print is

soaked in the ammonia solution

and the color applied while the

print is moist, some of the colors

are apt to fade. When possible,

therefore, fix the prints in the

bisulphite fixing bath.

The colors should be applied

to the dry print whenever pos-

sible because they do not run on
a dry print. When applying flat

tints, however, it will be neces-

sary to moisten the print with

water.

The spreading of the colors on
a moist print increases with time,

so the coloring on wet prints

should be done as rapidly as

possible and only a minimum of

water used for moistening the

print.

After coloring, allow the colors

to dry thoroughly ; then immerse
in the following solution for five

minutes

:

Sodium tungstate 150 grains

Phosphoric Acid
(syrup) ... 15 minims

Hydrochloric Acid
(C. P.) . . . 60 minims

Water to make . 32 ounces

First dissolve the sodium tung-

state in the water, then add the

phosphoric acid and finally the

hydrochloric acid.

The formula above will give

just as satisfactory results as the

phospho-tungstic acid in setting

the colors and preventing them
from bleeding, at the same time

showing no after staining, as is

sometimes the case with phospho-
tungstic acid. The prints also

take a perfect polish on the

ferrotype plates and are satisfac-

tory in every way for commercial

prints.
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1921 BUFFALO 1921

PLANS for another big Na-
tional Convention of the

P. A. of A. are assuming definite

form and it is not too early to

give some inkling of what has

been and is to be done before

the doors open July 18th.

The Secretary dropped in on
us just after the recent meeting
of the Board in Buffalo, and
judging from the enthusiasm he
radiated there is no intention of

any officer of the Association to

let it be said that the Milwaukee
Convention marked the peak of

P. A. of A. Conventions.

That Milwaukee affair was a

hill climbing contest to be proud
of. She went over the top on
high. And now she is locked in

high gear and the Buffalo affair

is to be a reliability contest.

The Auditorium in Buffalo is

an ideal building for the conven-
tion and the city has donated its

use to the Association free of any
cost. The floor space of the main
hall is 176 by 276 feet.

The front portion of this great

hall will be occupied by the

manufacturers, then will come
the picture exhibit and finally

the model studio which, how-
ever, will be much larger than
the studio in Milwaukee.
Banked in front of this studio

will be a great grand stand of

seats where every one can com-
fortably sit and watch the dem-
onstrations. And all the demon-

strations, with the possible ex-

ception of one, will be made in

this big studio. It will not be a

three ring affair, and one demon-
stration or lecture will not con-

flict with another.

Just as artificial light systems

and their use was the main theme
of the Milwakee Convention,
Child Life in Portraiture will be
the main theme of the Buffalo

convention. And if present plans

carry through "Pop" Core, whom
every child, including the grown
up ones, love, will be the Studio

Proprietor, assisted by Mrs.
Emma Hilton and other special-

ists in child portraiture.

The lecture halls, two of them
if needed, are separate from the

main Auditorium and each will

seat 2000 people.

Commercial photography will

have an important place on the

program and the photographer
who is interested in both portrait

and commercial photography will

find nothing to prevent him from

seeing both the top notch com-
mercial and portrait demonstra-

tions.

The ladies will have charge of

the studio reception rooms and,

in addition, it is planned to have
an attractive tea garden which
will be under their supervision.

Of the picture exhibits the

only competitive exhibits will be

those competing for the Inter-

state Trophy now held by the

Missouri Valley Photographers'

Association.
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The main picture exhibit will

be made entirely by selection.

There will be no awards, no blue

ribbons, no Salon Honors. It will

be considered a sufficient honor

to have your pictures hung.

There will be no limit placed

upon the number of pictures you
can send. Neither will there be
any occasion for embarrassment
if only one or two of your pic-

tures are hung. Send the best

pictures you have made with the

assurance that no information re-

garding the rejection of any pic-

tures will be divulged. And you
can rest assured that the jury of

selection will be impartial and
will not even know the authors

of the pictures if names are omit-

ted from the face of the mounts.

There will be no question
about the quality of the picture

exhibit and there will be no
question about the quality of the

demonstrations. Eugene Hutch-
inson will demonstrate methods of
producing advertising pictures.

This will be a very worth-while

demonstration. Mr. Hutchinson
has practically given up portrai-

ture for this very interesting line

of work in which he has been
very successful.

And another top notch attrac-

tion will be a demonstration by
Lejaren a Hiller. Mr. Hiller is

a photographic illustrator and his

work covers all kinds of adver-

tising, book and story illustra-

tions. He is an artist who, for

the most part, has been convert-

ed to the use of photography as

his medium of expression. His
work is really wonderful and his

demonstration will be a novel

one— but we will tell more of

that in another story when the

plans are more fully formulated.

Membership in the P. A. of A.
for 1921 will be $10.00 for ac-

tive members, $3.00 for associ-

ate members and no additional

registration fee for attending the

convention. The Secretary says

it will be a $50.00 convention

and we believe him. We hardly

think that $10.00 would stand

in the way of anyone this year

who attended that Milwaukee
Convention.

Members will secure a one and
one-half fare to Buffalo on the

certificate plan, which will be

worth one-quarter of any round
trip fare to Buffalo. This rate

may be secured only by P. A.
of A. members. No one will be
permitted on the convention

floor unless an active or associate

member. Membership dues may
be paid at the doors.

A four-page publication, "Pure

Ginger," devoted entirely to as-

sociation affairs, will be mailed

monthly to all members.
Permanent legal counsel has

been engaged for the exclusive

use of members.
Two traveling exhibits of ex-

cellent photographs are to be
started out at once and may be
secured by local societies.

A new emblem is being de-
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signed and will be furnished free

for use on members' stationery.

An offer of $250.00 is to be
made through advertising clubs

for a suitable slogan to be used

in photographers' advertising.

And a School of Photographic

Proficiency covering all studio

work, with the exception of op-

erating, is to be opened for the

summer months at Winona Lake,

Indiana, and this school will be
free to any member or his em-
ployes. The Daguerre Memorial
Building has been purchased for

this purpose and will be put in

condition for housing the school,

plans of which will be announced
later.

It seems that such a program
of an Association and its Con-
vention should be worth the

membership fee even if a mem-
ber does not see fit to take ad-

vantage of the opportunities his

Association affords. It is worth
while to be associated with any
live progressive organization and
no one can say the P. A. of A.
has not achieved a high standard

of progressiveness.

Develop the print

with

ELON

A DRYING MISTAKE
^ ^ One of the very pleasing

things about an Artura print is

its tone, or color, which is usually

warm and has a great deal of

depth, which it is very desirable

to retain.

Naturally the tone is more
pleasing when the print is wet
and this is true of any print, but

this effect cannot be entirely re-

tained in a dry print. As the

print dries more light is reflected

from its surface, the matte papers

naturally having more surface re-

flections than the semi-matte or

glossy papers.

And it is a fact, though not so

well known, that drying influen-

ces the final color of the print,

and also its brilliancy.

An Artura print of excellent

tone will have a great deal of its

color removed by quick drying

with artificial heat. The print

not only changes from an olive

to a blue but it also loses its

brilliancy. It has a dead, cold

appearance that is not at all

pleasing to one who likes warm,
brilliant prints.

To say definitely what action

takes place in quick drying is

rather difficult. The color of a

silver image is, as a rule, deter-

mined by the size of the silver

grains, that is, as the grains

change in size they also change

in color. But it is hardly pos-

sible that extreme heat would
change the size of the grains.
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A more reasonable explanation

is that the gelatine shrinks or

matts down with the very quick

drying and that this brings the

silver grains very close together

and nearer the surface.

As a result the light that falls

upon the print is reflected from

the surface grains rather than

from grains at some depth be-

neath the gelatine surface and
this reflected light is blue, so

the print assumes a flat, dead
blue tone or color that is not

pleasing and that is sometimes

attributed to a lack in the qual-

ity of the paper.

This, however, is not the case.

Artura is very uniform in qual-

ity, and in every case we know
of where complaints of this kind

have been made, it has been

found that the prints have been

dried too quickly, usually by

some one of the forms of driers

used for amateur or commercial

work.

The loss in quality more than

offsets any advantage that might

be gained by drying portrait

prints in five or ten minutes.

Twenty or thirty minutes is as

fast as any professional photog-

rapher should care to dry his

prints and is as fast as they can

be dried and retain all their

depth and brilliancy.

There may be considerable ad-

vantage in turning out amateur

work with great speed, but por-

trait work is in an entirely dif-

ferent class from either amateur

or commercial work and the

greatest possible care should al-

ways be used in securing the best

possible print, regardless of the

time it requires to produce it.

THE QUALITY OF THE
PRINT

One of the very important

things in the production of por-

trait work of uniform quality is

the exposure and development

of the print.

We will agree that the mak-

ing of the negative is proba-

bly ofgreater importance because

it calls for originality and an

understanding of the rules of

composition and the balance of

light and shade. And the nega-

tive must also be properly de-

veloped.

But sometimes the photogra-

pher who does his own negative

making is likely to give too little

attention to the production ofthe

print, and in so doing lets down
on the quality of his work.

One must never lose sight of

the fact that so far as the custo-

mer is concerned the negative is

only a means to an end. The
customer never sees the negative

but he does pay his money for

the prints you deliver, and unless

they are the best prints that can

be made from your negative you
have, in a measure, failed.

Keep your negative quality
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high, but don't neglect print

quality. See to it that the printer

doesn't let down and become a

bit careless for lack of proper

supervision over his department.

There are almost as many
things that may happen to affect

print quality as negative quality,

and one that may trouble just

now is the failure to keep the de-

veloper at the proper tempera-

ture.

Work rooms are apt to be cold,

but they should not be. The only

satisfactory way to keep a de-

veloper at an even temperature

is to keep the work room at an
even temperature.

The developer for Artura should

be kept at a temperature of 65°

F. Of course it may vary a little

but it should not be too cold nor

too warm. There is one best

temperature and that is the

one to maintain as nearly as pos-

sible to secure the best result.

There is a very good reason

for a standard of temperature.

Hydrochinon slows down in its

action as the temperature is re-

duced and reaches a point where
it is practically inactive. And
as the temperature is raised it

becomes very active. Elon, on
the other hand , is scarcely affected

at ail by variations in tempera-

ture.

As a result, with a very cold

Elon-Hydro developer a print

will be almost entirely developed
by the Elon while, if the devel-

oper is quite warm, the Hydro-

chinon will do most of the de-

veloping.

With a variation in tempera-

ture—a warm developer one day
and a cold one next— there will

surely be a variation in print

quality. Flat prints with a cold

developer, contrasty prints with

a hot one. But Elon and Hydro-
chinon at the proper temperature,
65° F, are nicely balanced in

their action and combine to pro-

duce the ideal result.

There is another danger when
the developer is too cold. The
print doesn't develop as quickly

as it should and, if one doesn't

realize how cold the developer is,

it is quite natural to think the

print is under-exposed and to

give more exposure. But one
mistake doesn't correct another.

If the developer is used too

warm, as is usually the case when
one attempts to heat it in cold

weather, the prints will have too

much contrast. And whatever
the temperature may be, if it

doesn't remain constantly the

same it is impossible to produce

prints of uniform quality.

It might be well to add that

while we believe the Artura for-

mula to be the ideal for general

results, it may be varied to suit

some local condition or to slightly

change the contrast of the prints.

Elon produces detail and soft-

ness ; Hydrochinon, contrast and
harshness. If the Elon is in-

creased and Hydrochinon de-

creased, the results will be softer.
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Increasing the Hydrochinon and
reducing the Elon will increase

contrast to a certain extent.

To increase contrast, however,

the carbonate of soda should

also be increased. And as this

accelerates the action of the de-

veloper, the bromide must also

be increased to give greater con-

trol of the development of the

print.

And to produce greater soft-

ness, doubling the amount of

Elon given in the formula and
using one-half the amount of

Hydrochinon and carbonate will

give the result.

Exposure also has its effect

upon the tone of the print as well

as its general quality. Under-
exposure and forced development
cause prints to be flat and cold

in tone.

A trifle over-exposure will in-

crease contrast to some degree,

but too much over-exposure will

cause prints to be muddy. It is

necessary to be careful about

slightly over-exposing when
printing from negatives that tend

towards harshness.

There is an ideal type of nega-

tive for every paper. And when
the negative fits there is a cor-

rect exposure and a proper de-

veloper at the right temperature

that will produce a best result.

The customer judges your

work by the work of your prini;-

er, and it is a good thing to

produce the best possible prints

by team work.

i^UR ILLUSTRATIONS
^-^ It isn't always the pho-

tographer who is successful in

the photographic business. Occa-

sionally a business man invades

the ranks of the profession and
applies business methods to pho-

tography with as much success

as to any other business.

Mr. Harry Diamond has a

business man's job. He is part

owner and is also the manager
of the Melvin H. Sykes, Inc.,

Studio. He has a pleasing per-

sonality which is an asset in any
business where there is direct

contact between its director and
its patrons. But of greater im-

portance is his business ability

—

an ability which has enabled a

man, with little experience as a

photographer, to conduct a studio

with unusual success.

Good photography is essential,

to be sure, but Mr. Diamond
employs the best photographic

talent, buys the best photo-

graphic equipment, and uses

only the best of photographic

materials.

He makes sure that his studio

can deliver the best there is in

photography and then devotes

his time to securing business to

keep his working force going at

the peak of efficiency. Our illus-

trations are from Artura prints

made from Film negatives, ma-
terials used exclusively in this

studio.
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A1921 SELLING IDEA
The things that are new

—

the things that are different and

that have real merit—these are

the things you are constantly

looking for as a means of stim-

ulating or popularizing the ex-

change of photographs.

There are many beautiful

mounts and folders on the mar-

ket and there has been a won-

derful improvement in their de-

sign and the quality of materials

from which they have been made.

But newer than the newest

mount or folder is the attractive

line of De Luxe Portrait Albums
that Taprell, Loomis & Co. is

producing. No, they are not the

type of albums you usually asso-

ciate with the name. Multiple

mounts or folders would give a

better idea, but the best idea can

be secured by ordering a few and

trying them out on your trade.

They are the Students'Album,
Wedding Picture Album, Baby

Picture Album and Universal

Album. And they sell at $2.50

each. This is the way the plan

of selling them works out

:

Mother brings that precious

baby in for a sitting and you

make a number of good nega-

tives. If prints are ordered from

Baby Picture Album
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Wedding Picture Album

several negatives why shouldn't

you include an album in the

order, making the price of the

pictures sufficient to cover its

cost?

If an order was given for

prints from three negatives, three

of the album's six pages would
be filled and the three blank

pages would be an invitation for

a sitting later on.

If there were two or three

children it would be still easier

to fill the album. And if neces-

sary, three or four leaves, each

holding two pictures and costing

9 cents each, can be added to

increase its capacity.

But we almost got ahead of

the story. The material and
workmanship that has been put

into the making of these albums

gives them the right to the name
De Luxe. The material is an

artificial leather, leather grained

and beautifully colored, and it

has the feel and the wear of real

leather. Each style of album is

richly ornamented with designs

that specially suit it to its par-

ticular use. In appearance and
design and usefulness they are

new and novel and offer specially

attractive selling arguments.

But, to continue with our

story, wedding pictures almost

require something in the nature

of a multiple mount or album
that will at least hold a picture

of the bride and groom. The
advantages of the Wedding Pic-

ture Album is that it does hold

two pictures and that three or

four leaves can be added if some
albums are desired with pictures

of the bridesmaids or other mem-
bers of the wedding party. The
album is complete with two pic-

tures or with more, and Mr.
Groom can easily be persuaded

to spend a few extra dollars for

such an appropriate souvenir of

the occasion for friends or rela-

tives.

Almost, if not best of them
all, is the Students' Album. This

will hold fifty or more pictures

just as well as it will hold four,

and in most cases it costs the

studio even less to furnish one

of these albums on school orders

than if regular mounts are used.

Instead of mounts, the prints are

placed in the album leaves and

each member can have a com-
plete album of individual pic-

tures of his classmates.

It is a simple matter to fill
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Universal Album

one of these attractive albums
to use as a sample and, whatever
plan you may suggest, the album
will do its part towards getting

the students' business. It will

appeal to the student because it

has been specially made for the

student.

And then there is the Univer-

sal Album. As the name implies,

it may be used for almost any
purpose. If mother comes in for

pictures of the children, a Uni-
versal Album with pictures of a

mother, father and children will

suggest pictures of herself and

husband.

Or if Mrs. Brown, who is a

member of a little club, drops

in for a sitting, the suggestion

of this album for an exchange of

pictures between club members
will mean extra orders and more
business if Mrs. Brown can show
a sample of the album at the

Wednesday Club meeting and put

the idea across to her friends.

Such an album can be talked

to every customer, for every

home has a use for it. It holds

six pictures (not too many) and
several more leaves can be added

to make it just the size desired,

without a lot of vacant leaves to

fill, except when they are need-
ed—then they can be added.

It's a business making idea

and a money making idea and
it's new. So get acquainted with
the De Luxe series of albums as

quickly as possible. Write Tap-
rell, Loomis & Co. , 1727 Indiana

Avenue, Chicago, for a complete
descriptive circular and have your

dealer show you samples.

HE NEW
SCHOOL

EASTMAN

The Eastman School of Pro-

fessional Photography is carry-

ing on.

It's a bigger and better school

than ever before and it will fur-

nish you with information and
new ideas that will make your

attendance a business gain.

Difficulties encountered in

transporting the great quantity

of bulky apparatus necessary in

setting up a complete studio,

with all its equipment—a studio

that can be set up in any hall in

which the sessions of the school

are held, have made it impracti-

cal to carry the school entirely

across the continent.

But the 1921 School will reach

as far west as Omaha and will

cover the Middle West as thor-

oughly as it does the East.

Look over its itinerary and
plan to attend when it is within
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your reach. A few extra miles

are of no consequence when the

benefits you will derive from the

demonstrations are taken into

account.

There will be new ideas in

negative making in the studio.

New lighting effects with arti-

ficial light and new ideas for the

man who still depends upon day-

light or who uses artificial light

only to supplement daylight.

There will also be new ideas in

background effects for the man
who wishes to embody the new-
est ideas of the most progressive

workers in the portraits he pro-

duces. The little things that are

new will keep your work fresh

and snappy.

Then there is much that can

be said for the school demon-
strations on commercial photog-

raphy. It's a line of work that is

forging ahead with great strides

and there is always something

new to learn—new processes, new
and better ideas of handling sub-

jects. And there are constantly

new subjects to handle— new
openings for the progressive
commercial man to increase his

business.

There are several subjects
treated in the school demonstra-

tions and lectures that apply to

both the portrait and commercial

photographer—business methods,

print finishing, enlarging, adver-

tising, laboratory work on neg-

atives, lantern slide making,

salesmanship, print coloring, and

these include new methods, new
ideas, short cuts and efficient

methods of working that will

mean extra dollars added to your

profits if you will but take ad-

vantage of them.

A new departure will be a

demonstration of the most ap-

proved methods of Amateur Fin-

ishing by the Professional. This

is a branch of photographic work
that has been taken up by many
professional workers who have

found it to be exceptionally
profitable, and who are interested

in learning of the methods used

by those who are specialists in

this line of work.

The subject will be handled

by an expert who has had a wide
experience and this demonstra-

tion alone will be worth a trip

to the school if you are inter-

ested in Amateur Finishing. Plan

now for those three days.

The men whose work

claims attention because

of its originality, its

daring lightings and its

unusual quality are the

men who are using

Eastman

Portrait Film
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They soon grow out of

mother's arms, but

—

photographs of the

children never grow up.

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line cut No. 283. Price. SO cents.

rpHE ONLY CONDITION
^ We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding
orders (if any) will necessarily be
turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in ^r*^ E. K. CO.
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Bulletin: the eastman school of
Professional Photography for 1921

Toronto, Canada February 8, 9, 10

Montreal, Canada February 15, 16, 17

Boston, Mass February 23, 24, 25

New York City March 1, 2, 3

Philadelphia, Pa March 8, 9, 10

Pittsburg, Pa March 15, 16, 17

Indianapolis, Ind March 22, 23, 24

Chicago, 111 March 29, 30, 31

St. Paul, Minn » . April 5, 6, 7

Omaha, Neb April 12, 13, 14

Kansas City, Mo April 19, 20, 21

St. Louis, Mo April 26, 27, 28

Detroit, Mich May 3, 4, 5

Cleveland, Ohio May 10, 11, 12

Rochester, N. Y May 17, 18, 19
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ELON
Now $9.00 per pound

We make it—we know it's rig-ht.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*.
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Eastman

Portrait Bromide

A new paper made especially for

enlarging from portrait negatives

Portrait Bromide has the quahty and

the tone and texture that enable it to re-

produce, in the enlargement, the quality

and effect of the contact print.

Two Stocks—Two Surfaces

D White, Rough Matte E Buff, Rough Matte

D White, Rough Lustre E Buff, Rough Lustre

At prices the same as for

D. W. Artura Iris

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*.
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Equip your dark room

with a complete

set of

Eastman
Visible

Graduates

The time saved is

worth the expense.

The easily read

markings insure rapid

and accurate measure-

ment of solutions.

THE PRICE

Eastman Visible Graduate, 2 oz. . . . $ .35

Eastman Visible Graduate, 4 oz. . . . .45

Eastman Visible Graduate, 8 oz 60

Eastman Visible Graduate, 16 oz 90

Eastman Visible Graduate, 32 oz. . . . 1.20

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'

.
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We Buy Old Negatives—
either Portrait Film or Plates

We purchase lots of 100 pounds

or more of Portrait or Commercial

Film negatives, if in good condition

and shipped in accordance with in-

structions. Before making any ship-

ments, however, please secure packing

instructions, prices and furthef par-

ticulars.

We purchase glass negatives of

standard sizes from 4<% x ^yi to

8 X 10, provided same are in good

condition and packed as per our in-

structions.

We will pay all the freight on

shipments of 150 lbs. or more, except

from localities where the freight rate

exceeds $1.00 per 100 lbs., in which

case the shipper will be required to

pay the excess.

For full instructions, shipping

labels, prices, etc., address:

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

Department S. ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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FOR THE COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER

8

by

10

11

by

14

F (§ S Commercial Camera
Meets every requirement of the commercial photographer.

Has great bellows capacity and will take lenses of extreme
focal length, as well as those of short focus. Rectangular

bellows, allowing extreme rising and lowering front. Double
swing-back adjustment with excessive swing. Two tripods

may be used for full extension.

The Improved Sky Scraper Camera
For difficult out-of-door work.

Great rise of front and excessive

swing -back. Rising front is not

attached to bellows. Lens board
is square with lens fitted above
center and may be adjusted to four

positions—for close work.

Focal capacity, 20 inches.

In 8 x 10 size only.

These cameras are well made from carefully selected stock.

Handsomely finished. Substantial and durable.

See them at your Stock House or send for

descriptive catalogue.

Eastman Kodak Company,
Folmer 8^ Schwing Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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THE STOCK IS OUR COLORBLENDE-NEW

THE RAVINIA
For Oval and Square 61^ x 8}4 and 8 x 10 Inslip Portraits

Prices-$18.50 and $19.50 per hundred
Colors—Blengray and Blenbrown

For beauty of design and quality of stock this style will command your
attention— it gives that "more value" look to your large inslip work even
before the folder is opened—will prove a sales producer.

Sample for Ten 2c. stamps and we will include, no charge,
a sample of a new corner holder style, also made from Color-
blende stock for 8 X 10 and smaller size work.

Write for Sample Offer No. 4000

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America.



Water-proof the print with

KODALAK
When 5^ou know prints will receive much

handling— will be exposed to the weather,

will become soiled; suggest a water- proof

coating of Kodalak WP.
The print dipped in Kodalak W P is given

a thin, flexible, transparent, water-proof coat-

ing that protects it from moisture and permits

of its being cleaned with water.

Kodalak W P also gives a pleasing lustre

to dull surfaced prints that adds transparency

to their shadows.

Sixteen ounces of Kodalak W P will water-proof

about one-half gross of 4 x 6 prints or their

equivalent. Kodak W P, 16 oz. bottle, $1.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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ADVANTAGES OF FILM
. LATITUDE

Film quality has always been

a hard thing to definitely define

because the nature of Film is so

very different, in so many ways,

from other materials on which

standards of quality have for-

merly been based.

That Film has set a new stand-

ard of quality cannot be disput-

ed. The great number of pho-

tographers who use Film, and

the list includes many men of

prominence in the profession,

have been converted by its su-

perior quality as well as its con-

venience.

The man who has worked for

the greater part of his life with

one kind of materials doesn't

make a radical change merely

because something new is more
convenient. The reason must be

deeper. And the reason for Film

quality is deeper—in fact, is fun-

damental.

The Film support plays an im-

portant part in this quality. It's

a very thin support—so thin that

it doesn't produce halation. If

you look for the definition of

halation in your photographic

dictionary you will find it is an

encroachment of the highlights

upon the shadows or darker por-

tions, and is caused by reflection

from the back of the plate. Nat-

urally then, the thicker the plate

the wider the spread of halation.

The fundamental reason for

the non-halation quality of Film

is the fact that Film support does

not have enough thickness to

cause an appreciable amount of

halation. And without halation

there is no degrading of shadows

or any dark portion around a

highlight, which accounts for

gradation and detail even within

the highlights of a Film nega-

tive. For detail is made up of

lights and shadows, even in a

piece of white drapery.

Another Film quality that in-

terlocks with this non-halation

quality, is Film latitude. The
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exposure within reason and not

get halation. And for the same
reason you can pile on more and
more exposure with Film until

you have reached its limit of lat-

itude, and still your results will

be perfect because your increase

over normal exposure has pro-

duced no halation to destroy the

gradation or contrast of your

negative.

One reason why Film results

are so crisp and snappy is because

halation is proportional to ex-

posure. If you get a noticeable

amount of halation when lights

are strong and exposures full, you
will still get a small amount of

halation with shorter exposures.

But with Film one exposure

within the range of Film latitude

is just as free from halation as

another.

The illustrations which we
show are from Film negatives and
the lightings, while not meas-

ured, have a scale that is prob-

ably greater than 1 to 40. The
first illustration is from a nega-

tive that had an exposure of 2
seconds, which was about the

shortest exposure that would cor-

rectly reproduce the contrasts of

the lighting.

The second illustration is from

a negative that was given 4 sec-

onds exposure, the third from a

negative that had 8 seconds ex-
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posure and the fourth from a

negative that had 16 seconds

exposure. The same stop was
used in each case.

The prints from these nega-

tives are so uniform in contrast

that they would easily pass as

prints from the same negative,

yet No. 4 had eight times as

much exposure as No. 1.

The negatives differ from one

another as regards density—that

is to be expected when there is

such a difference in exposures

—

but the important fact is that

their contrasts are the same, that

one reproduces the subject as

well as another, and they are all

good printers.

Some people are better judges

of light and exposure than
others. And we, all of us, miss

our calculations occasionally. So
latitude that you can make use

of fearlessly is a very desirable

quality.

You couldn't ask for more usa-

ble latitude than we have here

shown you in this Portrait Film
test. Use enough light to make
any exposure in one or two sec-

onds—always give as much or

more than the minimum of ex-

posure, and you can't very well

go wrong with your exposures on
Portrait Film if you give full de-

velopment to get full contrast.

Film latitude gives you the

ample margin of safety in expo-

sure—Film non-halation quality

enables you to use all its latitude

and its long scale of gradation

permits you to light your subject

brilliantly and correctly repro-

duce the lighting.

The writer can vouch for the

correctness of the exposures in

the test we show in our illustra-

tions. Any Film demonstrator,

however, will be glad to prove

these and other claims that we
make for Portrait Film.

Use Film—learn its many qual-

ities and advantages and you will

find that it offers unlimited op-

portunities to improve your work
and broaden your capabilities as

a photographer.

PLAN NOW FOR THREE
DAYS AT THE SCHOOL

It's a very easy matter to get

into a rut. All of us have our

ruts, but we should not stay in

them.

It may be a vacation, a visit

to other photographers, a con-

vention or a visit to the Eastman
School that gets you out. But
whatever it may be, you should

take advantage of every available

means of making your business

progressive.

The Eastman School of Pro-

fessional Photography offers a

very helpful means of keeping

you posted on the newest things

in photography. And the new
things keep you out of the ruts.

There are plenty of new things

in the 1921 School. From the

very first week it was demon-
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strated that the new things had
met with the approval of those

in attendance. There was marked
enthusiasm and a spontaneous in-

terest that was demonstrated by
the big attendance and the readi-

ness with which every demon-
strator was questioned.

Those in attendance wanted
to learn of the new things and
did learn. Nothing spurs a good
demonstrator to do his best work
so much as interest and enthu-

siasm. The demonstrators are

giving photographers not only

a carefully planned program, but

are freely offering solutions for

individual problems that are be-

ing brought to them.
The Eastman School is your

School. It does not purpose to

advance pet theories or any hard

and fast rules that might be laid

down for it. The information it

imparts is based on theoretical

facts and the practical applica-

tion of these facts to the prac-

tice of photography.

The School is really a clearing

house of ideas gathered from the

best workmen in the country.

It is a medium through which
these ideas are passed on to all

of those members of the profes-

sion who are anxious to learn the

advances that have been made
by others, and who wish to apply

the new things and the greater

knowledge to their own business.

When the School is in your

locality make your plans to at-

tend. And when you attend.

make it your School. You will

get enough information to more
than pay you for your trip, but

if there is other information that

you want, ask for it. Those in

charge of the School have but

one thought in mind—to make
it as great a benefit to you as

possible.

In addition to subjects covered

in previous years but containing

new ideas and new applications

of the old methods, there is one

entirely new departure. This is

a very thorough discussion and
demonstration of the most ap-

proved methods of Amateur Fin-

ishing by the Professional Pho-

tographer.

Many professional photogra-

phers have taken up this profit-

able line of work and have found

that their success depends almost

entirely upon the speed and effi-

ciency with which they can turn

out a volume of work of high

quality.

The Amateur Finisher is a

specialist who does little things

in a big way—and that way must
always be the most efficient way.

This subject will be handled in

the School by an expert who
has had a wide amateur finishing

experience.

The other subjects on the pro-

gram will be handled by equally

capable men, each an expert in

his particular line of work.

Don't miss the 1921 School.
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ASPECIALIST IN COM-
MERCIAL PHOTOG-

RAPHY
Occasionally the commercial

photographer specializes. And
when he does, he becomes some-

thing more than a commercial

photographer.

Nathan R. Graves was, for

several years, the photographer
for Doubleday, Page & Company,
who publish Country Life in

America and several other maga-
zines. And Country Life in Amer-
ica has always been noted for the
excellence of its illustrations.

It naturally follows that this

was an excellent opportunity for

a photographer to become very

proficient in this special line of

work, and Mr. Graves developed
the opportunity.

He also saw a future for him-
self in horticultural photography
and finally gave up his position

to devote his entire time to the

development of a business of his

own.
He made this business a suc-

cess, but he did not live to com-
plete his work. In fact, such a
work as he undertook is never
finished. It was his plan to com-
pletely cover the horticultural

field. But there are constantly

new subjects to be photographed
and catalogued and this work is

being very ably directed by the

plucky woman to whom his busi-

ness became a legacy.

But we have probably not

made the nature of this unusual

business perfectly clear. Mr.
Graves had photographed thou-

sands of houses and gardens

—

everything in fact from a mod-
est rose covered cottage to vast

estates—from formal Italian gar-

dens to the humble vegetable

patch.

And he found there was a com-
mercial demand for many of his

pictures. In order to fill the de-

mand, however, and make such

a business successful, his stock of

subjects should completely cover

the horticultural field.

That was a pretty big job to

undertake, but when you go
into the office of the N. R.

Graves Co. there are very few

subjects that can be classified

under the head of horticulture

of which Mrs. Graves can not

show you an excellent photo-

graph in a very few seconds.

The writer spent the best part

of an afternoon wandering (in

pictures) through flower gardens,

parks, fields of grain, corn, beans,

celery, berries, forests of ever-

greens and orchards of fruit.

And such wonderful negatives

—such artistic arrangements of

subjects—such beautiful land-

scape gardening effects. It would
be difficult to imagine a horticul-

turist not finding just the subjects

he wanted in such a collection.

But probably you are wonder-
ing just who has need for such

pictures—who buys them ? Obvi-

ously the seed and nursery deal-
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ers are the biggest buyers. You
could illustrate dozens of their

catalogues of vegetables, fruits,

flowers, and nursery stock, with-

out depleting this wonderful col-

lection of pictures. There are

dozens of varieties of almost

every subject.

Then too, every magazine that

makes its appeal to the amateur

or professional gardener, or to

the lover of flowers, is also a

possible customer of the horti-

cultural photographer. And in

addition there are

special commis- ,

sions to do photo- m*]
graphic work. \--^

The Graves film

negatives have
wonderful quality.

Film has been used
exclusively for this

work in recent years, except in

those special cases where nothing
but a panchromatic plate could

be expected to give satisfactory

color rendering.

We have used as many illus-

trations as possible to give some
idea of the nature of this un-

usual work. But with twenty-
five thousand subjects to choose

from, it is obvious that our illus-

trations can only suggest the suit-

ability of Commercial Ortho Film
for such work—illustrate a very

few methods of

handling horticul-

tural subjects and
give a faint idea

of the excellent

quality and broad

scope of the work
produced by the

N. R. Graves Co.

TWO NEW PAPERS
P. M. C. Bromide No. 1

We are now furnishing a new
Glossy P. M. C. Bromide Paper

known as No. 1. This new paper

is coated on a pure white stock

and is furnished only in Single

Weight. It differs from P. M. C.

No. 4 in color only. No. 4 is a

single weight glossy Bromide

coated on Pense stock. If you

wish pure white stock, order No.

1 P. M. C. If you prefer the

Pense thit, order No. 4 P. M. C.

Contrast Glossy Velox

We are also furnishing a new
Velox Paper which is designated

as Contrast Glossy Velox, Single

Weight. The demand for glossy

prints in commercial work and

amateur finishing is constantly

increasing and this new Velox

paper completes the range of

contrasts in Glossy Velox. You
may now have Special Glossy,

Regular Glossy or Contrast
Glossy Velox.
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THE GOVERNMENT
SUIT

Our government suit has been

settled. This is to tell you how
it has been settled.

Under the decree which we
have accepted, we are to sell

certain specified Divisions of our

business, in some cases including

the factories.

What is known as the Folmer
& Schwing- Century Division, is

to be sold, including the trade

names Graflex, Graphic and Cen-
tury, and also including the

factory with all tools and equip-

ment.
Similarly we are to sell the

Premo factory and equipment
and the trade name Premo.
The trade name Artura is to

be sold and with it we are to

disclose to the purchaser the

Artura formula.

We are also to sell the trade

names Seed, Stanley and Stand-

ard, and disclose to the purchas-

ers of those trade names the for-

mulas for those brands of plates.

If an intending purchaser of

the disclosure of one of the for-

mulas is desirous of purchasing

a factory as well, we are to sell

the American Aristo plant at

Jamestown at a fair and reason-

able price.

By the terms of the settle-

ment, we are to have two years

in which to make such sales. If

at the end of that time the sales

have not been made, the prop-

erties are to be put up at auction,

but with a minimum price to be
agreed upon between the gov-

ernment and ourselves.

The users of the products that

are affected by this decree will,

first of all, be interested as to

whether or not they are to con-

tinue to receive them without

interruption. Of this they can

rest assured.

The two camera factories af-

fected will be operated by us to

the fullest possible extent until

a sale has been made, and simi-

larly, we shall continue to supply

Artura Paper and, under their

original trade names, such of the

brands of Seed, Standard and
Stanley plates as we purchased.

Certain of the products now
marketed under the Seed, Stan-

ley and Standard names were,

however, originated in our own
factories, were not a part of our

purchase from the Seed, Stanley

or Standard companies, are not

therefore subject to the court

order and will, at the earliest

possible date, be marketed un-

der new trade names. The most
important of these products are

the Seed 30 Plate, the Seed Gra-
flex Plate, the Seed Panchro-

matic Plate, the Seed X-Ray
Plates, the Stanley Commercial
Plates, the Standard Polychrome
Plates, the Standard Post Card
Plates and the Standard Lantern

SHde Plates.

It is the avowed object of the

Sherman law to provide for the
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widest possible competition. Ob-
viously, then, we are not prohib-

ited from making paper and plates

to compete with the brands that

we part with. On the other hand,

we are expected to compete with

them. This we shall do, and in

the case of paper and plates we
shall have every facility that we
now have, the "know how," the

same plant and the same men.
It will be for the customer to de-

cide who makes the best goods

—

those to whom we disclose our

formulas and sell our trade marks
or we, ourselves.

So far as the cameras are con-

cerned, the conditions are differ-

ent. We are to sell factories and
machinery and tools and goods

in process as well as the trade

names. Obviously, we cannot

immediately come out with com-
peting lines, but in many respects

we shall presently be in a better

position than ever to go on with

our development ofphotography.

Many elements of doubt and un-

certainty are removed. The or-

ganization of our sensitized goods

department, both manufacturing

and selling, remains intact. There
is nothing in the settlement to

interfere with the production of

the films and plates and papers

that you need daily in your

business.

Our research work, our con-

stant endeavor to broaden the

field of photographic usefulness

will be continued. We can see

nothing in the changed condi-

tions that will handicap us in

the manufacture of good goods

—

nothing that will hinder us in

the further development of pho-
tography or delay new applica-

tions of the art that will result

in greater business for you and
for us.

SCOTCH PHOTOG-
RAPHER

We attend conventions and

schools and meet other photog-

raphers, most of us travel a bit,

and we keep pretty well posted

as to what other photographers

are doing, but we have very lit-

tle idea of what photographers

abroad are doing.

It may be interesting to many
of our readers to hear something

about photographers on the other

side—to learn how they work , the

materials they use, their ideals

and a little about the work they

produce.

In the "Professional Photog-

rapher," published by Kodak,
Ltd., of London and distributed

to the professional photographers

of Great Britain, we find a very

interesting sketch of the leading

photographer ofEdinburgh, Scot-

land, Mr. Edward Drummond
Young.
As is usually the case abroad,

the business has been handed
down from father to son. Mr.
Young's father is a painter of
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some note and, "like father, like

son," Mr Young is also a painter

of considerable ability.

And just here we might men-
tion that the influence of paint-

ing is much more evident in

Great Britain than here. The
colored photograph and minia-

tures of excellent quality, in

which a photograph is the base,

are a considerable part of the

business of the best photogra-

phers. And because such pic-

tures are of exceptional quality

they bring a good price and rep-

resent a good portion of the pho-

tographer 's profits.

The British photographer is

conservative and he is thorough,

and while there are studios that

turn out work in considerable

quantities they are the exception

rather than the rule.

Mr. Young was instrumental

in starting classes in photography
at the Edinburgh College of Art
and was induced to take the re-

sponsibility of teaching these

classes himself.

He believes that eVery pho-
tographer should have a training

in art. He doesn't hold, what
is perhaps the popular view, that

only the highest class portrait

photographers need understand

composition and lighting. He
believes that even the man who
is turning out portraits for the

masses at popular prices should

be an artist.

"There is no reason whatever,

"

he says, "why every photogra-

pher should not be able to make
a picture. It doesn't follow that

because a man does work in large

quantities and at popular prices,

that his photographs should be
lacking in artistic merit.

"The doctor who works in a

poor neighborhood and takes

small fees is still a doctor. And
he may be just as skillful in his

profession as the one whose pa-

tients are confined exclusively to

the wealthy classes,

"And the best way to make a

photographer an artist, " he adds,

"is to catch him young. The man
who practices what may be called

the mere mechanics until he is

well on in middle life cannot

hope, simply by the aid of a few
lessons, to shine as a competent
art worker.

"Art requires serious study

and constant practice—and, bear

in mind, this applies with the

same force to the art tliat tries

to express itself by photography
as it does to the art that uses the

older medium of painting.

"That is why I am so keen on
getting young people who intend

taking up photography as their

profession to realize the import-

ance of a thorough training."

What subjects do you teach?

Mr. Young was asked.

"We teach retouching. But
mind you, not the way it is gen-

erally taught in studios. Our
pupils are first of all thoroughly

grounded in anatomv. They are

taught to draw skulls and after-
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wards led on to draw casts. And
not until they have become pro-

ficient in these things are they

taught, what I suppose we may
term, retouching proper.'

"Then we have just formed a

new class for posing and compo-
sition. We also teach lighting

—

in fact, the classes at the College

cover the whole of the art side

of photographic portraiture."

Besides being a member of

several Art Clubs he is chairman

of the Edinburgh Society of Pro-

fessional Photographers—a soci-

ety which has bound the Edin-

burgh photographers together as

one body and has done some use-

ful work in promoting the inter-

ests of the profession.

The character of the man is

shown in his work. His por-

traits bearunmistakably thestamp
of sincerity—the sincerity of the

true artist. There is no striving

after novelty for novelty's sake.

There is plenty that is original,

but the originality is sane and
considered—it has nothing about

it that is grotesque.

There are color schemes that

would be, of course, too daring

for anyone to attempt who has

not the eye for color.

"I always try," said Mr. Young,
"to make a finished portrait, that

is, the picture with the mount-
ing and framing—a complete har-

mony both in design and color.

A picture, whether it is intended

to hang on a wall or to stand on

a drawing room table, must l^ a

decoration. It must make the

space it occupies attractive.

"Of course I know that to

produce a good likeness is the

first object of the photographer,

but there is a great deal to be
done, once that likeness is pro-

duced, by tasteful mounting and
framing."

This endeavor to make pho-

tography attractive is seen in a

very striking manner in Mr.
Young's window. There is no
attempt to display a large num-
ber of photographs, no striving

to show every style of mount and
every size of picture that can be

made. There are, in fact, very

few photographs in the window,
but the few that are there are

shown exactly as they would be
seen in the drawing room of a

tastefully furnished house. The
window, in short, appears ex-

actly like the corner of a room
with a few photographs stand-

ing upon the table and a few

more hanging on the walls.

Although Mr. Young is so en-

thusiastic about getting more
art into photography, he has no
patience with slip-shod methods
of working. He is just as keen
on sound technique as he is on

graceful posing and the harmo-
nious balance of light and shade.

The photographer must be

master of his materials, is theway
he puts it. He must understand

his apparatus and know exactly

how far each different process

will help him in the particular
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style of work he is endeavoring

to produce.
" After many experiments with

sensitive materials and lighting

methods I find that, for my own
classes of work, Wratten Pan-

chromatic Plates used in con-

junction with the half-watt light

(nitrogen filled lamps), come
nearer the ideal than anything

else I have tried.

"I attach the greatest import-

ance to the correct rendering of

color values, and with this com-
bination of plates and light I get

just the kind of negatives I want.
" And, moreover, I do not need

to use a light filter. The light

itself is deficient in blue and
violet rays, so of course when
these are not in the light it is

obviously not necessary to use a

filter to cut them out.

"The use of Panchromatic

plates, I find, reduces to an enor-

mous extent the amount of re-

touching required. There is an-

other advantage. A portrait taken

on a Panchromatic Plate is easy

to color. I recognize this per-

haps more than most profession-

als because I do more than the

average amount of colored work.

"Take, for instance, a portrait

of a lady with auburn hair and a

fresh complexion. The ordinary

plate makes the hair look black

and the complexion very heavy.

"It is impossible to put, over

a photograph of this kind, washes
of color that will give anything

like a correct representation of

the original tints. It is abso-

lutely necessary to cover up the

false tones with opaque colors.

With a Panchromatic Plate, how-
ever, the tones are right and
when the colors are applied the

tints look right."

Mr. Young uses half- watt

light for all of his work. The
system which he has designed is

a bank of lights in a cabinet, in

the form of a skylight. The cabi-

net is on wheels and may be
raised and lowered, giving prac-

tically any lighting that may be
required. There are six lamps,

each giving 3000 candle power.

While there are very few pho-

tographers who would go so far

as to use Panchromatic Plates

for portraiture, it is readily seen

how such plates would be of help

to such a workman as Mr. Young,
who probably introduces color

into the greater part of the work
he produces.

Mr. Young is an exception in

this respect, however, for, like

in America, Portrait Film is rap-

idly gaining ground among Brit-

ish photographers who, while

conservative, are quick to see

advantages that so obviously im-

prove the quality of the negative

and broaden the scope of the

photographer's work.

ELON
Now $9.00 per pound.
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ITAZE ELIMINATION
-*- * The portrait photographer

does not need to depend upon

daylight as a source of illumina-

tion, but the man who has an

outside job must depend upon

daylight.

Sunlight at this time of year,

in fact through the whole winter

season, is not always to be de-

pended upon. The air in many
large cities is seldom clear. The
same is true of certain locali-

ties where there is considerable

moisture. Haze is the word that

covers the conditionand haze may
originate from several causes.

Dust and vapor are the most
common causes and they play

havoc with results unless means
to overcome them are used. But
haze can be overcome.

Go out on a dull hazy morn-
ing and things will look pretty

blue if you are contemplating a

lot of outside work that needs

to be done, or must be done at

once.

But slip on a pair of amber
colored glasses and you will see

things in a much different light.

The landscape immediately
brightens. The haze clears up
and objects seem to have more
contrast. You also see more de-

tail in shadows. You don't mere-

ly seem to see more—you actually

do see more.

Haze is made up of blue scat-

tered light that is reflected from

minute particles of dust or vapor

in the air. You don't see these

fine particles but you do see the

light that is reflected from them.

If you want to see the parti-

cles themselves, examine a ray

of sunlight in a room that is not

brightly lighted. You won't have

to stir up much dust to fill the

ray of light.

Your amber or yellow colored

glasses enable you to see detail

that the haze covers up because

they absorb a great amount of

the blue light of which the haze

is composed.

To photograph through haze,

or to eliminate its effect from

your negative, you only need to

place a yellow filter over your

lens and use a Commercial Ortho
Film.

The filter, a K-2, K-3 or G
Wratten Filter will absorb the

objectionable blue light. For this

reason the Film or plate should

be orthochromatic. As most of

the blue light is absorbed by the

filter, the exposure must be made
by the remaining light which is

yellow, green and red. So the

film or plate must be one that is

color sensitive. Commercial Or-
tho Film is very satisfactory, as

will be seen by our comparative

illustrations which were fur-

nished us by Mr. W. A. Philippi

of the Philadelphia Commercial
Museum.

Figure 1 is the result secured

with a fast plate and an expo-

sure of one-tenth of a second.
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Figure 1

More exposure would only have
increased the hazy effect as the

plate used was only sensitive to

the blue light.

Figure 2 is the result secured

with Commercial Ortho Film, a

K-3 Filter and an exposure of

one and one-half seconds. This

Film is yellow and green sensi-

tive; the filter cuts out the
greater part of the blue light of

which the haze was composed,
and so the exposure was made by
the remaining yellow and green

light. This accounts for the ne-

cessity of a longer exposure.

If this isn't perfectly clear we
might add that every Film or

plate, including the Panchromat-

ic, is very much more sensitive

to blues than to any other colors.

If a yellow filter requires that

the Film or plate should receive

fifteen times as much exposure

as is necessary without the filter,

it is evident that only one-fif-

teenth of the light's value gets

through the filter.

If a lighter yellow filter is

used the exposure will not need
to be so long. But as less blue

light is cut out the haze may not

be so completely eliminated.

All light is scattered to some
extent by haze, but ultra-violet,

violet and blue light is of the

shortest wave length and is scat-

tered most, so yellow filters used

with orthochromatic Film cut out

sufficient haze to give very satis-
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Figure 2

factory results, as our illustra-

tions show. If shorter exposures

are necessary, Wratten Panchro-

matic Plates and yellow filters

should be used. These plates are

more sensitive to yellow and
green and in addition are sensi-

tive to red so that considerably

shorter exposures can be given.

What we have said about haze

applies equally well to results

secured in photographing moun-
tains, distant hills and general

landscapes as well as to city

views. The deeper G filter can

often be used to advantage but

it gives considerable contrast

and plays havoc with aerial per-

spective.

The gradually increasing haze,

which gives the picture a num-
ber of planes and such a pleasing

interpretation of distances, is so

far eliminated that middle dis-

tances seem to become a part

of the foreground.

For pure commercial work
such results are not objection-

able, but if the picture is to re-

tain some of its pictorial quality,

a lighter yellow filter may give

a more satisfactory result.

It is also well to remember
that all of the haze is not always

in the atmosphere. Too often a

part of it has attached itself to

lens surfaces. Get rid of this

source of scattered light by care-

fully cleaning your lenses and
keeping them clean.
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Home for Easter

—

the very time to have

his picture made.

PicTc up the phone and

make the appointment

for him. Main 760.

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line cut No. 284. Price, 80 cents.

rpHE ONLY CONDITION
^ We make but one condition

in our oflFer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city-

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in _/irs<. E. K. CO.
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ULLETIN: THE EASTMAN SCHOOL OF
Professional Photography for 1921

Pittsburg, Pa March 15, 16, 17

Indianapolis, Ind March 22, 23, 24

Chicago, 111 March 29, 30, 31

St. Paul, Minn April 5, 6, 7

Omaha, Neb April 12, 13, 14

Kansas City, Mo April 19, 20, 21

St. Louis, Mo April 26, 27, 28

The Complete Developer for Photographic Papers

Now $5.50 per pound.

Contains no adulterants, requires no additional

developing agent. We recommend it for Artura,

Azo and Velox Papers.

We make it— we know it's right.

1 oz. bottle
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When you have a subject that

requires real contrast— a copy

of a drawing, a letter, a printed

page, an advertisement, a trac-

ing, in fact any example of line

work, use the material that fits

—that will give any degree of

contrast in negative or positive

—

Eastman
Process

Film

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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We test chemicals. When neces-

sary, we make chemicals to safe-

guard your results when you use

paper, film and plate products.

We recommend

ELON
We make it—we know it's right.

Now $9.00 per pound

at your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

A new paper made especially for

enlarging from portrait negatives.

A paper that will help you to

sell large prints, because it

puts the quality of the contact

print into the enlargement.

Two stocks-D White, E BufF.

Two surfaces in each—Rough

Matte and Rough Lustre.

The price is the same as for

double weight Artura Iris.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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F. & S. Banquet Camera
For making large indoor groups, fraternal and fes-

tive gatherings, the F. & S. Banquet Camera meets all

requirements thoroughly. The swinging lens board has

exceptional rise and fall to get subjects in remote parts

of the room as well as those nearby.

The F. & S. Banquet Camera is made in two sizes

—

7 xl7 and 12x20 inches.

While especially intended for interior work, it is

equally suitable for out-of-door groups and general

architectural purposes. The camera folds up compactly

and is easily carried. Strongly made, it works with the

utmost precision.

See it at your Stock House.

Eastman Kodak Company,
Fo Inter (^ Schtoing Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Featuring Attractive New Color Combinations

The Washington
(Florentine Stock)

The Savoy Grey has an extra under-lay insert of English

Grey—the Naples Brown of Sepia Buff, giving a quiet, rich

double matted effect to Portraits.

4x6 Oval and Square—6V4 x 1014 Outside

—

$11.50 per hundred

5x7 Oval and Square—6% x 11 Outside

—

$12.50 per hundred

It is just the style you want to add that touch of newness

—

brightness to your this Season's showing for inslip work.

Samples of both sizes for ten 2c. stamps and
we will include for good measure, a sample of a

Corner holder style made for 4x6 to 11 xl4 work.

SAMPLE OFFER No. 4014

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America.



With the coming of Spring, out-door

work looms big, especially if you are de-

veloping the commercial side of photog-

raphy.

Eastman View Cameras No. 2 embody

all the practical conveniences necessary

for out-door work. The 7 x 11 is an

excellent size for landscapes or archi-

tectural subjects. The proportions of

the pictures are pleasing— the materials

cost no more than those used for 8 x 10,

but the pictures look larger.

See the Eastman View No. 2, 7 x 11,

before you buy a new outfit.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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APROGRESSIVE SCHOOL
There are a number of

things that are having a direct

bearing on photography these

days—a number of things that

are responsible for a very decid-

ed progress that has been and is

continuing to be made in all lines

of photographic work.

The photography of to-day is

a decided improvement over the

photography of a few years ago.

One can look back upon the old

work, however, and find much
that is commendable.
The workmen were careful.

Technically, much of their work
was perfect. They set standards

that are still worth following, as

far as workmanship is concerned.

But when we judge their work
by the present standards—by the

best work of the best photogra-

phers of to-day, the old work
suffers by comparison. As I heard
one man put it: "That was cer-

tainly fine work, in its day, but
it looks 'hard boiled' compared

with the work I am producing

to-day."

That is a big factor in the

progress of photography to-day.

The old timers are holding their

own. They took up the use of

artificial light, different and diffi-

cult as they found its use to be.

Then came Film, which made it

as easy to work by artificial light

as by daylight.

And when they had learned

to what extent the use of Film
had broadened their possibilities

of handling light, they also

grasped the possibilities of home
portraiture.

Everyone knows that home
portraiture has had a great influ-

ence on the nature of the photo-

graphic work that is being pro-

duced to-day. It has been a good
influence.

Credit must also be given to

the motion picture for its influ-

ence on modem portraiture. The
"movie man" has taught all of

us things that have been of value

in portraiture. We have profited
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by the successes he has made

—

we have been given new ideas

and new ambitions.

The photographer has cast

aside those ideas that had be-

come threadbare and is very wide

awake to all of the new things.

We have had a very clear dem-
onstration of this in the interest

and enthusiasm with which the

Eastman School has been greet-

ed in every city in which the

School sessions have been held

this year.

There has not been a single

instance in which the attendance

has not shown an increase over

any previous School. And this

increase is not due to the fact

that there is any material differ-

ence in the number of photog-

raphers in a given city or its

surroundings. It is due to the

fact that the big fellow as well

as the little one has learned that

there is something of value for

him in the School, so he goes to

get information, new ideas— to

learn and to progress.

He goes to the School because

his experience has taught him it

is the only place where he can

find a lot of new ideas, gathered

from all parts of the country and
dispensed in the shortest possible

time with clearness and direct-

ness. It's a Progressive School.

He goes to the School because

it is a very economical way of

getting information. He has two
short rail trips and three days

away from business. If he hap-

pens to be in business in the city

in which the School is held he
is just that much ahead.

Some people imagine it's hard-

er to attend a School or a Con-
vention in your own city than in

another. If you find it so, close

the studio and forget it for three

days.

As an example of the interest

shown in the 1921 School, we
will cite New York City. Over
1400 photographers were regis-

tered and the hall could not

accommodate all of those who
wished to attend all of the ses-

sions.

The same could be said of

Boston and Philadelphia, where
the attendance assumed the pro-

portions of well attended conven-

tions. There were 775 photog-

raphers registered at the Boston

School and 747 at Philadelphia.

These were all professional pho-

tographers of the progressive

type. They were a prosperous,

professional looking class of pho-

tographers too. Prosperity goes

hand in hand with progress.

We can't very well tell you
what is incorporated in this new
1921 School. A demonstration

can't be put into words, printed

on paper and read. It is some-

thing you have to see to appre-

ciate. We can't tell you how to

make negatives, light and pose

a subject and secure a certain

result. These things must be
shown by one who knows how.

Neither can a book be written
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covering the work of the School

.

It changes too quickly. New
ideas are picked up almost daily.

And as fast as new ideas are

found to be practical they are

incorporated in the School dem-
onstrations and lectures.

Then again the School is in-

fluenced by the demands made
upon it. One of the demonstra-

tors is asked a question. It de-

velops that a majority of those

in attendance are interested in

a solution of some certain prob-

lem. So the question is answered,

if necessary, by a demonstration

not on the program.

In a way, then, the School is

fashioned to meet the popular

demand—to teach the new things

but also to give freely of its prac-

tical experience in any helpful

way it can.

The School program merely

outlines subjects that are cov-

ered. It can do no more. If you

are a portrait photographer, take

in every demonstration on the

subject. To do this you must
get back to school habits. Every
demonstration begins on the

minute. There can be no delay

where so much work must be ac-

complished in so small a time.

If you are a commercial pho-

tographer you will find many
new things to interest and help

you, as the subject is handled by
a man who is thoroughly familiar

with this branch of photographic

work.

The same is true of the

demonstrations in portraiture, in

printing methods and commer-
cial amateur finishing.

As we mentioned in the be-

ginning, a number of factors have

had a direct bearing on the pro-

gress of photography in recent

years. But we do not believe

any one of them has had a more
direct bearing than the progres-

siveness of the photographer
himself.

The Eastman School has played
its part, but its success has only

been made possible by keeping

its standard high and having the

support necessary to make it

worth while.

It is your School—make your

plans to attend. The experience

of others will be your experi-

ence. It will be one of the best

investments of a little time and
money you have ever made.
We have been asked what

charge is made for the three

days course. There is no charge.

Your only expense is your per-

sonal expense.

Post a "Studio Closed" notice

on your door, advertise the fact

that you are attending a three

days course of photographic lec-

tures, take your employees with

you and take in the School.

The employee is just as wel-

come as the studio proprietor.

He is the photographer of the

future. But the better pho-
tographer he is to-day the more
valuable he will be to his em-
ployer.
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GETTING THE MOST
FROM SILVER WASTE

Those who have made a prac-

tice of saving silver waste for a

good many years know how to

make the most of the saving.

But as there are many who have

only recently begun the practice

of this economy, it is natural

that their eagerness to see some

returns has led them, in some

cases, to overlook the advice that

has been given.

The man who does a big vol-

ume of business and has forty or

fifty gallons of exhausted fixing

bath each week from which he

can recover the silver, can ac-

cumulate enough waste in a very

short time to see some very

tangible results. And while the

photographer with a smaller

business can get a return pro-

portionately as great, he can not

get it so often.

When we first recommended
the saving of silver waste by the

zinc process of precipitation,

there was a big temptation to see

returns from the practice of this

new bit of economy, and in some
cases the sludge was sent to the

refiner when the silver it con-

tained was worth twelve or fif-

teen dollars. The zinc that had
not been used up had cost four

or five dollars and the refiner's

charge for his assay was five or

six dollars. So the return of five

or six dollars was a great disap-

pointment and the refiner was
thought to have been a robber.

You can't estimate returns on
silver waste accurately. By the

process first recommended it was
necessary to send the zinc to the

refinerwith the sludge. Ofcourse

there is no recovery on the zinc

and if only half of it had been
replaced by silver, half of the

weight of dried sludge would
be zinc.

In the November number of

Studio Light it was advised that

the zinc be placed in cheesecloth

bags and suspended in the solu-

tion. In this way as the zinc is

replaced by silver, the silver is

precipitated and the remaining

zinc stays in the bags. As a re-

sult, the sludge is almost free

from zinc and can be removed,
dried and stored until a sufficient

amount is accumulated to be
worth refining. The zinc in the

bags is used over and over again

until exhausted.

The important point, as we
have tried to make clear, is not

to be in a hurry about getting

returns on your saving and there-

by have refining and transporta-

tion charges eat up the results

of your thrift.

Barring the small difference

in transportation charges, it costs

just as much to refine $15.00
worth of silver as it does to

refine $150.00 worth of silver.

So hold on until you have enough
to count and you are not likely

to be disappointed.
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c OLORING GLOSSY
PRINTS
A CORRECTION

In our February number we
gave a method of coloring glossy

commercial prints in which a

substitute for phospho-tungstic

acid was given for setting the

colors.

We recommended that after

coloring and allowing the colors

to dry, the prints be placed in

the solution to set the colors

and ferrotyped.

We failed to state that prints

should be rinsed for two minutes

before placing them on the fer-

rotype plates.

The solution for setting the

colors is made as follows

:

Sodium Tungstate 150 grains

Phosphoric Acid
(syrup) ... 15 miniras

Hydrochloric Acid

(C. P.) . . . 60 minims

Water to make . 32 ounces

Our reason for recommending

this substitute solution is that

phospho-tungstic acid of uni-

formly stable quality is difficult

to secure, while the desired re-

sult may always be secured with

the solution above.

Fix the prints in the following

bisulphite hypo bath :

Hypo 8 ounces

Sodium bisulphite 1 ounce

Water 32 ounces

When prints have been washed

and dried, apply the colors,

allow them to dry thoroughly.

immerse prints for five minutes

in the solution to set the colors,

rinse for two minutes to remove
surplus acid and place on the

ferrotype plates.

The process is a very satisfac-

tory one, the colors do not run,

and the prints, when dry, do not

show any of the blue stain that

often appears when phospho-

tungstic acid is used.

CAMERA IS VALUA-
BLE TO TELEPHONE

BUSINESS
The Illinois Bell Telephone

Company is one of those con-

cerns that has found photogra-

phy so essential to its business

that it maintains a Photographic

Bureau, which is in every sense

a department of professional com-

mercial photography.

Photographs are made to pre-

serve records, to help keep stock,

teach lessons in safety, identify

employees, put a punch in ad-

vertising, aid in invention and

research, and help establish val-

uable patent rights.

These industrial photographers

have some pretty tough photo-

graphic problems to solve, and

as a result, have many records

of achievement to be proud of.

In speaking of the progres-

siveness of its Photographic Bu-

reau, its Trade Magazine speaks

with pride of its experience with

Film:
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"Our photographers were the

first in Chicago to use flexible

films exclusively. Before 1913
glass plates were used almost

wholly to record the objects be-

fore the lens. When the film

was introduced many photogra-

phers thought it was a fad that

would prove impracticable. Now
it is used nearly every place

where good photographs are

made. The Illinois Bell's Bureau

found that better pictures were
made from film. It was easier

to file and would not break—
and it was and is cheaper than

glass plates."

rpHE SILVER GRAIN
-* A glance at the designs in

our illustration on page 9 might
lead one to believe that the pho-

tographer had been doing a bit

of work for a designer or man-
ufacturer of jewelry.

On the contrary, the designs

shown are simply a few of the

forms taken on by silver bromide
crystals in ammoniacal solutions.

The fundamental units of the

sensitive material used in pho-

tography are the small grains of

silver halide which, embedded
in gelatine, form the emulsion.

The chemistry and crystallog-

raphy of the silver halide grain

is naturally of fundamental im-

portance for all photographic
theory.

The Research Laboratory of

the Eastman Kodak Company,
founded in 1913 to carry out re-

search on photography and on
the processes of photographic

manufacture, has made the study

of the silver bromide grain of

photographic emulsions an im-

portant part of its work.

As a result of a very complete

study of these crystals, involv-

ing photomicrographic work of a

high order, it has been possible

to determine that the grains of

high speed emulsions are defi-

nitely crystaline, to identify their

form and to determine that their

several distinct shapes belong to

the same crystaline class.

These and many other facts

have been confirmed by this

work, all of which are of very

great importance to those inter-

ested in the study of photo-

graphic theory.

The scientific results obtained

in the Laboratory are published

in various scientific and technical

journals, but the work on the

theory of photography is so im-

portant and of such a general

nature that a series of mono-
graphs is to be published cover-

ing the entire field of scientific

photography.

Naturally these publications

will only be of interest to the

scientist, but such information

will have a wide bearing on the

future development of methods
and materials for practical pho-

tographic work.
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LIFE IN PORTRAITS
In one of the best bits

of advice on the method
of putting life into por-
traits that we have ever
read. Thermit, in "The
British Journal of Photog-
raphy," covers the most
important point in the
paragraph at the right.
As his advice is decid-

edly worth while and the
subject is one that has a
very important bearing
on the quality of one's
work, we are reprinting
the entire article.

—Editor's Note.

"/ have mentioned

films; which reminds

me thoj halation alone

can destroy the live

quality of a picture,

and therefore a non-

halative plate or a film

should be used."

I
HAVE just been looking over

a number of portrait photo-

graphs by different camera artists

in diverse styles and qualities,

and I am struck by the fact that

only a few of them have a real

"live" appearance. In the others,

there is nothing to convince the

spectator that they are actually

from life and not from models
or drawings. There are three in

particular, which, when placed

in a line, show very plainly the

point I am concerned with at

present. No. 1 is a bust of an
obviously theatrical person. The
head is certainly a round and
solid object, but to know that

it was photographed direct from
a human being I must depend on
logic. An identical result could

be got from a wax model. No. 2
is different. A man's head, but
certainly not solid. Looked at

from some little distance it might
have been taken from another

photograph or from an engrav-

ing, but close inspection leaves

one in doubt of either. I hap-

pen to know that it

is a "direct," but it

has neither the bril-

liance nor texture

that always belong

in some degree at

least to human skin.

Of No. 3 I know
nothing except the

bald statement
made by the print

itself. But that statement says

decisively that the subject was
alive—and fully alive—when the

picture was taken. It is inter-

esting to note that this photo-

graph does not appear otherwise

to be as expensive or "classy"

a production as either of the

others.

Now what determines this live

appearance in a portrait photo-

graph? It is governed by the

same factors that rule the pro-

duction of good work in general,

and so is sometimes obtained un-

consciously. But it can be made
a regular thing by any good

worker, and need not be left to

our leading camera artists as an

exclusive feature.

The first thing is, naturally

enough, a live appearance about

the sitter, and this goes a long

way, but nevertheless is not a

sine qua non. A live expression

on the face is more important.

Every operator has—or should

have— his methods of getting

desired expression, but for the
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benefit of those who need a hint

I can recommend the following.

Having got everything ready for

the exposure we address the sit-

ter, regardless of empty grins or

bored looks, something like this.

"Now, Sir, (or Madam, as the

case may be), please keep pre-

cisely as you are for another mo-
ment. You look fine (or beauti-

ful, as the case may be)." The
sublime expression which inva-

riably dawns has to be seen to

be appreciated.

A sitter's complexion also

affects the results we are aiming

at. There is little or no white
in human flesh and skin, which
may show red, pink, purple,

brown, cream, blue, green and
other tints, and on this account

colour-sensitive plates are more
likely to preserve the living ap-

pearance than colour-blind plates

can. At the same time excellent

results are obtained on plates

or films which are not—or are

not supposed to be—color-sensi-

tive. I have mentioned films;

which reminds me that halation

alone can destroy the live quality

of a picture, and therefore a non-

halative plate or a film should

be used.

Exposures should be as nearly

exact as possible. Neither under
nor over exposure will get the

best scale of gradation from the

latitude of any emulsion, though
the last is not so detrimental as

the first.

Lighting, for general work.

should be full and plentiful with-

out being flat. An extensive and
high supply of diffused light

with a small point of direct light

somewhere near its centre is a

rough description of a simple and
effective form of lighting. Re-
flected light must be controlled

by very deliberate inspection,

and if it can be done without,

so much the better.

Great depth of focus and pin-

sharp definition all over are not

required. Soft focus and a sug-

gestion of fuzziness around out-

side edges give an impression of

movement which is almost essen-

tial. At the same time, decided

unsharpness is not wanted or of

any use. Any lens other than

one designed for portrait work
should always be used at full

aperture to avoid "still life" defi-

nition as much as possible.

Provided we can develop in-

telligently, there is only one
point to consider here. If we are

not using a non-halative plate

or film, quick development in

normal developer is calculated to

give cleaner high lights than very

slow action in a tank of diluted

solution. The former will bring

up the picture before reaching

the halation, the latter will pen-

etrate the emulsion before get-

ting to work properly on the

image. The necessary amount of

development will depend on the

grade of printing paper favoured.

If this is soft, a fair amount of

contrast must be developed into
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the negatives; for vigorous pa-

pers the development should be
somewhat curtailed.

Retouching has a lot to do
with the final result, particularly

if ordinary plates are used, and
here are three points for the re-

toucher who is not an expert.

First, there is usually a highlight

within a highlight in nature, or,

in other words, highlights are

not even spots or patches, but are

composed of gradations. To em-
phasize this by inserting smaller

"higherlights" in the highlights

of a portrait will help consider-

ably provided it is not overdone.

Second, light playing on a per-

son's eyeballs can give the spec-

tator quite a decisive impression

of life, and this applies also to

portraits. If the whites of the

eyes and the points or triangles

of reflection in the pupils are

inconspicuous in the negative,

much can be done by the judi-

cious addition of a little retouch-

ing lead. Third, the style of

work is a factor. Retouching

which prints like wire netting or

a layer of dust destroys any im-

pression of life. To use an Irish-

ism, retouching is most useful

here when it is absent, but if a

negative really requires decisive

retouching, the shape and direc-

tion of the strokes are important.

I have always got the best re-

sults by restricting myself to

short lines, straight and curved

running in the (curved) direc-

tions that the grain of the skin

seems to take—horizontal on the

brow, vertical at the temples,

oblique on the cheeks, circular

round the chin, and across the

hands. I find the nose is best

treated with horizontal strokes

though the inclination is to work
vertically.

Of printing mediums, those of

the slow development type are

at least as good as any, and of

surfaces, matt and semi for small

heads, semi or rough for large.

CHECKING BACK ON
QUALITY

Even the man who is doing

good average work will do him-

self good to now and then put

himself through school again.

The best of professional men
do such things to keep out of

the ruts. Your physician takes

a few days or weeks off to attend

a course of lectures. And while

you can brush up on ideas in the

same way, the only way you can

brush up on actual practice is to

go through a series of checking up
experiments in your own studio.

Obviously, the things we are

going to suggest can not be done
when making sittings for your

customers. But they can be done

in your spare time just to keep
yourself from skidding to one or

the other side of what you know
to be the peak of your ability to

produce work that is technically

and artistically good.
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And while you are putting

yourself through school again

you may find it will be to your

advantage to also put an appren-

tice through the same training.

You can teach him in a very short

time what it might take him
months to absorb. And the soon-

er he learns fundamentals, the

sooner will he pay you dividends

in good work as your assistant.

He should get his training in

composition in an Art School or

from the simple rules that are to

be found in text books.

But lighting is a bit more dif-

ficult. The eye must be trained,

not only to see an effect of light

on the subject, but to also ap-

proximate what the Film or plate

will record.

The ground glass is practically

useless for this purpose. The
image is always pleasing as it is

seen on the ground glass because

of its color. But it does not rep-

resent what the sensitive mate-
rial will record.

It is best to forget the ground
glass except as a means of focus-

ing and placing the image in the

proper space. The effect of light

must be determined indepen-

dently. The eye must be trained

to determine the value of high-

lights as they will be reproduced
by the negative and print.

The use of artificial light sim-

plifies matters considerably be-

cause the light is sufficiently con-

stant to make the duplication of

a result fairly certain. You train

your eye, not so much on the

strength of the light on the sub-

ject as upon the relation of the

lights to the shadows.

The important thing in light-

ing the subject, as you know, is

to maintain a harmonious balance

of light and shade. It is light

and shade that gives roundness

to the photographic image. Put
too much light in the shadows or

too little light in the highlights

and the result is flatness. Re-
verse the procedure and there is

too much contrast.

Be your own schoolmaster,

make your studio your school and
check back against yourself just

to be sure that the quality of

your work is not slipping.

If some of the suggestions we
make seem absurdly simple, just

remember that they must be
elementary. We all know them,
but we sometimes slip up a bit

in our judgment because they

are so simple.

One of the first things to con-

sider in lighting a subject is the

value or strength of light. The
strength of light diminishes very

rapidly as the distance from its

source is increased. If you place

the subject 6 feet from the light

and make a correct exposure in

2 seconds, at 12 feet the expo-

sure must be 8 seconds.

The light decreases in inverse

ratio to the square of the dis-

tance from the light. The rule

refers to a point source of light

but, practically, it applies suffi-
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ciently well to a greater volume

of light to be used in judging

exposure.

The square of 6 is 36— the

square of 12 is 144, which is

4 times 36. Therefore, any ex-

posure at 6 feet must be multi-

plied by 4 to secure the same
result at 12 feet from the light.

Next comes the balance of

light. After placing a subject at

6 feet and 12 feet from the light

and noting the difference in illu-

mination, load your holders for

the first practical lesson. Make
two exposures on a film to econ-

omize, as the results can be seen

on a small negative as well as a

large one.

First, make a strong lighting

that you know will produce deep

shadows. Have the light come
from an angle of 45° and from

a point sufficiently in advance of

the subject to just touch the

cheek bone on the shadow side

when the subject is facing front.

Make an exposure as nearly

correct as possible without using

any reflector to throw light into

the shadows. Get your impres-

sion of the strength of light

and depth of shadows with your

head in approximately the posi-

tion of the lens.

Now have someone open a

screen further in advance of your

main source of light so that some
light will fall into the shadows,

or use an auxiliary light, not too

strong, at a sufficient distance

to slightly illuminate the shad-

ows. Note carefully the effect

of this light and make another

exposure.

Next, use a head screen close

to the subject to reduce the high-

light alone and note what effect

this has in balancing the light-

ing. The reduction of a high-

light that is too strong will make
the shadows seem lighter in com-
parison. Make another exposure.

In each of the last two instan-

ces the change in the effect of

the lighting should be very small.

Don't overdo things or the com-
parison of the final results will

not be of sufficient value.

For the fourth negative, use a

reflector at a considerable distance

from the subject to put a small

amount of light into the shadows.

Make a fifth and sixth negative

moving the reflector slightly

nearer each time.

The value of such experiments

is in noting the effect of each

change in the appearance of the

lighting. You have made some
of the lightings too flat and some
too contrasty. You have made
one that you think is just right.

When the negatives have been

developed and your printer has

given you the best possible print

from each one, you can readily

tell whether or not the lighting

you thought just right produced

the negative that made the best

print.

If it did not, your judgment
was wrong and you have learned

something worth knowing.
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If you have made notes at the

time of making the exposures so

that you can dupUcate the exper-

iments, you can make a second

series of negatives very closely

approximating the best results

of your first experiments. The
hardest thing may be to admit

that you have been wrong in

your judgment and to set a new
standard.

So much for the balance of

light. Now for the best techni-

cal quality. You have a very fair

idea of exposure. But you may
be wrong. Under-exposure is a

common fault.

With a certain lighting you

may consider 2 seconds a normal

exposure. If so, make four neg-

atives giving exposures of 1, 2, 4
and 8 seconds. Mark the time

on each and develop all for the

same length of time with the

developer at 65°.

You may find that you are

slightly under-exposing. Don't
judge by your negatives. Judge
by the best prints the negatives

will produce. You may find your

4 seconds exposure will produce

a print with more depth and
roundness than you have been

getting from your negatives.

You may not like the looks of

such negatives, but just remem-
ber that it's print quality that

counts. You get business on the

quality of the work you deliver.

So much for exposure. Now
for the effect of time of devel-

opment. You may see a greater

difference in the effect of devel-

opment than in the effect of

exposure. Several negatives of

varying exposure, developed for

the same length of time, will

have the same contrast. But a

variation in the time of devel-

opment will make a variation in

contrast.

Make about six exposures and
have them as nearly identical as

possible. And if you have been
developing for 8 minutes, place

all the negatives in a tank at the

same time, but take No. 1 out

in 6 minutes, No. 2 in 7 minutes,

No. 3 in 8 minutes. No. 4 in 9
minutes. No. 5 in 10 minutes

and No. 6 in 12 minutes.

Again, you can not judge the

best result by the negatives.

Don't try to. Give the six neg-

atives to the printer and tell him
to get the best prints from each

negative. Mark the prints to cor-

respond with the negatives but

choose the best print before you

look to see what time of devel-

opment that negative received.

You may find you can improve

your results by more careful de-

velopment. The negative which
had 8 minutes development may
not produce the best print.

It takes time and patience and

material, but you can improve

your work if you go about the

task systematically and analyze

each series of experiments. It's

worth the effort too, because the

only way to see results is by
comparison.
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THE MAN WHO MADE
THE PICTURES

We often hear it remarked

that the first quahfication of a

good portrait is that it be a good

hkeness. And possibly this is

true. But it is so obvious a state-

ment that it hardly deserves se-

rious consideration.

A portrait is not a portrait if

not a good likeness of the sit-

ter. And a good likeness is not

a portrait in the true sense of

the word if it does not portray

something of the character and
personality of the sitter.

Art aims at more than re-

semblance—more than accurate

draughtsmanship. Its aim is to

delineate those distinguishing

characteristics that make person-

alities. It subdues here and
accentuates there, bringing out

the best that is in the sitter and
recording it in a lifelike inter-

pretation of the sitter's most
pleasing characteristics.

Much of the ability to grasp

the essentials of good portrai-

ture comes from long study and
thoughtful practice. To some,

ability is easily acquired while

to others the result is attained

only by hard work and pains-

taking effort.

We might say that the sub-

ject of this sketch absorbed pho-
tography. J. Anthony Bill has a

record of having worked for one
photographer for twenty - four

years. He began his career when

a boy of fifteen and became a

photographer long before he
knew it.

When he did realize that he
was thoroughly competent to

conduct a business for himself,

the Bill Studio came into exist-

ence. It is quite natural for

Mr. Bill to feel that his one big

mistake was in not starting to

work for himself much sooner

than he did, for in the seven
years that his studio has been
in existence he has built up a
business that any man might be
proud of. And along with the

work of building a new business

he has always found time to

help the other fellow and to

serve his State and the National

Associations.

Mr. Bill has served as Presi-

dent of the Ohio Society of Pho-
tographers and has demonstrat-

ed at both State and National

Conventions.

One indication of his progres-

siveness is the fact that he does

not depend upon studio work
entirely. He advertises sittings

by appointment in the home or

at the studio, and specializes in

child portraiture and "Garden
Photography"—the picturing of

homes and their surroundings.

His portraits of children are es-

pecially pleasing and are always
full of animated expression.

It was in home portraiture

that Mr. Bill first used Portrait

Film. The results were so pleas-

ing that in a short time he
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adopted Film for studio work as

well, and has never regretted

the change.

He has his own ideas about

proof retouching and does not

believe that a proof should leave

too much for the customer's

imagination. He goes a bit far-

ther in proof retouching than

most photographers, retouching

two or three of the best nega-

tives of each order so that the

proofs show exactly what the

finished print will be like.

It has been his experience

that re- sittings are practically

eliminated in this way and the

time of retouching is very sel-

dom wasted because retouched

negatives almost always bring

orders. If the order is only from

one negative and a re-sitting is

saved, the extra retouching is

much less expensive than the

time and material consumed by

a re-sitting.

Our illustrations are from Ar-

tura prints, Artura being the

paper which Mr. Bill uses ex-

clusively in reproducing the

beautiful quality of his Film

negatives.

For projected portraits of the

highest quality, use

:

H

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

OW TO GET COM-
MERCIAL BUSINESS

Quite often we have requests

to supply advertisements for com-

mercial photography. Such re-

quests may seem perfectly rea-

sonable until you think the matter

over carefully. Then it dawns

upon you that commercial pho-

tography requires special or indi-

vidual treatment in advertising.

There are a great many things

that can be advertised in a gen-

eral way with the best of results.

Just drop the advertising in the

slot as it were and take out the

business. But commercial pho-

tography is not one of them.

If you are a commercial pho-

tographer and want more busi-

ness than you now have, you

should not expect to use news-

paper advertising as a means of

getting it.

If you are a portrait photog-

rapher in a town of medium size,

have had considerable experience

in outside work, and think you

could do some commercial work

to advantage, don't use news-

paper advertising—at least not

for commercial work. Advertise

portraiture in the newspapers but

make your commercial advertis-

ing personal.

When you advertise portrait-

ure, every reader of the news-

paper is a possible customer. On
the other hand, it is not likely

that more than one per cent, of

those readers are likely to ever

want commercial work.
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To solicit commercial work,

first of all you must have sam-

ples and they must be first-class

samples. We will suppose you
have done some very fine work
for a manufacturer of machinery,

you want to do similar work for

another manufacturer in an en-

tirely different line. Samples of

the work you did for the one

man will interest the other be-

cause they are different from the

work he would want. They show
something of another man's busi-

ness—they may offer suggestions.

And a man can see these things

in another man's business much
more readily than he can see

them in his own.

If you are unable to get in

personal touch with your pros-

pective customers, write them.

But never make your letter a

form letter. A customer is worth

the effort necessary to get him.

So write him a personal letter

—

tell him you are doing some cer-

tain work that you think might
interest him, and enclose a good
print. If the suggestion fits,

suggest that similar work might
be useful to him and that you

would be glad of the opportu-

nity to do any photographic work
of a special nature that he might

have in mind for catalogues or

other advertising.

A very important point in so-

liciting commercial photographic

work is the use of the best qual-

ity of stationery. And to be

consistent, the stationery or some

form of advertising matter to ac-

company the letter should show
either actual photographs or re-

productions of photographs.

You are asking a man to make
use of photographs—you should

make use of them yourself.

It is rather difficult to secure

a fine halftone reproduction on
your letter-head. It is also diffi-

cult to secure good reproductions

on anything but the best printing

papers and by anyone but the

best printers.

Insist that you get as good
halftone reproductions as it is

possible to produce before you
use illustrations in booklets or

pamphlets. Pay the price and
get the best or, have neat circu-

lars printed, leaving spaces for

small photographs which you can

mount on.

We have seen this latter meth-
od used and the writer believes

it is even better than using half-

tones. A light weight folder

is made in a size to fit your mail-

ing envelope. It is enclosed with

your personal letter soliciting

business and is mailed as first-

class matter, sealed.

The folder needs only a small

amount of text matter of expla-

nation, something like the fol-

lowing:

"No matter how graphically
you can paint a word picture,

an actual photograph will viz-

ualize the thing more quickly,

clearly and convincingly.

A picture tells its story at a
glance, and when supplemented
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by suitable text, becomes the
most efficient form of publicity

that can be used.

These pictures are reduced
from our standard photographs
which are 8 x 10 inches in size."

Of course your letter must be
short and to the point. We might
suggest a letter but it would be
only of a very general nature.

You must make the letter you
write fit the individual or class of

individuals to whom you write it.

Mr. John Smith,
Smith Machine Co.

Dear Sir:

Industrial photography is

playing a big part in business

—

in manufacturing, in selling and
in creating good will.

More than likely there are
places in your business where
photographs will save you
money and other places where
they will earn money for you.

We would like an opportu-
nity to show you examples of
industrial photographs we have
made for others which we think
may suggest ways in which you
can use photographs to your own
advantage.

If you are interested, call us
(Main 472) and we will make
an appointment to suit your
convenience.

Yours very truly,

Photographs that show men
at work at machines may appeal

to one manufacturer. Photo-

graphs of safety appliances, safety

warnings, or welfare work, may
interest another. Good photo-

graphs of salemen's samples are

always of interest. A photograph
of a large number of parts, prop-

erly numbered, the assembly of

a complicated machine or a good
photograph of the finished pro-

duet are always of interest to the

manufacturer and may suggest

uses for photographs.

Use care in choosing samples

but be sure you have them in

sufficient variety, for you can

never tell in what kind of work
you will most likely interest a

prospect.

I know of a commercial pho-

tographer who went all through

his samples in an endeavor to

interest a manufacturer, carefully

avoiding, however, a number of

pictures of cattle which were in

the bottom of his sample case.

At last the manufacturer spied

one of these pictures and was
immediately interested. The re-

sult was the job of photograph-

ing a lot of very fine stock which
was this particular man's hobby.

Needless to say this was followed

by a good volume of work for the

factory.

Good follow-up suggestions for

Industrial photography may often

be had from various industrial

magazines. Go over them care-

fully—note the illustrations and
read the articles descriptive of

various industries. Then pass

your knowledge along to pros-

pective customers in suggestions.

There is really no limit to what
you can accomplish if you have
ideas and initiative and can do
the work.
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The gift that

has personality

—

that is you.

Your portrait

made in

your home.

Home sittings hy

appointment.

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line cut No. 285. Price, 80 cents.

rpHE ONLY CONDITION
* We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-
phers in the same town would not
care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding
orders (if any) will necessarily be
turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account
of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in j^r5<. E. K. CO.
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ulletin: the eastman school of
Professional Photography for 1921

Kansas City, Mo April 19, 20, 21

St. Louis, Mo April 26, 27, 28

Detroit, Mich May 3, 4, 5

Cleveland, Ohio May 10, 11, 12

Rochester, N. Y May 17, 18, 19

Use Eastman

COMMERCIAL
ORTHO FILM

The ideal material for commercial subjects, indoors

or out. Excellent orthochromatic quality—non-halation

properties superior to non-halation plates, and no more

expensive than ordinary single coated plates. All the

physical advantages of Film, too.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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Safety plus

Comfort

WRATTEN
SAFELIGHT
LAMPS

Safety in your dark-room light preserves

the quahty of your negatives—preserves their

brilliancy by eliminating the degrading in-

fluence of fog.

Wratten Safelight Lamps transmit a soft,

indirect light that is a relief to the eyes—

a

comfortable light that is safe for the material

with v^hich the Safelight is recommended.

Wratten Safelight Lamp, No. 1, as above . . $10.00

Do., No. 2, without slide for white light . . 7.50

Series 1 Safelight, for plates not color sensitive, 8x10 1.25

Series 2 Safelight, for Orthochromatic film or plates,

8x10 1.25

Series 3 Safelight, for Panchromatic plates, 8x 10 . 1.25

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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When you order a developer,

be specific—ask for the devel-

oper that gets results. Say

ELON

JVe make it—we know it's right.

Now listed at $9.00

per pound.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Enlargements on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE
sell better because they are better

enlargements. Portrait Bromide

is more than a quality paper. Its

quality is of a special character

that suits it to a special purpose

—

enlarging from portrait negatives.

Two stocks— D White, E Buff.

Two surfaces in each—Rough
Matte and Rough Lustre. The

price is the same as for double

weight Artura Iris.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*.
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With a Cirkut Camera you can make
negatives from five to sixteen inches in

width and up to twenty feet in length.

Big profits are realized from Cirkut

Group pictures of conventions, graduat-

ing classes and similar large outdoor
gatherings.

Panoramic views of town and city real

estate, farm, timber, mining lands and

manufacturing plants are increasingly in

demand.

Cirkut Cameras make some remarkably

profitable negatives—such a negative as

the picture above was made from.

Let us send you the ''Cirkut Book.**

Eastman Kodak Company,

Folmer Sf Sckwing Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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They carry a message—

The Forget-Me-Not Folder

Portraits mounted in this folder convey to the

persons receiving them just a little bit more than

the ordinary exchange pictures.

They carry a message. A special show case dis-

play will attract attention. They will make a hit

with the young folks.

For inslip prints 3V^ x 5 (two out of 5x7), oval anrl square.

In Savoy Grey and Naples Brown colors.

PRICE, $6.00 PER 100

Ask your salesman to show you samples, or write us at once for them.

Samples of both colors for five 2c. stamps.

Sample Offer No. 4010

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America.



More than 80% of the X-Ray workers of

America use Eastman Tested Chemicals

They must eliminate the element of

uncertainty from their work.

The surgeon's knife is guided by a

diagnosis of the X-Ray result.

Your results are not a matter of life

or death, but they are a matter of

dollars and cents.

Specify

EASTMAN
TESTED CHEMICALS

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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PROJECTED PORTRAITS
& PORTRAIT BROMIDE

The sale of an article depends,

not so much upon the prospective

customer's knowledge of it, as

upon the confidence which the

salesman himself has in it.

The idea that what we com-
monly call an enlargement is not

as good as a contact print is

more likely to be the notion of

the photographer than of his

customer.

The photographer credits the

public with having a very fair

general knowledge of photo-

graphic processes when, as a fact,

such is not at all the case.

We read of a photographer

who built up an excellent busi-

ness by advertising his "Project-

ed Portraits." He compared the

softness and gradation of his

projected portraits with ordinary

contact prints and built up an
excellent business on the quality

of his work.

We do not cite this instance

as being at all remarkable, for

there are a number of good pho-

tographers who make all of their

prints by projection. We merely
contend that there is nothing to

the idea that the public does not

approve of enlargements or pro-

jected prints, which we think is

a better term for the print made
by projection.

The sale of portraits by pro-

jection is materially increasing

and will continue to increase as

photographers come to know
more of the possibilities of one

of the oldest photographic pro-

cesses.

But it is not alone the process

that makes these possibilities so

great. Improvements in Bromide
Paper play a very important part.

Many of the surfaces now sup-

plied are especially suited to

portraiture, and at last a special

emulsion has been made that

meets the most exacting require-

ments of the portrait photogra-

pher—Portrait Bromide.

Developing out papers, such

as Artura, are not to be excelled
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for quality. We are not suggest-

ing Bromide paper for contact

printing. But once you have ta-

ken an order for contact prints

it is presumed that your sale is

finished—unless you can add to

that order a miniature or an en-

largement or two.

The prospects of selling a

larger projected print or two are

best. And to the average work-

er the large print is most simple

to make.
There is much that can be said

for the Bromide process and Por-

trait Bromide. But we will deal

first with the process. Naturally

the perfect negative—the one full

of gradations and neither too

contrasty nor too flat is the one
that will give the finest prints.

Such negatives are even more
necessary for developing out
paper prints because such papers,

from their very nature, do not

have the latitude in the printing

process that a Bromide paper has.

As a rule, then, any negative

that will make a good D. O. P.

print will also make a good Bro-

mide print. And if the negative

is too flat or too contrasty for a

good D. O. P. print, a better

result can be secured in a prop-

erly exposed and developed Por-

trait Bromide print.

That intangible thing called

"quality" is only to be secured

by adapting the exposure of the

paper to the negative and then
adapting the development to the

exposure.

In the case of a good negative,

a normal exposure, followed by
normal development in a fresh

developer, will give a perfect

black tone if development is al-

lowed to continue until the print

will develop no more. If you
make Bromide prints be sure of

this point. You may be accus-

tomed to much shorter develop-

ment than is necessary for Bro-

mide and may over-expose so

the print will develop fast.

A Bromide print should never
develop in less than a minute
and a quarter. If your print has

had a normal exposure and seems
to be dark enough when it has

developed for a minute, let it re-

main in the developer for another
minute and see the change.

Development will seem to stop

in the highlights, but the shad-
ows will continue to build up.

The result is added brilliancy,

better blacks, transparency in

shadows and good modeling in

the highlights.

If the negative is thin and
flat, good blacks can still be ob-

tained in the Bromide print.

The best results are secured by
reducing the brilliancy of the

light. A couple of sheets of

ground glass or one of opal will

usually give the desired result.

Exposure is then cut down to

the minimum, a little more than

the usual amount of bromide of

potassium is used and full de-

velopment given.

If many such negatives are
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encountered it is advisable to

have a stock solution of devel-

oper in which there is a greater

proportion of Elon and Hydro-
chinon than in the regular de-

veloper.

In the case of a hard contrasty

negative, on the other hand, as

powerful a light as possible

should be used and the exposure

should be full rather than short.

Fresh developer should be con-

siderably diluted, say with an

equal volume of water.

Because of the full exposure,

the development is somewhat
shortened, though it may not

seem so because of the diluted

developer.

In extreme cases of contrast,

as soon as the shadows gain fair

density, the print may be re-

moved to a tray of plain water

and allowed to soak for one or

two minutes. The developer in

the shadow portions of the print

has been fairly well exhausted

but that in the highlight por-

tions is still active and continues

its work.

To summarize, the Bromide

print increases in contrast as de-

velopment proceeds. Full ex-

posure and short development
gives less contrast than short ex-

posure and full development. In

this respect it is like a Film or

plate.

Developing out paper prints

change in density during devel-

opment but their contrast is not

changed by time of development.

A normally exposed D. O. P.

print can be developed light or

dark and have the same contrast.

To materially change contrast a

contrasty paper must be selected.

Bromide papers are made in

different contrasts just as plates

are made in different contrasts.

But until recently there has not

been a Bromide paper made with

no other idea in view than that

of furnishing an ideal material

for projected portraits.

The portrait photographer is

exacting and we have been
equally exacting in requiring that

a Bromide paper for portraiture

should put contact quality in the

enlargement.

Eastman Portrait Bromide has

this remarkable quality. And in

addition it has the desirable

characteristics of other grades of

Bromide papers, which allow for

considerable latitude in manip-

ulation.

With a knowledge of these

characteristics, which we have

explained, you can produce pro-

jection prints on Portrait Bromide
having a quality that will make
them sell quite as readily as con-

tact prints. And every sale adds

very materially to the profit on

your order for contact prints.

Talk projected prints in addi-

tion to contact prints—show sam-

ples—have a good argument to

back up your sales talk, and you

will increase your profits by the

sale of one or several projected

prints with almost every order.
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A'
DVERTISING THAT
GETS BUSINESS

A very few photographers do

a considerable amount of adver-

tising. A fair proportion of

photographers do a very con-

servative amount of advertising,

and the balance don't advertise

at all.

The few photographers who
do the most advertising have a

very good idea of what an ad-

vertisement should be. They
devote considerable time and
thought and spend quite a bit

of money on the preparation of

their newspaper copy, their

booklets or letters, and they get

results. That's why they con-

tinue to advertise in a large way.
The photographer who does

the most advertising, however,
is not necessarily the photogra-

pher who has the reputation for

making the highest priced work.
He may advertise for a class of

patrons who will pay a medium
price because he feels he has a

larger field. And as a result he
will get the volume of business

that will make his profits large.

But the best advertising is

sometimes that of the most ex-

clusive photographer— the man
who does the best work and gets

the highest prices. In this case

the man is progressive. He is

not content to do a little work
at a big price and thereby make
a good living. He knows there

is a limit to his class of patrons,

so he advertises to get as many
customers as possible, as often

as possible.

The other class of advertisers

—the conservative ones—do not

do enough advertising or keep
at it long enough to get the best

results, and in many cases their

copy does not contain a sufficient

argument to make anyone want
photographs. They advertise
themselves or their studio but
do not stress the desirability of

having photographs made.
If everyone in town knows

Winkle is the best photogra-

pher— if almost everyone has

seen his work or has at sometime
been photographed by him, his

advertisement will naturally

make one think of pictures. But
if Winkle does more than just

remind people that he is still

alive and is still making pictures

—if he were to boost the slogan

the P. A. of A. is boosting this

year—if he would use newspaper
space every week during the en-

tire year featuring that slogan

rather than featuring Winkle, we
rather think he would materially

increase his business.

Artistic T*hotographs

PERRY WINKLE
210 Main Street

This doesn't mean very much
to the man who reads it. He
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doesn't affirm or deny it—what'

the use? But

Be photographed

this year on your

birthday.

PERRY WINKLE

The Photographer in Your Town

sets him thinking. He is re-

minded of his own birthday. He
may try to think how many birth-

days have passed since he has

been photographed. He remem-
bers the children's birthdays

—

possibly it occurs to him to sug-

gest to mother that they should

be photographed this year.

And each time he sees this ad-

vertisement or some other with

a real argument for photographs

he is unconsciously being influ-

enced. You may not get him at

once—you may get his whole
family first. But you will surely

get business from such advertis-

ing if you can produce photo-

graphs that please.

The man who doesn't adver-

tise merely waits for business—

advertising of the right sort goes

out and gets it.

Our cut service, page 26, is

for you. The cuts are suitable

for newspaper advertising.

rpHREE MORE SCHOOLS
-* The Eastman School is fin-

ishing its swing around the circle.

To be exact its route has been

more like a great figure 8 with

one end on the Atlantic coast

and the other at Omaha.
The very materially increased

expense of traveling, of living

and of transportation raised the

question of whether or not the

attendance at the Schools would
justify the expense of putting out

an even bigger and better School

this season. Do the photogra-

phers want a School and will

they close their studios land

attend ?

This question has been an-

swered in a manner that is very

gratifying both to those who
actually have the School in charge

and to those of us who are look-

ing on from the side lines.

The answer is an average at-

tendance of 641 professional pho-

tographers at every School up to

the time this is being written.

It isn't necessary to consult a

psychologist to learn why this

School has been a success. You
only need to attend the three

day sessions or ask someone who
has attended.

In my morning mail I found a

letter asking for some proofsheets

of advertisements which have

been suggested in Studio Light
during the last year. The letter

began : "Just returned from the

Eastman Professional School of
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Photography, and, to say the

least, I am chock full of new
ideas."

The point that we want to

bringout is that yourattendance at

these Schools is not an expense.

The information received makes
it an asset. It's something you

can turn into cash—something

out of which you can develop new
and better business and added
prestige for you and your studio.

You may think you don't need

the information you can get from

these Schools. We can only re-

peat that an average of 641 pro-

fessional photographers for every

School—many of them top notch

photographers, too—have found

it to their advantage to take what
the School freely offers in new
ideas and timely suggestion.

The Eastman School Bulletin

Detroit, Mich. . . . May 3, 4, 5

Cleveland, Ohio . . May 10, 11, 12

Rochester, N.Y. . . May 17, 18, 19

There is no better

developerJbr papers

than

ELON
We make it—
we know it's right.

^1

THE PICTURES ANDTHE
MANWHO MADETHEM

You would hardly think that

the most photographed people in

the world would ever require the

services of a professional portrait

photographer. But they do.

"Movie" Stars become so "fed

up" on pictures of themselves, in

which they are not themselves,

that they have as much, or even
more occasion than ordinary mor-
tals have to employ the portrait

photographer.

They may be fond of their art

—may put their whole souls into

their film productions, but there

is nothing personal about these

pictures. They are made to please

or amuse the millions.

For their own friends, how-
ever, there must be pictures that

tell a more personal story. And
one must not forget publicity,

which is important to the pro-

ducer as well as to the Star.

The "movie fans" must be
given a glimpse of the favorite

now and then as he or she appears

"oif stage" as it were, which
makes business for the photog-

rapher.

We can hardly say that C.

Heighton Monroe specializes in

such work. It would be better

to say that he is a home portrait

photographer who is fortunate

enough to have the greater part

of his time taken up in photo-

graphing residents of the "movie"

colony.
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All of Mr. Monroe's portraits

are made in the homes of his

sitters and there are very few of

those well known to the silver

screen who do not have beautiful

homes in or about Los Angeles,

which is the center of the motion

picture production industry.

Mr. Monroe uses an Eastman
Home Portrait Outfit and Por-

trait Film. He frankly states

that he considers Portrait Film

the most important part of a

Home Portrait photographer's

equipment.

He uses as much daylight as

possible in lighting his subjects

and prefers sunlight, as he has

no fear of not properly repro-

ducing the high key of such light-

ings with Film.

But the home portrait photog-

rapher, even in sunny California,

cannot always depend upon day-

light for the brilliant lighting

effects he may wish to produce.

Mr. Monroe carries a 1000
watt lamp in his outfit supple-

mented by one of the popular

spot lights, and with this equip-

ment is able to produce almost

any effect of lighting he wishes.

Even when using artificial light,

however, he finds a small amount
of daylight may often be used to

very good advantage.

For the greater part of his

work he uses a 16 inch lens and
when portraits are to be used for

publicity purposes, the negatives

are quite sharp. A few extra

soft focus negatives are always

made, however, and as the diffu-

sion is neverextreme, they usually

bring good orders.

Mr. Monroe is one of the

younger photographers but has

had a very broad photographic

experience. He has been a re-

toucher, printer, operator and
commercial photographer. His
mother was, and is still, a pho-

tographer and he has been in the

business ever since he was big

enough to wash prints.

While he has been in business

for himself less than two years

he has found that by maintaining

a high standard of quality and
doing his best to please each cus-

tomer, his work has brought him
new business, new friends and
bright prospects for the future.

Our illustrations are from Ar-

tura prints, Artura being the

paper Mr Monroe depends upon
to reproduce all the quality of his

Film negatives.

From the deepest

shadow to the

highest light

ARTURA
gives perfect

reproduction.
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PANCHROMATIC RE-
SULTS

Just a matter of fifteen years

ago a picture such as we have

reproduced on the opposite page

would have been impossible.

Wratten & Wainwright offered

photographers the first practical,

highly color-sensitive, fast pan-

chromatic plate in 1906. Before

that time color-sensitive plates

had been made but they were
not sufficiently color-sensitive and
they were so very slow that they

were of little value to the prac-

tical worker.

The panchromatic platemarked
the most important advance in

the science of photographic emul-

sion making that had been made
since the advent of the dry plate.

Its greatest immediate impor-

tance was to the printing world

because it made possible a revo-

lutionary advance in the art of

color reproduction.

With the panchromatic plate

and three color filters, A, B, and
C (orange-red, green and blue)

it became possible to make three

negatives, one through each of

these filters, to make a halftone

from each negative and to print

these halftones with inks of colors

that were complementary to the

colors of the filters, the result

being the excellent three color

illustrations that are so popular

to-'lay in many forms of printing.

The process is purely mechan-
ical and the results are wonder-

ful. But we think that the op-

portunities that have beenopened
to purely photographic processes

of reproduction with panchro-

matic plates are equally won-
derful.

These opportunities have not

been so rapidly grasped by the

photographer, first, we think,

because the subject of panchro-

matic photography has usually

been spoken of as the subject or

problem of color separation, and
the literature on the subject,

until recent years, has been rather

difficult, or at least tedious, read-

ing.

The second reason is that a

great majority of the work that

requires panchromatic plates is

new business. It is work that the

photographer at one time would
not have attempted to tackle,

knowing he could not produce a

satisfactory result by the old

methods.

Panchromatic plates are not as

essential to the portrait as to

the commercial photographer,

though there are some cases in

which a panchromatic plate will

give a decidedly better result in

portraiture.

We have in mind the outdoor

girl who has been burned by the

sun, who has developed a healthy

coat of tan, and possibly freckles.

She wants a picture, preferably

in an evening gown. You know
the ordinary result.

But with a panchromatic plate

and a light yellow filter the tan
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and freckles disappear, the deli-

cate tones of the gown are beau-

tifully rendered and the retouch-

er 's work is almost done away
with. Even without a filter the

result is a wonderful improve-

ment over ordinary results.

In commercial photography the

panchromatic plate and filters

open up an entirely new field as

well as make a decided improve-

ment in many classes of work for

which color-sensitive plates had
never before been used.

And panchromatic photog-

raphy is not difficult. It would
be hard to find a photographer

who has never loaded a holder in

the dark or developed a plate by
time. Yet this is all that is dif-

ferent in the handling of pan-

chromatic plates.

There are also very few pho-

tographers who have not at some
time used a color filter. The only

difference in using panchromatics

and filters is that the plates are

sensitive to all colors and that

with several filters several differ-

ent results may be secured.

There are four yellow filters in

general use— Kl, K2, K3and G,
and in their order each gives a

little stronger correction. A very

fair idea of the result that will

be produced may be had by look-

ing at an object through the

filters.

The G filter over-corrects, by
which we mean that yellow ob-

jects photograph as if they were

white instead of slightly darker

than white. The red filters, A
and F, over-correct red in the

same way the G filter over-cor-

rects yellow. And the green filter

B, over-corrects green.

Our illustration is a reproduc-

tion of an Anglo- Persian rug

photographed by the manufac-

turers, M. J. Whittall. The
ground of this rug is a moire blue

of medium shade. The trellis

work is a nile green outlined

with black, and there is con-

siderable red throughout which,

however, has not photographed

black. The lightest color is ecru

and the next lightest color is a

gold.

Such a reproduction, which
gives an excellent idea of the

design of this rug, would not

have been possible with anything

but a panchromatic plate.

The exposure was made from

overhead through a G filter with

a 9/^ inch lens stopped down to

16. The exposure of six minutes

was made by the light of a west

window on a bright morning.

To give some idea of the ex-

posures necessary with and with-

out filters we might add that the

correct exposure for this subject,

using a panchromatic plate with-

out a filter, would have been 1

minute.

The Kl filter would have re-

quired 1/^ minutes, the K2, 3
minutes, the K3, 4/^ minutes.

And anyone who has ever at-

tempted to photograph such a

subject on an ordinary plate will
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readily agree that the additional

time required to secure such a

result is time well spent.

For the greater number of

colored subjects a K2 filter will

give a very satisfactory rendering

of colors, that is, they will appear

in the black and white photo-

graph about as deep in tone or as

dark as they appear to the eye.

Light yellows will appear light

and dark yellows dark—light reds

will appear light and dark reds

dark. And the exposure with the

K2 filter will only be three times

as long as an exposure without a

filter.

If you make an occasional land-

scape you will find that a pan-

chromatic plate and a Kl or K2
filter will give you a negative of

a quality you have never before

secured.

You have seen panchromatic

results but possibly you have

never actually produced one.

Have your dealer send you a fil-

ter or a set of filters and a few

of these wonderful plates. Then
make a few panchromatic nega-

tives and you will find that you
will be looking for the most diffi-

cult work that you can find and
will be getting new business, be-

cause you can do the difficult

things and do them well. We will

be glad to mail you the book-

let, "Color Plates and Filters for

Commercial Photography," free

of charge. a

Specify Eastman Tested Chemicals.

PROOF PAPER GLOSSY
AND SEMI-MATTE

Eastman Proof Paper is now
furnished in glossy as well as

semi-matte surface. The glossy

paper is similar to other gelatine

printing-out papers but is made
specially for proofing. It is not

as expensive a paper as Solio and
not as satisfactory for toning, but

as a proof paper it is fully as satis-

factory as any gelatine paper.

The semi-matte proof paper

announced in January has been
improved—has had a little more
sheen added to its surface and
makes a cleaner and more bril-

liant proof. It is still a semi-

matte and will be found to answer
every requirement where a print-

ing-out paper that is not glossy

is required.

The prices of Glossy and Semi-
Matte Proof Papers are the same

:

THE PRICES
Cabinet . . $L35 per gross

4x5 . . 1.50 per gross

5x7 . . 2.30 per gross

61/2 x 8I/2
. . 3.75 per gross

8 X 10 . . 5.30 per gross

Larger sizes will be furnished

at the same prices that were for-

merly charged for Kresko on

orders amounting to $1.00 or

more.

When business is poor, adver-

tise to make it good—when business

is good, advertise to make it better.
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CREATING CONFIDENCE
VS. CUTTING PRICES

My wife told me to bring home
some fresh eggs the other day,

and while I knew where she

bought eggs, it was a little out

of the way. I could buy them

nearer and save walking the ex-

tra three blocks.

The first store I passed dis-

played a sign, "Strictly Fresh

Eggs 28c." That looked too
cheap and they had too many
eggs displayed.

The next store displayed a

sign, "Near-by Fresh Gathered
Eggs 30c." and the next, "Fresh

State Eggs 30c.", and the next,

"Guaranteed Fresh Eggs 29c ",

and the next, "Not over ten days

Fresh Eggs 30c."

I had been unable to make up
my mind to take a chance. By
that time I had reached the store

where we had been getting good
eggs. There was a plain market
basket (not an egg crate) in the

window filled with nice clean

eggs And a sign read : ^'Strictly

Fresh Effgs 36c. We Know the

Hens That Lay Them." That
grocer didn't have to cut the

price of his eggs to 28c. or 30c.

My wife knew those eggs by
experience and it was worth the

extra six cents to have confidence

in next morning's breakfast.

This all leads up to the fact

that a correspondent has asked

us to publish an article on the

inadvisability of price cutting.

Our correspondent had been
to the Eastman School and had
heard a lecture which his com-
petitor should also have heard.

He cites how the lecturer at the
School suggested cooperation in

advertising and methods of build-

ing up rather than tearing down.
The trouble with advertising

reduced prices, as I see it, is that

it doesn't help create confidence

in quality nor make people want
photographs. If this young pho-
tographer has been advertising

quality and suggesting how de-

sirable photographs really are,

his competitor's advertising
won't hurt him.

Competition is a good thing

for the photographer—competi-
tion in quality, in styles and in

ideas. It keeps one up on his

toes to do good work. But this

kind of competition should not

create bad blood between the

competitors. It's a good healthy

business rivalry.

Competitors can also be good
friends and even cooperate in

advertising of a general nature

intended to make people think

of and want photographs. It's

being done right along, especial-

ly at Christmas time. But it can

also be done at any other time

of the year.

Occasionally the other fellow

won't be friendly. In that case

it usually develops that he is

afraid of you. He may cut his

prices and artificially stimulate

his business, but when the stim-
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ulant wears off his business is

in worse condition than before.

Then too it must not be for-

gotten that anything he does to

stimulate business will make
business for you.

If one of your customers tells

you that Smith is cutting his

prices and asks why you don't

do the same, you might say that

you have never asked more for

your work than you think it is

worth and that you don't sup-

pose Smith is asking more for

his work than he thinks it is

worth.

That puts it up to the cus-

tomer to decide whether or not

Smith makes as good work as

you.

What will he do? Most likely

have you make his pictures. He
says to himself: "This fellow isn't

worrying about Smith's prices.

He seems sure of his ground

—

perfectly independent—willing to

have me go to Smith if I want
his pictures, and he doesn't say

a word against Smith. I guess

he must be the best workman
of the two— a bigger man in his

profession than Smith."

The photographerdoesn't have
old style, picked over, shop worn
or job lots ofphotographs to clean

out. If he did he could have a

sale of those particular goods and
no harm done.

But as every piece of work he

turns out is a made-to-order job

and as it's to his interest to make
it as good as it can be made, no

matter what price is quoted, a

cut price can only indicate one of

four things:

The photographer's regular

prices are fictitious or too high,

he is lacking in ability, he is

going to slight the work, or he
is going to lose money. In any
event he is not going to create

confidence in himself or his work.

I am going to tell that young
man who has been a bit worried

over the other fellow's advertis-

ing to forget it. He can't do
anything more than to advertise

the other fellow by taking note

of it and this would do himself

a lot of harm.

The way to get business is to

take advantage of every oppor-

tunity to make your work better

and fresher and more attractive,

to advertise in a way that will

make people want photographs

and in every way possible to cre-

ate confidence in your ability to

produce portraits that are worth

a little more than you ask for

them.

Discriminating people will buy
their eggs of the man who knows
the hens that lay them.

Expose for the shadows,

the highlights will take

care of themselves, will

retain their sparkle and

brilliancy— if the nega-

tive is made on

Eastman Portrait Flhn
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The kind of a portrait

you and your friends

will appreciate—and

we'll make it without

fuss or bother—in your

home or our studio.

Make the appoint-

ment to-day.

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line cut No. 286. Price, 80 cents.

npHE ONLY CONDITION
'' We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding
orders (if any) will necessarily be
turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in /r*^ E. K. CO.
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A Britisher's Opinion

"Speaking as a technical worker, I -do not

think there has been anything in my time

which has marked such a distinct advance

in the quality and usefulness of photo-

graphic material as Eastman Portrait Film.

When I say Eastman Portrait Film, of

course I include Commercial, Commercial

Ortho and Process Film.

"The one thing about Films which induced

me to use them instead of glass plates was

the very important fact that they enabled

me to make better negatives."

Mr. S. Grivishaw, Official Photographer

to Ford Motor Co., Manchester^ Eng-land.

There's a Film for practically every cofn-

mercial need—Eastman Portrait, Commercial

Ortho, Commercial and Process.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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With the coming of Spring, out-door

work looms big, especially if you are de-

veloping the commercial side of photog-

raphy.

Eastman View Cameras No. 2 embody

all the practical conveniences necessary

for out-door work. The 7x11 is an

excellent size for landscapes or archi-

tectural subjects. The proportions of

the pictures are pleasing— the materials

cost no more than those used for 8 x 10,

but the pictures look larger.

See the Eastman View No. 2, 7 x 11,

before you buy a new outfit.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Alt Dealers'.
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ELON
The best developer for

photographic papers.

IVe use it
—we recommend it

—
we make it

—we know it's right.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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Make portrait enlargements on the

paper made for portrait enlarging

—

the paper that puts contact quality

in projected prints:

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Two stocks—D White, E Buff.

Two surfaces in each—Rough

Matte and Rough Lustre. The

price is the same as for double

weight Artura Iris.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*.
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The No. 9

Century Studio Outfit

The use of long focus lenses is rapidly increasing

because they give better perspective and drawing. In

the making of large heads a long bellows extension

is necessary with these lenses.

The No. 9 Century Studio Outfit with its extra long

bellows extension provides a focal capacity of 26 inches,

sufficient for practically any long focus portrait lens.

The adjustments of this Outfit are so smooth and
direct in action that the photographer's attention can

be concentrated on the delineation of his subject.

See it at your Stock House

Eastman Kodak Company,
Century Camera Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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A rich stock—a sparkling design.

Colors

—

Trio Grey and Trio Brown.

The GEORGIAN
(Triotone Stock)

For sheet prints 4x6 to 10x13 V2

Prices range from $6.75 to $21.00 per hundred

The Georgian will command your attention. Its features

are those you want to put a new value angle to Portraits,

mounted in corner holder styles.

Samples of both colors for six 2 c. stamps and we
will include, no charge, sample of the LA SALLE

—

an inslip style also made of Triotone stock.

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America.



More than 80% of the X-Ray workers of

America use Eastman Tested Chemicals

They must eliminate the element of

uncertainty from their work.

The surgeon's knife is guided by a

diagnosis of the X-Ray result.

Your results are not a matter of life

or death, but they are a matter of

dollars and cents.

Specify

EASTMAN
TESTED CHEMICALS

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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rpHE BIG BUFFALO SHOW
-*- There is no success so great

but that it can be outdone. The
Milwaukee Convention of the

Photographers' Association of

America was a big success. That
the Buffalo Convention will be a

bigger success is assured.

We have just had a pleasant

interview with the President and

the plans that he has unfolded

leave no doubt in our minds as to

the genuine worth of the Buffalo

program to every photographer

who attends.

Who in our profession has not

wished he might some day see

Pirie MacDonald in action, mak-
ing one of his wonderfully virile

portraits of a man

.

Mr. MacDonald will do this and
more. He will explain his methods,

the light he uses, how he handles

the sitter—and then he will get

into action and make some of the

inimitable MacDonald portraits.

That ought to be worth any-

one's ten dollars. But in addition

there will be demonstrations by
Eugene Hutchinson, Wm. H.
Koehne, Walter Scott Shinn,

Emma Hilton and others.

If you want to listen to con-

structive criticism you couldn't

find a man in the country who
knows more about photographs

than Elias Goldensky. Possibly

you saw him make his memorable
demonstrations last year. Mr.
Goldensky will spend an hour or

two each day reviewing the

picture exhibit. You can't afford

to miss this.

Mr. Le Jaren A. Hiller of New
York, the artist who does wonder-

ful things with photography, will

illustrate a story by Anna Kath-

erine Green. This demonstration

will interest everyone but will be

of special value to those who wish

to use photography for illustra-

tive or advertising purposes.

Mr. Hiller uses the camera more
than his brush and produces re-

sults that are really wonderful.

His work is to be found in many of
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the National magazines. This

demonstration will be a headliner.

Mr. Henry Turner Bailey, the

artist, will tell you what to put

into the picture; Mr. Harry

Collins Spillman will speak on

practical psychology; Mr. Howard
Webster will talk on commercial

photography, Mr. Clarence Stearns

on advertising and Mr. J. E.

Mock's talk will be on subjects

of general interest to photogra-

phers.

The entertainment features will

be unusual in many ways and will

do much towards making this a

real, get-to-gether convention.

The Officers' Reception and Dance
will be held at the Iroquois Hotel

Monday evening. Tuesday noon

there will be a big warming-up

luncheon. It may cost you ten

cents but it will be worth a dollar.

Tuesday night. Grand Ball and

Cotillion at the Music Hall.

Wednesday night the exhibit

will be open to the public, at which

time Mr. Wm. H. Towles will

address the visitors. The enter-

tainment will end Thursday even-

ing with a trip to Niagara Falls.

A free picnic lunch will be served

in the park on Goat Island, after

which the Falls will be electrically

illuminated for the visitors.

This seems like enough to sat-

isfy anyone and still we haven't

mentioned the wonderful picture

exhibit, the commerical features,

the model studio, the trouble

bureau or the manufacturers'

exhibits.

The picture exhibit, surround-

ing a beautiful tea garden, will

contain the cream of the work pro-

duced by American photographers
as well as a foreign exhibit of un-

usual interest.

There will be a commercial

demonstration each day in the

model studio as well as other

attractions prepared by the com-
mercial section.

The model studio will have an
elevated tier of bleachers that will

seat 800 or more spectators. Aside

from the portrait studio there will

becompletely equipped workrooms
and a reception room with sales

experts in constant attendance.

The trouble bureau will be a

place where you can bring your

troubles, and leave them. Ex-

perts will be in charge who will

solve your problems. Mr. J.

Garabrant will handle electrical

problems, and there will be others

who will be able to give lens and
other valuable assistance.

We need not say much about

the manufacturers' exhibits. All

available space has been sold and

everything new in apparatus and

materials will be on display. It

will be an exhibit such as is seen

only at a national exhibition.

Make your plans for Buffalo the

week of July 18. Ask your Ticket

Agent for a Certificate for half-

fare return trip if you travel by
rail. Or if you motor to Buffalo,

write the Secretary for free space

in the Tent Garage adjoining the

Convention Hall.
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PUTTING CONTRAST IN
THE COPY

In a letter signed "An Inter-

ested Reader" we have been asked

to give some advice on the photo-

graphing of letters. The writer

states that he finds shadows on

the copy that he can not even

detect in the negative.

Not having sent an example of

his prints or negatives we can only

treat the subject in a general way
and try to cover any difficulties

that might be experienced by
other photographers in similar

work.

In making a copy of a letter, a

legal document or a similar sub-

ject, it must first be decided

whether or not the texture of the

paper on which the writing appears

is to be reproduced. If this is de-

sired, as is usually the case with

important old documents, a fairly

full exposure should be given on

Commercial or Process Film. If

Process Film is used the Elon

Hydrochinon developer specially

recommended for Process Film

should be used. This will not give

too great contrast and if the ex-

posure has been sufficient a brill-

iant negative will be secured with

normal development.

If it is desirable to show all

possible detail in the print a soft

paper should be used such as No. 1

or No. 2 Azo. If more contrast is

desired No. 3 or No. 4 Azo may be

used, the No. 4 giving the greatest

amount of contrast in the print.

The fact that our questioner

finds shadows on his copy of a
letter leads us to believe that he

has not secured the contrast and
density in his negative that is nec-

essary if he is to get black letters

on a white background.

For such a treatment use a Pro-

cess Film by all means. And to

secure a great amount of density

use the Hydrochinon-Caustic Soda
developer which is recommended
for extreme density. These form-

ulas will be found in the "Eastman
Professional Film" booklet.

The exposure should not be as

full as for the negative in which

detail is desired but development

should be longer. Long develop-

ment builds up contrast and den-

sity and this is what is required.

Process Film may be developed to

almost any degree of density and

if not over-exposed there should

be no trouble in securing a neg-

ative sufficiently opaque to give a

black and white print with no

intermediate tones.

If there has been over-exposure

and the writing or printing is not

sufficiently transparent the nega-

tive may be improved by a slight

reduction with Farmers Reducer,

the Red Prussiate of Potash and

Hypo reducer which is published

with almost all instructions for

Plates and Films. This will

quickly clear up the shadows with-

out materially affecting the high-

lights, which in this case are

represented by the entire back-

ground of the printed matter.
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If the letter to be copied is

typed or written with a blue ink

it may be necessary to use a Pro-

cess Panchromatic and a red or

green filter to get a perfect result.

But these plates are no more diffi-

cult to handle than ordinary plates

if they are loaded into the holders

in darkness and developed in

darkness by time. They can not

be handled by a red light because

of their sensitiveness to red.

If ordinary means fail to give

the necessary contrast and density

or if the subject must be rendered

in detail while the background or

a piece of printed matter ac-

companying the subject must
have contrast, Monkhoven's in-

tensifier may be used for general

or local intensification.

There is no more eflScient inten-

sifier known for producing strong

contrasts but there is one object-

ion to its use—it contains cyanide

of potassium.

This chemical was commonly
used in wet plate days but many a

photographer's experience does

not go back that far. So it is best

to have a thorough knowledge of

its poisonous nature before it is

used.

One or two grains of this chem-
ical are fatal and even the fumes
or the dust of the dry chemical are

extremely dangerous. The form-

ula follows

:

A. Bromide of potassium . . 10 grs.

Bichloride of Mercury . . 10 grs.

Water 1 oz.

B. Pure Cyanide of Potas-
sium 10 grs.

Nitrate of Silver 10 grs.

Water 1 oz.

The silver and cyanide are dis-

solved separately and the silver

added to the cyanide until a per-

manent precipitation is produced.

The mixture is allowed to stand

for fifteen minutes and after filter-

ing, forms solution B.

Solution A is the bleacher. If a

negative is to be locally intensified

it should be fixed, washed thor-

oughly and the surface moisture

removed. The part that is to be

locally intensified may then be

carefully painted over with the

bleacher. Be careful not to

allow the solution to run on to the

parts that are not to be intensified.

After carefully bleaching the

parts that are to be intensified the

negative is washed and the entire

surface flowed over with the B
solution until the bleached image
is thoroughly blackened. The
negative is again washed, and the

worker's hands should be thor-

oughly washed as well to remove
any traces of cyanide.

It is advisable to make up only

the amount of solution that is to

be used and to pour the entire

solution down the sink when the

work is finished. This is a safety-

first precaution.

We think this covers the ground

in a fairly thorough manner. Our
correspondent was not getting

suflBcient contrast and possibly

not suflScient density. He may
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have been using a paper that was
too soft.

Commercial or Process Films

should be used more extensively

for work that demands contrasty

results. It is folly to even attempt

to make one type of emulsion

meet every requirement when
special emulsions of Films and
plates are made for special pur-

poses.

ANEW ADAPTER BACK
FOR STUDIO CAMERAS

To complete the adaptability of

Stuciio Outfits to the use of double

holders for Films or plates we
have added a new Adapter Frame
to the list of those already fur-

nished for Studio Cameras.

The new Adapter Frame fits

the Century Automatic Cabinet

Attachment which is in use on
many Studio Cameras. By re-

moving the brass arm which en-

gages the slide of the curtain

holder the Adapter Frame takes

thi^ place of the curtain holder.

The reversible back of a 5 x 7

Eastman View Camera is then

attached to the Adapter Frame
and the studio camera is fitted to

use'the same double Film or plate

holder!? that are used on the East-

man View Camera.

The advantages of such a back

for your studio camera are that

the holders are compact, each

holder can be loaded with two
Films or plates and such holders

are not expensive.

THE PRICE
Adapter Frame for Cen-

tury 5x7 Cabinet At-
tachment $4.00

Reversible Adapter Back
for 5x7 Film or Plate

Holders 10.00

THE MAN WHO MADE
THE PICTURES.

The term "natural ability" as

applied to photography covers

considerably more than artistic

talent and a technical knowledge

of photographie processes . These

alone may make a good photog-

rapher, but without a rather

broad knowledge of human nature,

a cheerful disposition, a pleasing

personality and a large reserve of

tact, it is hardly reasonable to say

that a photographer is blessed

with unusual natural ability.

Once in a while you do find a

man who comes up to these speci-

fications. The particular man we
have in mind is Wilfred E. Smitli,

proprietor of the Lewis-Smith

Studios, Chicago.

If you have ever seen him
photograph, children you can

readily understand whj'^ his little

clients refuse to be dignified in his

presence. Their parents may
"Mr. Smith" him as much as they

please but to the youngsters he is

"Billy".

And possibly this may, in a

measure, explain his success with

grown-ups. After all, we are only

children, grown up and become
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more conscious of ourselves and

our responsibilities. We take life

very seriously, which is all the

more reason for our appreciating

the geniality or personal magnet-

ism, or whatever we may choose

to call that rare faculty some men
have of making us cast off our

shell of formality and becoming

our natural selves.

Mr. Smith has this rare faculty.

But it is well balanced with tact,

good business sense and complete

confidence in his ability.

He is a very versatile workman,
possibly because his experience

has been unusually broad. As a

home portrait photographer his

work has been varied, extensive

and always successful.

He was one of the first photo-

graphers to take up the use of Film

exclusively and there are few con-

ditions of light which he has not

encountered and mastered with

the aid of Portrait Film.

It is little wonder then that

when the new Lewis-Smith Studios

were opened in, or rather on top

of the Blackstone Hotel, that Film

should have been the negative

making material selected for this

studio's work.

Loyalty is one of Mr. Smith's

most admirable characteristics

and Film is one of his best friends.

He is too modest to say anything

about himself, but when asked

what factors had contributed to

his success, replied: "I am a firm

believer in service and quality. By
service I mean prompt delivery of

work when promised, and quality

to me means Films and Artura
paper.

Mr. Lewis has severed his con-

nection with the Lewis-Smith
Studios so Mr. Smith is now going

it alone. We count ourselves

among his many friends who wish

him continued success.

Our illustrations are examples
of Mr. Smith's work in the

Chicago studio.

rnWO NEW PAPERS
-*- Because of the increased use

of gloss and semi-gloss, white stock

papers for contact prints we have
anticipated a similar demand for

Bromide papers and have added
two new papers to the P. M. C.

line. These new papers will be

known as P. M. C. No. 9 and
P. M. C. No. 9 Contrast.

The surface of these papers is a

semi-gloss while the stock is pure

white, double weight. The P. M.
C. No. 9 is coated with the reg-

ular emulsion while the No. 9

Contrast will produce exception-

ally brilliant prints from negatives

that are too flat for the regular

emulsion.

These two new papers will be

welcomed by the commercial

photographer and the amateur

finisher as they are specially suited

to a class of enlarging work en-

countered in both of these branches

of photography.
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Tj^ASTMAN PORTRAIT FILM WASHING TANK
This very convenientwashing

tank has been designed specially

for the washing of Film negatives

in Film Developing Hangers. As
will be seen by our illustration,

the tank will accommodate both

5x7 and 8 x 10 negatives. In

washing 5x7 negatives one end of

the hanger rests on the end of the

tank and the other on the sliding

brace placed across the center of

the tank. The brace serves two
purposes. It prevents the tank

from bulging when full of water

and supports the ends of the

hangers when placed crosswise of

the tank.

Both 5x7 and 8 x 10 Films can

be washed in the tank at the same
time or the entire tank can be

used for one size. The capacity

when No. 2 Film Hangers are used

is twelve 5x7 and nine 8 x 10

negatives, or when one size of

negatives is being washed, twenty-

four 5 X 7 or eighteen 8x10
negatives.

The tank is of a very convenient

size and may be used in almost

any sink. The inside dimensions

are 10^ xl6}/^ inches. The water

is fed into the bottom of the tank

through a rubber tube which con-

nects with the perforated metal

feed pipe that makes a complete

circuit of the tank.

The water is very evenly dis-

tributed, but to insure perfect

distribution and to prevent the

force of the water from moving
the films about, a removable, per-

forated, false bottom covers the

intake pipe and insures an even

upward flow of fresh water at all

times.

Another feature of the tank

which helps to insure the rapid

elimination of the chemicals that
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are washed out of the films is the

overflow on either side. There are

fourteen outlets, seven on each

side. The water flows upwards

and out. Because the water rises

evenly from the entire bottom

area of the tank and has this ample

outlet, there are no back currents

and negatives are thoroughly

washed in the shortest possible

time.

The tank is very light in weight

and this, with its convenient size

and the efficient manner in which

it washes negatives, makes it a

very desirable addition to the Film

worker's dark room.

The price of the Eastman Por-

trait Film Washing Tank is $8.50.

ANEW TYPE OF FILM DE-

VELOPING HANGER
The No. 4 Eastman Film De-

veloping Hanger is of an entirely

new type, following very closely

the general lines of the Core Plate

Developing Rack. There are no

clips to hold the Film in place as

clips are unnecessary with this

new hanger. The Film slides easily

into the side and end channels.

The top channel is hinged. When
the Film is in position the top

channel is closed and a spring

holds it in place.

The bottom and two side chan-

nels are perforated on their edges

and one side so that the developer

drains away from the Film as soon

as it is removed from the solution.

L
^»

Front of Hanger

As the Film is held on its four sides

and there is room enough for the

slight expansion that occurs when
the Film is wet, there is no bulging

whatever and the hangers can be

placed as closely together in a

tank as glass plates.

The cross bars of the No. 4

Hangers are approximately the

same length as other film hangers,

are made of a flat strip of metal

and have deep notches near either

end which permit of their being

hung on a wire while the negatives

are drying.

The parts of the hanger that go

into the developer are made of a

non-corrosive, rust-proof metal.

Back of Hanger
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It is strong and durable and very

convenient for holding the Film

while it is developed, fixed, washed

and dried.

The No. 4 Eastman Film De-

veloping Hangers are made in

three sizes. The 5x7 Hangers are

60 cents each; the 6}i x 83/^ and

8 X 10 are 75 cents each, at your

dealers'.

THE WOMAN'S AUXIL-
IARY

Esteemed Friend

:

This year the Woman's Auxil-

iary of the P. A. of A. is planning

great things. We have been

organized for only two years, so

have not had much opportunity to

be useful to the Board. But this

year we are to help entertain the

ladies attending the National Con-

vention, so that no man can go

away and say truthfully that

"taking the wife to the Conven-

tion was an interference"; or, "if

I had not had the Mrs. to look

out for, I could have seen how to

develop that new paper all the

boys are using." No, indeed!

This year friend wife is to be very

busy, as she is to meet the dealers'

and manufacturers' wives, and the

wives of all the photographers,

and all the ladies attending the

Convention; in fact, she is to act

as hostess, as the Auxiliary is to

have headquarters right inside the

Hall—a nice place to rest and
visit. Each day, ladies from differ-

ent sections are to act as host-

esses. Don't you like the idea.?

Then, we are to have a lovely

"tea garden"—where tea is to be

served every afternoon, free. The
ladies are also to have charge of

this—and act as hostesses, so you
see we need you.

It is a little early to plan your

vacation, but I know you have
been thinking about it; but where-

ever you have planned to go this

year, do go by way of Buffalo and
make it in time for the National

Convention, July 18th to 23rd.

We will have Reduced Railroad

Fares to Buffalo. Buy a one-way

ticket and ask the ticket agent for

a certificate for the P. A. of A.;

then when you return home, the

certificate is honored by the rail-

roads and you pay only half fare.

It is important that you ask for

the certificate.

The Board this year has prom-

ised the members the best Conven-

tion ever held, and from plans

already far advanced, I know it

will be. There are so many new
things a man cannot afford to miss.

Just one of the many things they

are to see this year is a simple pro-

cess to save the silver from dis-

carded developer. Do you know
that each year your expenses to

the Convention could be saved

from what is dumped down the

sink?

Have a talk with friend husband

today, and tell him what I have

told you; get him interested

enough to send in his membership
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dues, if he has not already done so.

If this part is settled, please

drop me a card, telling me you will

be in Buffalo, so that I may place

you on a committee where you can

help us put the Woman's Auxiliary

on record this year as a big success

of the National Convention.

Thank you for giving me so

much of your valuable time, and
I do hope we shall meet this year

in Buffalo.

Cordially yours,

Bertha E. Towles
Chairman.

1520 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, D. C.

DRYING GLOSSY PRINTS
WITH HEAT

Occasionally we are asked why
glossy papers are not made suffi-

ciently hard, physically, to per-

mit of their being dried quickly,

by heat, in some of the forms of

belt dryers.

The answer is a very simple one.

Glossy papers are made specially

for ferrotyping. The commercial

photographer prefers the high

gloss that is secured by this pro-

cess of drying. And in order to

secure a perfect gloss the gelatine

must be soft enough to adhere

perfectly to the ferrotype plate

and take on its glossy surface.

If a glossy paper is made hard
enough to go through a belt dryer

without sticking, it is too hard for

perfect ferrotyping, and if soft

enough for ferrotyping, it is too

soft for belt drying.

Belt drying does not add any to

the gloss of a print, in fact it dead-

ens it slightly. So we think that

in many cases semi-gloss papers,

which are sufficiently hard for belt

drying, can be satisfactorily used

for work which must be dried

quickly.

If, however, it is absolutely

necessary to use glossy papers and
to dry prints by heat, a bath of

formalin will sufficiently harden
the prints provided the heat for

drying is not excessive.

In using a formalin bath the

length of time required to harden
the prints is in direct proportion to

the strength of the solution. A
40% formalin solution will suffi-

ciently harden prints in 4 minutes.

Dilute this solution with an equal

volume of water and 8 minutes

will be required. Diluted 1 to 3

will require 15 minutes and 1 to 7,

30 minutes.

Prints should be washed thoro-

ughly before they are placed in the

formalin solution and rinsed again

in clear water after they have been

hardened and before they go into

the dryer. Prints are always of

better quality when dried slowly.

Use

ELON
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wHEN THE TEMPERA-
TURE GOES UP

There was a time when the mere

mention of hot weather suggested

all sorts of photographic difficul-

ties. It is probably too Utop ian to

prophesy that a time will come
when all hot weather troubles will

be at an end but we do think that

constant reminders of the nec-

essary precautions to take have

had the effect of greatly minimiz-

ing these troubles.

When we consider the nature of

photographic materials, gelatine

for example, and the treatment it

receives, it is little wonder that

some trouble is occasionally en-

countered.

Gelatine will stand a great deal

of abuse before it will rebel at its

treatment and make trouble. It

will swell and shrink, theoretically,

without changing its shape, the

only difference being in its bulk.

But this is only possible when it

swells slowly and dries slowly and
evenly.

This is not possible with a gel-

atine emulsion because one side of

the gelatine is firmly attached to

the film or glass support. We
might say, however, that the gel-

atine on a film or plate with nor-

mal treatment does not swell be-

yond the bounds of safety in solu-

tions up to a temperature of 68°F.

Beyond that point some means
must be used to prevent excessive

swelling. It is its nature to swell

sidewise as well as up but as it is

firmly attached to its support it

can not swell sidewise without

loosening itself from its support.

When it does this we say it frills.

If it swells sidewise and becomes
much larger in area than its sup-

port, but is still held fast in spots,

there is but one thing it can do.

It must wrinkle up just as a 10x12

piece of paper would if you
attempted to mount it on an

8 x 10 support without having any
of the edges extend beyond the

mount. This wrinkling of the gel-

atine film, which is the result of

excessive lateral swelling, is called

reticulation.

There are no cures for these

troubles but there are means for

their prevention. One of the prin-

cipal precautions is the use of the

formulas recommended by the

manufacturer, good chemicals of

certain strength, the proper care of

these chemicals to prevent deter-

ioration and the use of fresh solu-

tions, properly?compounded.

In addition id temperature, acid

and alkali have a great influence on

the swelling and softening of ^("1-

atine. Trouble occurs most ol'tcMi

in the fixing bath when the action

of the hardening agent (alum) is

offset by alkali carried over from

the developer or an excess of acid.

Fixing baths can not be renewed

by the addition of acid and hypo.

The only safe method is to discard

the old bath and prepare a new
one.

The life of the fixing bath can

be somewhat prolonged by keep-
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ing it free from alkali. This is

done by placing negatives in a

rinse bath between developing and
fixing. The bath is made as

follows

:

Water 1 gal.

Chrome Alum 6 ozs.

Sulphuric Acid 2 drs.

Rinse the Films or plates for

two or three minutes in this solu-

tion after developing and before

fixing. The acid will neutralize

the alkaline developer that is in

the film, while the alum will harden

the gelatine.

Keeping the developer, the rins-

ing solution and the hypo at fairly

uniform temperatures also helps to

prevent gelatine troubles. Con-
sidering the great change in the

swelling of a gelatine film in pass-

ing from an alkaline developer to

an acid hypo solution it is readily

seen that a great difference in

temperature of solutions would set

up an unnecessary strain upon the

gelatine.

In fact reticulation is caused by
uneven hardening of the gelatine

due to the presence of acid or

alkali in connection with heat.

The gelatine tries to do two things

at once, shrink and swell. And
when it does both, reticulation is

the result.

The greatest hot weather pre-

caution is the use of a fresh fixing

bath. To simplify the making of

the acid-hypo prepare the follow-

ing stock solution of hardener:

Water 80 ozs.

E. K. Co. Sulphite of Soda 8 ozs.

No. 8 Commercial Acetic
Acid 48 ozs.

Powdered Alum 8 ozs.

A fresh fixing bath may be
quickly made by dissolving two
pounds of hypo in a gallon of

water and adding five ounces of

this stock solution of hardener.

With the precautions we have
mentioned, closely observed, there

should be very few hot weather

difficulties.

y^ELAYED PUBLICATION
-*^^ The publication of Studio

Light has been delayed because of

a printers' strike. We regret that

the magazine has been thrown off

its schedule but the delays have
been unavoidable.

The live quality of a

picture, so easily de-

stroyed by halation,

is preserved in the

negative made on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT FILM
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To keep the mem-

ory of school days

—your portrait for

your classmates.

Make the appoint-

ment today

THE
SMITH
STUDIO

Line cut No. 287. Price, 30 cents.

rpHE ONLY CONDITION
We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders ( if any ) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in early. E. K. CO.
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One Commercial Photographer's

Opinion

"We are using Commercial Ortho Films ex-

clusively in Commercial work and they

are giving us splendid results. Freedom

from halation was to be expected but the

Film is better in every way than the

plates we were using. To our surprise we

were able to make instantaneous expos-

ures as late as seven p. m. in summer

while their greater latitude permits of

the long exposures for detail in deep

shadows."

Asahel Curtis, Commercial Photographer

of Seattle, Wash.

There's a Film for practically every commer-
cial need — Eastman Portrait, Commercial

Ortho, Commercial and Process.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

All Dealers*.
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The proportions of a picture have much

to do with its attractiveness.

The long narrow rectangle is specially

pleasing for pictures of houses and grounds,

gardens, landscapes, groups and many
architectural subjects.

Seven by eleven is an example. It's a

size that is fast becoming popular. It

looks larger than 8 x 10 yet the materials

cost no more.

See the Eastman View Camera No. 2,

7 X 11, before you buy a new outfit.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

All Dealers'.
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To safeguard the quality of

your results on photographic

papers, use

ELON
We make it— we know it's right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

All Dealers''
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All the advantages of Bromide

speed and latitude — all the

quality of contact prints, when

you make portrait enlarge-

ments on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Rough Matte and Rough Lustre

in two stocks—D White and E
Buff. The price is the same as

for double weight Artura Iris.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

All Dealers'
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The No. 9

Century Studio Outfit

The use of long focus lenses is rapidly increasing

because they give better perspective and drawing. In

the making of large heads a long bellows extension

is necessary with these lenses.

The No. 9 Century Studio Outfit with its extra long

bellows extension provides a focal capacity of 36 inches,

sufficient for practically any long focus portrait lens.

The adjustments of this Outfit are so smooth and
direct in action that the photographer's attention can

be concentrated on the delineation of his subject.

See it at your Stock House

Eastman Kodak Company,
Century Camera Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Millions of Babies are born every year and a great pro-

portion of them are cus-

tomers before they are

a year old.

THE BABY DAY
FOLDER

Is still the best style in the 3x4 and 4x6 sizes,

for this class of work

Prices— $7.50 and $8.50 per hundred
Colors— Grey and Brown

Our Special Tip— Always show the BABY DAY folder and

the Baby Picture Album (De Lux Series) to prospective buyers of

baby pictures — The folder for the portraits they give away— The
Album for their own home — ' Tis a business producer.

Samples of the Baby Day folder for five 2c. stamps.
Of the Baby Picture Album— $2.25 each, postpaid

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America
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FRANK S. NOBLE

FRANK s. NOBLE, Vice Presi-

dent of the Eastman Kodak
Company, died suddenly at

his home in this city on the even-

ing of July 5th.

To those who knew him inti-

mately, to those who witnessed

the conscientious, persistent, un-

tiring energy that he put ipto his

war work, it is evident that Frank
Noble was as much a victim of the

great conflict as though he had
fallen on the field of battle. For

more than a year, a year of cease-

less effort and constant strain,

he was the Director of Production

of War Munitions in all of New
York State except greater New
York. But his strength was not

equal to his zeal and his patriot-

ism, and when after the war he

resigned from the department, he

was ill for many weeks before he

was able to resume his duties with

the Eastman Kodak Company.
He seemed gradually to improve
in health, however, and latterly

his friends had held the belief that

he was nearly a well man. But the

strain had told upon his heart and
when the end came, it came
quickly after a normal day at the

office and an evening in his home.
Frank Noble was one of the best

known and best loved men in the

photographic business. His earlier

days were spent with the old

New Jersey Aristotype Company
and he often recalled with pleasure

the friendships that were cement-

ed in those days. There can be no

better proof of his bigness or his

sincerity than the warmth of his

friendships, in both his earlier and
later days, for men who were his

keen competitors in a business

way. Always he was loyal, not

merely to new friends but to old.

His friendships were warm, en-

during.

For more than twenty years he

had been associated with the

Eastman Kodak Company, at

first as manager of the Chicago
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branch. He was called to Roch-

ester in 1904 and became Assistant

Treasurer of the company, and
later Vice President. The hosts

who knew him in his active life

in the photographic trade will well

know that he soon endeared him-

self to Rochester. Not only did

he make many friends but he was
one of those men who could always

be depended upon to take an

active part in every enterprise for

the betterment of the citv. He

was always ready to do his part,

and a little more than his part, in

every charitable or altruistic move-
ment. He was a good citizen.

Mr. Noble leaves a wife, Mrs.

Lillian C. Noble; a daughter. Miss

Elizabeth A. Noble; a brother,

Raymond G. Noble of New York
and a sister. Miss Elizabeth A.

Noble of South Windsor, Conn.

To every one who knew Frank
Noble will come the thought: "I

have lost a friend".

AN EASY WAY TO MAKE
BORDER TINTING

MASKS
Double printing, by which we

mean the printing of a tinted

margin or of lines about the print,

adds materially to its attractive-

ness but the making of border

tinting masks is difficult.

There is a way, however, of

materially reducing the difficulty.

By the process we will give it is

simple even to break up the tint

with one or more narrow white

lines which require a mask that is

quite difficult to make by ordinary

cutting and pasting.

Aside from the actual cutting

of the masks the only difficulty is

in securing perfect register, but

this is more simple if the masks are

cut accurately.

Select a perfect printing frame

and two pieces of clear glass to fit

it, or place a guide on the plate

glass top of your printer. The
guide can be made of cardboard

and should be cut true so that one

corner of the glass on which the

mask is placed will fit in the angle

of the guide the same as in a

printing frame. It is usual to

register the masks in the upper

left hand corner of the print frame

or printer top.

Cut two pieces of black or red

masking paper, approximately

11 X 14 inches for 8 x 10 negatives,

being sure that the left and top

edges are at true right angles.

Then measure from the left edge

for the side margin and from the

top edge for the top margin and

mark out the size of opening that

is to be allowed for the print.

Place the two pieces of paper

together in perfect register and

drive a pin or needle through l)()th

thicknesses of paper at each cor-

ner of the rectangle you have

drawn for the cut out and you
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have saved the making of measure-

ments for the second mask. It is

good policy to mark four sheets of

paper at the same time so that a

variety of tinting masks can be

made, all of which will register

with the mask made for the first

printing.

The next step is to make
"frisket" paper of the masking

paper you have marked. , This is

done by coating one side of the

paper with a rubber solution.

Ordinary rubber tire cement may
be thinned down with an equal

volume of benzine and placed in a

bottle until ready for use, or a

frisket cement may be purchased

from large artists' supply stores.

As soon as the first coating of

rubber solution has set, the paper

should be brushed over with a

second coating. When this has

dried down the paper is ready for

use.

Place the glass in the printing

frame or printer guide, seeing that

it fits perfectly into the corner.

Place the paper on the glass so the

top and side edges are flush with

the frame or guide and press the

paper in contact with the glass.

It will stick tight, but unlike any
other adhesive it will also let go

when you want it to let go.

It is now a simple matter to cut

out the No. 1 mask, lift up a corner

and strip out the center, leaving

an opening for printing. The No.
!2 mask is to be used for tinting.

We will assume that a quarter

inch white margin is wanted

directly next to the print. We
will draw lines between the holes

that have been pricked in the

paper and other lines one-quarter

of an inch outside of these. As
this rectangle of paper is to be left

on the glass to cover the print and

a space one-quarter of an inch

around the print, we merely cut

through the paper on our second

lines.

We will asume that we now
want a tint one-half inch wide, a

white line one-eighth inch wide

and the balance of the margin

a plain tint. We will measure

one- half inch from the cut we
have just made, draw our lines,

make our second cut through the

paper, begin at a corner and lift

the one- half inch strip from the

glass. We make our next line and

cut one-eighth inch from the last

and strip off the entire outside of

the mask leaving the one-eighth

inch strip of paper on the glass to

give the white line. This would be

very difficult without the "frisket"

paper.

Our masks are now complete

and it is only necessary to make
the prints with the first mask and

when they are all printed, register

them accurately on the second

mask and give them uniform ex-

posures for the tint. It will be

necessary to cut down the light so

the tint exposures can be slow

enough to insure uniformity.

We did not mention one detail of

mask making in the instructions

above because it might have been
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confusing. We refer to the propor-

tions of margins. Margins do not

look well if they are uniform. The
top margin should be slightly great-

er than the side margins and the

margin below the picture should

be greater than that above it.

These points should be taken

into consideration in cutting masks

for tinting margins, especially as

regards the tinted margin beneath

the picture.

The main advantage of the

method given above is the fact

that the masking paper sticks

tight to the glass, making cutting

easy, yet any part of the paper

may readily be stripped off after

it has been cut.

THREE AND A HALF
MILLION PROSPECTIVE

CUSTOMERS

Advertising, to be effective and
produce real tangible results, must
do something more than attract

attention. If it is attractive and
doesn't appear tedious it will be

read.

But this means nothing if there

is not some subtle suggestion that

leads the thought of the reader to-

wards a desire for the thing that

is advertised.

That is what we term the adver-

tising appeal. And in advertising

photographs there is no stronger

appeal than the appeal to senti-

ment, if it is made in the right way.

People who read advertisements

do not care to be reminded of un-

pleasant things—they will not be

forced into buying for fear of what
may happen if they don't. One
sees some fearful examples of this

in insurance and similar adver-

tising.

The appeal to sentiment
should suggest happiness. We
have used the line, "Photographs

of the children never grow up" a

number of times. If you have
growing children you know what
the line suggests. Mother wonders

if baby will ever learn to walk

—

and almost before she knows it

baby is ready for kindergarten.

Father wonders if Betty and John

are always going to insist on half

a dozen bed time stories, and al-

most before he knows it they are

selecting their own books from

the library.

Then comes the time when they

go away to school as children and

come home as young men and

young women. Mother and
Father wouldn't have it otherwise.

It's the development of children

that makes them interesting. But
parents do cherish the memories

of childhood.

A picture record of growing

children is a treasure—it is some-

thing to keep mothers and fathers

happy. And so we appeal to this

sentiment in our September

'"There s a Photographer In Your

Town" advertising by suggesting

that photographs of the children

never grow up.
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The advertisement shown on

page 15 will appear in the Septem-

ber Ladies' Home Journal and the

American Magazine—a full page

in each. The circulation of these

two magazines is around the

3,500,000 mark. But it is con-

servative to estimate that six

millions of people will read them.

Many of these people will hunt

up the photographer in their town.

Many more will need to be re-

minded by the local photographer.

This means that you must adver-

tise to get the greatest amount of

benefit from our advertising.

Use our copy if you like. We
always suggest this because we
think you can get better results by
hitting the same nail on the head

twice. Start a new nail with every

blow of the hammer and none of

them is ever driven home.

If you don't care to use our

copy and our style complete, with

your signature instead of ours,

use the line "Photographs of the

children never grow up". This,

with the cut shown on page 20 will

make an attractive 4 inch double

column advertisement.

These September magazines will

appear in August, just in good

time to get pictures of the young-

sters before they start to school.

Our advertising will make busi-

ness and it will be yours if you ad-

vertise for it in your local papers.

4»

Two WAYS OF DOING A
THING

Notwithstanding all of the

boasts that have been made of the

wonderful improvements in meth-

ods used by the photographer in

handling his sitters, we find

occasionally that some of the old

customs still prevail.

I know it because I myself was

photographed the other day. And
aside from the glare of a spotlight

I could see no material difference

between the way my photograph

was made twenty years ago and
the way it was made last week.

I was turned and twisted, my
head was gripped in both of the

photographer's hands and turned

to a very uncomfortable position.

Finally a head rest was adjusted

as humanely *as possible, but I felt

like I was held by a check rein.

Then I was made to feel that I

was very untidy. My hair was
brushed and my coat was smooth-

ed down. My tie was adjusted

and something was brushed off my
shoulders. I began to feel worried

about my appearance. Then the

photographer asked me to loosen

up a bit
—

"not quite so sober",

were his very words. I began to

wonder if I had ever been other

than sober. Then came those

fateful words :-"still—hold that

—

just a second—still." I knew it

was all over then for the man who
had been holding me by his

hypnotic stare relaxed.

It seemed to have been an
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ordeal for him and it really was an
ordeal for me. I don't see how
anyone could be blamed for not

wishing to be photographed by
such a method.

Then I had a rather pleasant

experience. The demonstrator

who had asked the photographer

to make the negative asked me to

sit just a bit longer while he made
a negative for some sort of test or

comparison he wanted to make.

He looked pleasant about it

—

that was the first bit of encourage-

ment. Then he told me to stand

up for a moment. And when he

had arranged a chair and had
asked me to sit down again, he

suggested that I make myself per-

fectly comfortable.

This was quite different from
the experience I had just had. I

thought it couldn't be true that I

was to be photographed without

discomfort, but I soon found that

it was.

I was very comfortable, but I

was conscious of my hands. What
could I do with them? I never

knew before that I had such large

hands and so many of them. See-

ing my predicament, the demon-
strator said, "Why not put them
in your pockets.^"

That was a great relief. I had

nothing to fear now but the head

rest and the neck twisting I ex-

pected to get. But I didn't get

either. The head rest was not

used and I was only asked to turn

my head a trifle.

And then the man at the camera

turned, as I thought, to make
some adjustment and the exposure

was made. The whole proceeding

had taken no more time than it

has taken me to tell it. A screen

was shifted a bit, a few curtains

adjusted and all the while I was
kept talking so that I didn't have
time to become tense.

There was a wonderful difference

in the two pictures. The first was
technically fine. But have you
ever stopped to think that tech-

nique means very little to the

customer.^ That's because he

looks for other things in a por-

trait first.

Of course a photograph must be

good technically. But a photo-

graph that is technically perfect

will be a failure from the custo-

mer's point of view if it does not

have some indication of life.

It is too much to expect a man
to show signs of animation when
he is held immovably in the grip of

a head rest. And to twist his head

a trifle to the right or left half a

dozen times gives him the im-

pression that if he dares to move
he will prolong the tiresome ordeal.

Under such conditions one can

not expect to secure portraits in

which the expression is pleasing.

It is much better to take a chance

and waste half of the negatives

because the sitter moves than to

have the entire lot of negatives

refused and the sitter dissatisfied

because the pictures are lifeless.

But I am told that there is

nothing like a loss of fifty per cent
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of the negatives that are made
without a head rest. Fairly fast

lenses are the rule these days—

a

little stronger light can easily be

used and Film and plate emulsions

used in portraiture are consider-

ably faster than they were a few

years ago. So there is no neces-

sity for long exposures.

I would not care to be photo-

graphed again by the old "head

rest-hold still" method if I could

find a photographer who made
portraits by modern methods.

And I imagine there are a lot of

other people who feel the same
way about it.

SOCIAL WELFARE PHO-
TOGRAPHY

A photographic specialist is only

a specialist because he likes one

particular kind of work, under-

stands that particular kind of

work and knows there is enough of

it to keep him employed. He is

not often a small town photog-

rapher because the small town

seldom has enough of any one line

of work to keep a specialist busy.

But the man in the small or

medium sized town can learn

where the various specialists get

their business and pick up all the

strings that may lead him to new
business.

We are reminded of a profitable

line of work by a letter received

from Mr. Hiram Myers of New
York who is a specialist in Social

Welfare Photograph3^ Also by

the fact that we have just wit-

nessed a campaign in our own
city in which funds were raised to

carry on the activities of forty-

four local philanthropies for a

year, and photographs played an

important part in creating favor-

able sentiment.

Photographs are a very import-

ant feature of such a general cam-

paign and are equally important

where sentiment is to be enlisted

in favor of any one charitable

enterprise.

There are very few communities

that do not have some philan-

thropies. But if they are nothing

more than ordinary material re-

lief of the needy or free hospital

treatment, it is quite certain that

few people will ever realize the

importance of the work unless

they see it in pictures.

And just here we are going to

introduce a letter which Mr.

Myers has used for mailing to his

prospective customers

:

To the Financial Secretary of your

organization

:

The general public is not

highbrow.
If you wish its favor—if you

want it to understand the real

function of your service—if you
seek its moral and financial suj)-

port

—

Then don't depend upon a dry

string of words to tell the story of

your institution. In the first

place, it won't be read—in the

second, mere phrases can not

thoroughly visualize the realness

of your work.
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They will go away to school

as children; they will return

as young men and young
women. You want them to

—but you want also the

childhood memories.

Photographs of the children

never grow up.

There s a Photographer in Tour Town,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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Fresh Air Activities, relief

work, social welfare—to be felt

and appreciated, must be graph-
ically described.

Do it photographically.

Read the enclosed folder, send
in the return post card, and we
will explain just how we will put
the punch, and life, and magnet-
ism in your literature and ex-

hibits, at a nominal charge.

We advise and serve the most
prominent institutions in

America.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Hiram Myers

Photo Publicity Studio

From this on' it is up to Mr.

Myers—or to you if you have

made a bid for such work. Go
through the free ward of any

hospital and you will immediately

be struck with the good work that

is being done. What could have

more of an appeal than a pretty

nurse speaking words of cheer to

a poor little sick child.f*

You can put the sentiment into

such pictures that will make them

sell that hospital to the public.

The news writer or publicity man
will build his stories around your

pictures and the combination of

the two will enlist the public's

support.

Such pictures can be made al-

most any time and used when the

occasion demands. And the so(m-

er you get started on such a line

of work the greater will be the

demand for your services.

MR. NICHOLAS MURAY

THE MAN WHO MADE
THE PICTURES

It is the policy of Studio Light

to be broad—to see tlic Ixvst \\\ nW

forms of photography. And so we

feel that we arc c.sj)c(ially lorlti-

nate in having secured for our

illustrations in this number the

work of a man who has dared to \)c

different—one who has gained I lie

recognition he so well deserves by

the quality as well as the origin-

ality he has put into his portraits.

Greenwich Village is the artists'

colony of New York. It lies south

of Washington Square Park but

has no definite bounds. It is also

untrammeled and unconfined by
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conventions. In a little green

house in Macdougal St., in the

heart of this unique bit of trans-

planted Bohemia, is the humble
studio of Nicholas Muray.
Mr. Muray was born in Buda-

pest, in a similar environment of

art. When a mere boy he attend-

ed the Industrial Art School,

spending four years in drawing

and modeling in clay. This was
the foundation of his later training.

But boy like, he was not content

to stay at home. He continued

his art studies in Paris and later

went to Berlin, determined to

master the intricacies of photo-

graphy.

He underwent a vigorous pho-

tographic training for three years,

during which time he made an in-

tensive study of anatomy by
characteristic German methods.

He visited hospitals, clinics and
morgues, attended operations and
photographed the human body in

all shapes and forms. In this way
he secured an unusual knowledge

of anatomy which has served him
well in his photographic work.

Thus equipped, but unheralded

and unknown, he came to America.

Quite naturally, too, he drifted

into that little eddy of humanity
where kindred spirits struggled

for recognition. The attic studio

was soon recognized by the in-

habitants of the village but it was
unknown outside. And so he

struggled on as only an enthusiast

can.

At last the day came, however,

when the genius of Nicholas

Muray was recognized and with

recognition and publicity came
success. He still draws many of

his subjects from the interesting

types found in his modest sur-

roundings but he has also photo-

graphed many of the leading

authors, playwrights, theatrical

folks and society people who brave

the Village.

Mr. Muray is a young man

—

not yet thirty—but he has a very

keen sense of observation and
seems to take mental stock of the

possibility of his subjects almost

on sight. His genuine boyishness

and good humor place the sub-

ject at ease and the characteristic

note of his portraits is simplicity

and artistic truthfulness.

Aside from photography Mr.

Muray is a fencer of unusual

ability and almost any night may
be seen at his studio with his

fellow artists engaged in this old

and Knightly sport.

Our reproduction of a portion

of Mr. Muray's studio, which is

typical of Greenwich Village, gives

one a good idea of the conditions

under which he works. It may
also be interesting to add that he

uses Eastman Portrait Film and

Artura exclusively.

Develop the print with

ELON
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QALVAGE
^^ When a photographer speaks

of salvage we naturally think he

means silver recovery, because

that is his biggest salvage. But
we recently had a letter from the

Barnett Photogriaph Company of

Charlotte, N. C, suggesting an-

other profitable form of salvage.

Inclosed in the letter was a

photograph of several hundred
empty 4x6 Azo boxes. It was
such an accumulation that sug-

gested salvage. They are good
strong boxes and ought to be of

some use to some one, so Mr.
Barnett set about to find who
might use the hundreds of these

boxes they had been destroying.

He found that shippers who
parcel post small items have need

for just such boxes and he has

since been able to sell them at 23^
cents each. That runs into money
in the course of a year. Some
finishers and commercial photog-

raphers consume thousands of

boxes of paper each year and Mr.
Barnett's suggestion of salvage

is worth investigating. Some one

is undoubtedly buying the sort

of boxes you are throwing away

—

it's just a matter of locating a

market.

ELON
We recommend it for the

real quality of the results

it produces

ARTIFICAL LIGHT AND
FILM

There are decided advantages

in the use of artificial light for

negative making in the studio,

and there are also advantages in

the use of daylight when it is possi-

ble to use full daylight. But we
think the ideal conditions are

those which make it possible to

use either, or a combination of the

two.

Artificial light places fewer re-

strictions on the photographer

but there are some disadvantages

to its exclusive use. It simplifies

the selection of a studio location

for the city photographer but it is

a mistake to shut out daylight

entirely when it can just as well be

used to supplement artificial light.

There are advantages in the use

of daylight in the studio for general

illumination if for no other pur-

pose. The psychological effect

upon those who work in the studio

as well as upon the sitter, is worth

consideration.

There is not that shut-in feeling

that comes with the entire nh-

sence of daylight, the studio is

more cheerful and warm for an

occasional ray of sinilii-lil and

there is less depression and ill

health.

The photographer in residential

sections or small towns who builds

liis own studio on his own grounds

has the advantage of so placing it

that he will always have light.

It is an economy for him to
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work under his skylight, but this

should not prevent him from

supplementing daylight with arti-

ficial light.

One of the greatest advantages

in a combination of the two is the

materially increased speed with

which exposures can be made.

To make a line lighting, for ex-

ample, the camera instead of being

pointed directly toward the sky-

light is pointed directly away from
it. The side of the face that would
ordinarily be in full shadow is

placed in full soft daylight.

But as soon as a strong artificial

light is placed on the side of the

subject opposite the camera, con-

ditons are reversed. By compari-

son, the side of the face illumin-

ated by daylight becomes the

shadow side while the strong arti-

ficial light produces the line of

light.

It is only a matter of securing

the correct balance between the

two and the exposure need be only

a fraction of what would ordinarily

be required for a line lighting

made entirely by daylight.

Because of the difference in

quality between daylight and
various forms of artificial light,

it is necessary to learn, by ex-

perience, the difference between

the visual and the photographic

(juality of artificial light before it

can be used to the best advantage

and with al)solute certainty as to

results.

Allowance must be made for

color which you see but which the

photographic emulsion does not

record. So as a rule one must
over-light the subject to get the

proper effect of lighting in the

negative.

We see some wonderful lighting

effects in the movies—photog-

raphy that seems almost impos-

sible—but it's merely a matter of

careful study and practice. Sev-

eral months are sometimes spent

on the location and production of

a single film. Thousands of feet

of film are shot but finally every

photographic problem is solved

and you wonder at some of the

marvelous photographic results.

It's merely a matter of practice

and Film. Film is an important

factor. The absence of halation

has much to do with securing re-

sults that would otherwise be im-

possible, while Film latitude and
gradation are specially suit(>(l to

the exceptionally brilliant ctiVcls

produced with artificial liglit.

Use daylight when you can,

for the sake of economy if nothing

more, but don't hesitate to make
the most of the advantages offered

by modern artificial light equip-

ment.

The live quality of a

picture is preserved in

the negative made on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT FILM
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Photographs of the

children never grow

up

Make an appoint-

ment today

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line cut No. 288. Price, 30 cents.

rpHE ONLY CONDITION
We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obh'ged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders ( if any ) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in early. E. K. Co.
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To safeguard the quality of

your results on photographic

papers, use

ELON
We make it— ive knoio it's right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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One Commercial Photographer's

Opinion

"We are using Commercial Ortho Films ex-

clusively in Commercial work and they

are giving us splendid results. Freedom

from halation was to be expected but the

Film is better in every way than the

plates we were using. To our surprise we

were able to make instantaneous expos-

ures as late as seven p. m. in summer

while their greater latitude permits of

the long exposures for detail in deep

shadows."

Asahel Curtis y Commercial Photographer

of Seattle^ Wash,

There's a Film for practically every commer-
cial need — Eastman Portrait, Commercial

Ortho, Commercial and Process.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*.
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More than 8o% oftheX-Ray workers of

America useRastman T'estedChemicals

They must eliminate the element of

uncertainty from their work.

The surgeon's knife is guided by a

diagnosis of the X-Ray result.

Your results are not a matter of Kfe

or death, but they are a matter of

dollars and cents.

Specify

EASTMAN
TESTED CHEMICALS

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'.
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All the advantages of Bromide

speed and latitude — all the

quality of contact prints, when

you make portrait enlarge-

ments on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Rough Matte and Rough Lustre

in two stocks— D White and E
Buff. The price is the same as

for double weight Artura Iris.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

All Dealers*
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No. 7 Century Studio Outfit

combines three very necessary features for

successful studio use:

Efficiency to the nth degree—making for

smooth, rapid and expert workmanship.

Beauty of design—making the principal

object in the studio an ornament rather

than a contraption.

Richness of finish—making a pleasing im-

pression upon the sitters who must neces-

sarily have the camera thrust upon their

attention.

It pays to buy modern equipment

See it at your stock house

Eastman Kodak Company
Century Camera Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Here is a 6x9 folder for 4x6 inslip prints, that

is right—looks right.

THE CIVILIAN
Stock is our Duotone

Colors—Dark Gray, Terra Cotta (New), Dark Brown

Price—$6.50 per 100

There is more to this style than just a new 6x9 folder. It will

pay you to read on page 43 of our catalog the scheme of featuring

as a combination, the CIVILIAN and TWIN FOLDER.

Sample for the Civilian for six two-cent stamps, or if you decide

to try out the combintion idea, send us nine two-cent stamps and

we will send the CIVILIAN and TWIN FOLDER.

Ask for Sample Offer No. 3062

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading (\n<l Novelty Iloutic of America



The best trimmer is

the most economical trimmer

EASTMAN
METAL TRIMMERS

are instruments of dependable accuracy and their sub-

stantial construction insures a lifetime of service.

Eastman Metal Trimmers are furnished in three sizes

with metal beds ruled with white lines in one-half inch

squares, also accurate brass rules.

. The Price

No. 10— 10-inch blade and rule $15.00

No. 15— 15-inch blade and rule 20.00

No. 20— 20-inch blade and rule 25.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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THE BUFFALO CONVEN-
TION

To the "old timer" there may
have been some doubt about the

pulHng power of a Convention with

the P. A. of A. membership dues

at ten dollars. If there were such

doubts they were soon dispelled,

however, for photographers came
flocking in to the Buffalo Conven-

tion from all sections.

Usually the big attendance is

from those sections near by, with a

scattering from remote sections.

This year the big attendance was
not local. More people came from

a distance—from the north, south,

east and west. Canada was well

represented. Two photographers

came from Great Britain, one from

London and one from Belfast; and
one from Mexico City.

I cornered a man who had not

been to a convention in recent

years and asked him what he

thought of it. He thought a lot of

it. In fact he was about the most
surprised man I have ever seen at

a convention.

He said it impressed him first as

a big exposition. The exhibits of

apparatus, lighting equipment and

the thousand and one things that

enter into the making or selling of

photographs bewildered him. It

had been an education to him just

to look over the manufacturers,

exhibits and the model darkroom

and work rooms.

The picture exhibits were a

revelation. He had gone over

them carefully—had seen the ex-

hibits from various sections as well

as the individual exhibits and
had been able to compare them

with the work of British and Eu-

ropean photographers. And he

had learned many things from the

commercial photographers' ex-

hibits.

We walked about the hall and
finally stopped to rest in the East-

man Exhibit,when he became rem-

iniscent. "If this is an example

of modern conventions they have

certainly kept pace with the de-

velopments in photography," he

said. "There used to be the big
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Eastman exhibit, one or two small-

er ones and a lot of desks where
dealers met their customers and
took orders, if they could get
them.
" There were meetings and dis-

cussions and some demonstrations

but it was always difficult to get

good light for making negatives.

Now these things have all changed.

You have this wonderful exhibit

of Portrait Film negatives and the

great mass of evidence of Film
quality in the hundreds of prints

from Film negatives.

"I believe, too, that Film has

had a great part in the successful

use of artificial light. I found my-
self naturally drifting into the use

of Film several years ago, as I

thought, because of its convenience.

But my Film results soon con-
vinced me that it was a superior

material in every way.
"And by the way, I must see

this new 8x10 Projection Printer

that you are showing. I think it is

without doubt one of the most use-

ful pieces of apparatus that has

ever been invented. This Diffusion

Disk your boys have been show-
ing me is another fine thing. Sane
diffusion is what I would call the

results. Some photographers are

prone to go too far with diffusion

—in fact, some cannot draw the

hne between real diffusion and a

blur or smudge. You have worked
out the problem for them in a new
and practical way and your Disks

prevent them from overstepping

the bounds of good photography."

I left the "old timer" to enjoy a
modern convention in his own way,
with his old friends while I tried to

keep up with a program that kept

one jumping.

The reception by the officers

Monday evening was a very en-

joyable affair, as was every suc-

ceeding entertainment. There
were concerts in the main hall and
the studio during the entire week
and this music was a pleasure to

everyone.

The demonstrations were all

good, especially those devoted to

child portraiture and presided over

by E. B. Core. There were not so

many demonstrations as last year

but one could see all of them, as

they were all made in the Model
Studio. The demonstrations were

followed out according to schedule

except those by Hiller and Mac-
Donald. Mr. Hiller was unable to

come to Buffalo while Mr. Mac-
Donald found it would be too dif-

ficult a task to duplicate the con-

ditions under which it would be

possible to make a true MacDonald
portrait, and MacDonald never

does things by halves. But he

made up for it by giving a talk

that was full of pep and good ideas

—a talk that was the equal of a dem-
onstration because it gave you a

clear ideaofthemethodMacDonald
uses to bring out the character of

his sitters.

The same was true of the inter-

esting talk on The Psychology of

the Child by Walter Scott Shinn,

also of New York. If evervone
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who heard Mr. Shinn didn't get a

lot of good ideas on the handling

of children it wasn't his fault.

The Commercial Photographers

held a number of interesting meet-

ings, listened to informal discus-

sions and exchanges of ideas as well

as several set lectures and dem-

onstrations. Mr. Eugene Hutch-

inson reproduced several of his

pictures that have been used in

magazine advertising, while Mr.
Howard Webster, as promised in

the program, explained his method
of coloring glossy commercial
prints.

There were other interesting

lectures and demonstrations but

our limited space does not permit

us to give a full report.

The Tuesday ten cent lunch was

a grand success while the Tuesday
evening Grand Ball and Cotillion

will long be remembered by those

who took part in the fun and danc-

ing.

The trip to Niagara Falls with

the picnic lunch, band concert and
illumination of the Falls marked
the close of a week that was well

divided between business, educa-

tional and amusement features.

The women deserve special men-

tion for their contribution toward

the success of the convention.

They not only gave freely of their

knowledge of sales methods in the

reception room but, with Mrs.

Howard Beach as hostess, presided

over the Tea Room each afternoon

and made it a delightful oasis of

rest and refreshment.

The oflficers elected for the com-
ing year were: President, G. L.

Hostetler, Des Moines, Iowa;

First Vice President, A. H. Diehl,

Sewickley, Pa. ; Second Vice Pres-

ident, Clarence Stearns, Rochester,

Minn. ; Third Vice President, Miss

Reineke, Kansas City; Treasurer,

J. E. Mock, Rochester, N. Y.

The committee of selection for

next year's meeting place recom-

mended Kansas City but left the

matter to the discretion of the in-

coming board of officers.

The Board, with Mr. Howard
Beach as President, deserves much
credit for the planning of such a

splendid convention and the Sec-

retary, Mr. Abel, for the excellent

way in which the plans were carried

out. No doubt next year's con-

vention will be even bigger and

better if such a thing is possible.

The sound reason for Film

success is the fact that with

Film the photographer can

make better negatives.

Use

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT FILM
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EASTMAN PORTRAIT
DIFFUSION DISKS

Again there is something new
under the sun. This time it has to

do with lenses. We may say that

it solves a lens problem. It is the

Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disk.

Diffused portraits are popular

and many of the effects of dif-

fusion are pleasing. But there is

a point beyond which the effect of

diffusion in not only unpleasant

but the quality of the portrait is

decidedly impaired.

Of course there is no hard and

fast rule governing the sharpness

of a protrait. It is very much a

matter of taste and the sitter will

often prefer the diffused portrait

that has quality. So from the

sales point of view there is a de-

cided advantage in being able to

show proofs of either sharp or dif-

fused portraits, or both.

You have lenses that will make
sharp negatives but possibly you
do not have the soft focus lenses

you need. You can buy good ones,

but that entails considerable ex-

pense.

Use the lenses you now have.

Your favorite lens becomes a

soft focus lens when the Eastman
Portrait Diffusion Disk is placed

in front of it. There is no increase

whatever in exposure—no change

whatever in your method of work-

ing—no uncertainty as to the

amount or the quality of diffusion.

Focus sharp, place the Diffusion

Disk over the lens and expose in

the usual way.

One drawback to soft focus

portraiture has been a lack of

knowledge of the degree of dif-

fusion that is most desirable and
that will give a pleasing result

without the sacrifice of quality.

We believe that a reasonable and
uniform degree of diffusion will

please the greatest number of

photographers and their sitters.

This has been our aim in com-
puting the formulas and con-

structing these Disks. They pro-

duce a combination of a sharp and
a diffused image without a dia-

phragm pattern or objectionable

fringes.

The principle of the Diffusion

Disk is right because it is in no
way a part of the lens. It is a

piece of optically flat glass, the

surface of which is partially

broken up by ground and polished

waves running in circles. They
are so placed that they soften the

lines of the image before it reaches

the lens. And the frequency of the

waves determines the proportion

of diffusion and of sharpness.

The Disks are supplied for two
degrees of diffusion. There are

very few sitters who could object

to the diffusion given by the A
Disk. There is ample sharpness

yet the harshness of lines is soft-

ened just enough to make the nega-

tives a delight to the retoucher.

As little retouching is necessary,

the modeling of the negative is

more easily preserved.
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The B Disk gives considerably

more diffusion, but even on very

large heads the effect of softness is

briUiant, not flat. There is scarce-

ly any need of retouching except

on small heads, which naturally

show less of the effect of diffusion.

The uniformity of diffusion pro-

duced with either of the Disks is a

great advantage. You can pro-

duce exactly the same quality in

every negative. Adjustable hold-

ers permit you to use one Disk on

several different lenses—an ad-

vantage that makes each of your
lenses the equal of two. Instead

of changing lenses, simply slip a

Diffusion Disk in front of the lens

or remove it. Nothing could be

more simple, satisfactory or

efficient.

Eastman Portrait Diffusion

Disks are furnished in two sizes.

No. 1, S]/2 inches in diameter and
No. 2, 43^ inches in diameter.

And each size is furnished in two
types, A for a small amount of dif-

fusion and B for medium diffusion.

The Price

No. 1, A or No. 1, B Disk $6.00

No. 2, A or No. 2, B Disk . 7.50

Adjustable Disk Holders are

made i,n two sizes to hold the two
sizes of Disks listed above. The
No. 1 Holder is adjustable to lens

barrels of from 3 to 43^ inches in

diameter and holds the No. 1

Disk. The No. 2 Holder is adjust-

able to lens barrels of from 43^ to

5% inches in diameter and holds

the No. 2 Disk.

The Price

No. 1 Eastman Adjustable,
Diffusion Disk Holder. . $4.00

No. 2 Eastman Adjustable,
Diffusion Disk Holder. . 5.00

THE PASSING OF THE
ENLARGING LANTERN

Under the above caption, in a

recent number of The British

Journal of Photography, the Editor

makes some interesting comments
which are very much in the nature

of a prophecy. We reprint the

gist of the article as we believe

the Eastman Projection Printer

fulfills the prophecy.

"Perhaps the piece of photogra-

phic apparatus which has remain-

ed longest without basic alteration

within the memory of the younger

generation of photographers is the

condenser lantern sold for the

making of enlargements. We are

speaking now of the optical prin-

ciple of the appliance, not of its

mechanical details.

"Nevertheless, it may well be

thought that there is the occasion

for a radical reconstruction of the

type itself. And we believe that

there are already signs that the

somewhat cumbrous condenser

lantern has had its day.

"From the point of view of the

user of them they suffer from the

drawback of taking up a great deal

of space when enlarging is being

done and, further, require a degree

of correct adjustment of the light.
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"Inasmuch as most professional

negatives carry a considerable

amount of retouching, the con-

denser enlarger, by reason of its

emphasis of retouching marks in

the enlargement, is not the best

for the purpose. And daylight,

with its merit of excellent diffusion

and despite its drawback of con-

stantly varying strength, is found

to be more suitable.

"At the present time we are wit-

nessing the introduction of enlarg-

ing apparatus differing from the

typical condenser enlarger in two

respects: (1) the use of highly-

diffused or scattered light from an

artificial source, instead of light

concentrated along an optical path

by the condenser, and (2) a verti-

cal instead of a horizontal type of

construction.

"In both these respects the ad-

vantage to the user is manifest.

The system of illuminating the

negative by diffused light mini-

mizes the emphasis of retouching

marks in the enlargement, and

also cuts out the necessity of mak-
ing a suitable adjustment of the

position of the light in correspond-

ence with varying degrees of en-

largement.

"As regards the build of the ap-

paratus, again the advantages of a

vertical pattern are self evident.

The photographer must neces-

sarily appreciate an enlarging ap-

paratus which can stand ready for

use and occupies very little floor

space, whilst he has also occasion

to value the more rapid operation

of a vertical apparatus which ob-

viously could be made to produce

enlargements almost as expedi-

tiously as the present printing

boxes produce prints.

"The name given to the vertical,

self-focusing enlarging apparatus

by the Kodak Company, namely
'Projection Printer' does, in fact,

foreshadow the possibilities—or,

we should say, practicabilities—of

rendering enlarging as rapid a pro-

cess as printing.

"We are now seeking to show
that the making of enlarging as

universal a process as printing

now is, depends upon a thorough

revision of existing enlarging ap-

paratus and particularly the con-

denser enlarger.

"There are plenty of opportim-

ities for designers to show their in-

genuity in designing new types of

apparatus, which, we ventun^ to

think, will owe their success to

their adoption of completely dif-

fused artificial illumination and a

vertical arrangement of their con-

stituent parts."

ELON
The genuine American made

Monomethyl Paramidophenol

Sulphate.
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"PORTRAITS THAT LIVE

The more we think about it,

the more truth we find in what

Mr. Henry Turner Bailey had to

say at the Buffalo convention

about what the photographer

should put into the picture.

Instead of going into the intri-

cacies of composition and compar-

ing the idealistic treatment of the

subject by the painter with the nec-

essarily truthful rendering which

the lens imparts to the photo-

graph, Mr. Bailey showed where

both artist and photographer were

at fault.

He insisted that one of the most
important things in photography

as well as in painting was to imbue
the portrait with qualities of life

—

to catch some fleeting phase of ex-

pression that would bring the char-

acter of the man to the surface in

a flash and would enable the lens

to record that instant of spon-

taneous action.

He painted a word picture in ex-

planation of this point that was
very clear. You intend making a

call on a friend, but as you drive

up to his house something tells

you he is not at home . The door

is closed, things about the porch

and lawn are in order, there is no
smoke issuing from the kitchen

chimney, no noise, no sound of life

—you feel instinctively there is no

one at home.

You call on another friend and
see a window open, a curtain flut-

tering, dissarranged chairs on the

porch, a lawn sprinkler in action,

you hear the sound of children's

voices, the notes of a piano and you
feel there is life in this home.
Then Mr. Bailey showed a slide

of a painting, a good portrait, tech-

nically, but as he expressed it, there

was no one at home, it was not alive.

Another slide of another painting

brought the applause of his audi-

ence. Possibly it was the expres-

sion of the eyes or the mouth or the

position of the hands or the tilt of

the head, but we think it was the

combination of all. There was no
question about it—the subject was

at home—the picture seemed to

live.

And so we went about the ex-

hibits and picked out the portraits

of people who were really at home
and those who were not.

Pirie MacDonald brought out

the same point in his talk but in a

different way. In his opinion, when
you told a man to look at the corner

of your camera or at a photograph

that was made to slide up and down
on a string—the eye-rest, as we
used to call it—you got a picture

of a man looking at the corner of a

camera or an eye-rest and nothing

more.

Expression that is fixed is dead

and the photograph so made is

little more than a map of a face in

which the factor that should give

life to the portrait is conspicuous

by its absence.

In our last issue we had some-

thing to say about two ways of do-

ing a thing, the particular thing
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referred to being the making of a

portrait.

We have since heard that it was

not at all practical or profitable or

reasonable to make pictures of

people without posing them by

hand—by putting them where they

would stay put, as it were. And
again we have been told that the

man who never lays hands on a

sitter—who never uses a head rest

—who never says "Look just about

here—raise the eyes a little—tilt

the head just a bit more—moisten

the lips—now smile", we have

been told that the man who never

does these things gets more money
for his portraits, pleases his cus-

tomer and develops an individual-

ity in his portraiture that becomes

an asset to his business.

Of course there are sitters who
are difficult to subdue, and while

these may be rather trying subjects

for the man who prefers to use the

photographic anaesthetic, he often

finds he has made a pleasingly ani-

mated portrait in spite of this

method.

When such a portrait is made,

it is certainly worth while for the

photographer to analyze the con-

ditions that contributed to the

success of the picture.

There will always be photog-

raphers who will make photo-

graphs mechanically and there

will always be people who will be

satisfied with such pictures and

pay a price for them that will in-

sure the photographer a good

profit on his work.

But when one advertises modern
portraiture by modern methods
and tells how fast lenses and im-

proved materials have enabled the

photographer to catch the ever-

changing expressions of a child or

the flash of interest that illuminates

the face of the weary business man
at mention of his dearest hobby,

then it is time to live up to one's

advertising—to discard the head

rest and traditional methods of a

past era and to attempt, at least,

to make portraits of people who
are at home—portraits that Hve.

One may pooh ! pooh ! such ideas,

may belittle home portraiture,

may say it is all bosh to make a so-

called operating room look like a

modern living-room, or to make
people comfortable, and being

photographed an enjoyable ex-

perience. But if the man who
makes use of such ideas is success-

ful his methods are worth follow-

ing or at least will bear careful in-

vestigation before they are con-

demned.

Photography cannot advance

and at the same time stand still.

That's where we benefit from con-

ventions. We get new ideas and

if we use them we keep up with the

procession.

For better commercial

results use

Commercial
Ortho Film
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THE EASTMAN PRINT
WASHER

A great many professional photo-

graphers do amateur finishing. An
evidence of this was the interest

shown in devices used in amateur
finishing, which were exhibited in

the Buffalo convention.

One of these devices was the new
Eastman Print Washer. It is a

very simple, practical and efficient

washing device and, as shown in

our illustration, is motor driven.

It has been made specially for

amateur finishing, its size having

been determined by the experience

of practical finishers who agree

that a batch of 200 or less prints is

most convenient to handle. The
Eastman Print Washer will, at a

conservative estimate, thoroughly

wash 200 assorted prints in sizes

up to and including 3A and 4 x .5.

A special feature of this washer

is its driving mechanism, which is

exceedingly simple. It is entirely

outside of the tank so there are no

leaky stuffing boxes to contend
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Eastman Print Washer showing cage

raised for removing prints

with. The motor is attached to

the frame and is connected by a

belt to the shaft above and back of

the tank. A movable arm in turn

carries a belt driven, friction pulley

which rests on the rim of the wash-

ing cage and causes it to revolve in

the water.

The washing cage is constructed

of strong metal mesh with a band
of metal at each end on which the

driving pulley rests. The cage re-

volves in ball bearings and is fitted

with a large door for placing the

prints in or removing them from

the cage. The cage may be lifted

out of the tank and turned end for

end, bringing the hinges at the top

or bottom of the door opening as

is most convenient. A lever raises

the cage so that the prints may be

readily removed.

The framework of the washer is

cast iron, the tank and cage are

heavily galvanized and are easily

cleaned. There are no gears to

wear—the mechanism is simplicity

itself.

The price of the Eastman Print

Washer complete, including 110

volt motor is $125.00. In ordering

it is necessary to specify whether a

direct or alternating current motor
is desired. Motors for 220 volt di-

rect or alternating current will be

supplied at an additional price.

oUR ILLUSTRATIONS

While the Eastman Portrait

Diffusion Disks have been de-

scribed elsewhere in this number of

Studio Light we believe that the

actual results they produce will be

of much greater interest to our

readers. So we have selected for

our illustrations a number of

prints from Portrait Film neg-

atives made with the A and B
Disks.

The long series of experiments

which resulted in the production

of these Diffusion Disks was

finished just before the Buffalo

Convention, where the results

were shown for the first time.

The idea was to secure diffusion

without the loss of brilliancy

—

softness without flatness or fuzzi-

ness, and a trial of the Disks will

prove that this has been ac-

complished.

Our illustrations from Mr.

Dudley Hoyt's negatives are the
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results of his first trial of the

Disks, and while we think they

are beautiful examples of diffused

portraits, Mr. Hoyt tells us that

he can improve upon these results

considerably as he becomes better

acquainted with his Disks and

their possibilities.

Our other illustrations from

demonstrators' negatives are, like-

wise, first trial results. They
represent what you can do. The
diffusion is pleasing but not over-

done. The element of safety is

always there—just focus sharp,

then place the Diffusion Disk over

your lens and expose as you would

without the Disk. Your result

will be a pleasing degree of safe

and sane diffusion that your custo-

mer will readily appreciate. Our
illustrations will tell the rest of the

story.

The enlargement on

ARTURA
CARBON
BLACK

Retains the contact

print quality

IIGHT OR DARK DARK-
^ ROOMS

Light or dark darkrooms, of

the two I think I would prefer the

former, not because I am contrary

either. I once saw a man paint-

ing the interior of his darkroom a

brilliant red and I will never for-

get it. Dante's Inferno had noth-

ing on that darkroom when the

job was finished, and it didn't do

what its owner expected of it

either.

If white light is going to leak in-

to a darkroom it's going to remain

white light, no matter how hard

you try to transform it into some-

thing else. It can't be done unless

you actually filter it as it comes in.

And if this is necessary you might

just as well stop up the holes that

let it in.

Of course you can't stop up

your darkroom light and still have

light, but you can place a filter

over it and filter out the unsafe

light that would fog your Films or

plates. And just here we want to

remark that there is a lot of such

light gets into the average dark-

room. That's one reason why this

is being written.

Just to be certain about your

darkroom, open a box of Films or

plates, quickly slip a plate or film

out of the box and into a black en-

velope. Then draw it half out of

the envelope and move about with

it as you would do if you were

loading and unloading holders.

Hold it about as far from your
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light as you would hold it if you
were developing in a tray or tank

and in this light expose it for half

a minute.

You have had half of your Film

or plate covered during this time.

Now place it in a tray of developer

and cover it quickly so that it will

be developed in absolute darkness.

If your darkroom is unsafe you
will know it when this plate is de-

veloped and fixed.

Ten minutes in your darkroom
with the door closed and the lights

out is enough time to learn where

the leaks are if the light comes in

from the outside. Stop these leaks

and you have only your darkroom
light to think of.

If you are using a red or orange

paper or fabric to cover your light,

the chances are that it is not safe.

If you use Portrait Films or fast

plates you can be pretty sure it

isn't very safe. But if you have a

good light box for an electric lamp
you can make it safe by discarding

your colored paper or fabric and
substituting a No. 2 Wratten safe-

light which will cost you $1.25 for

the 8x10 size.

We know these Safelights are

safe, provided you use a 16 c. p.

lamp and have the light 3 ft. from
your developing tray or tank. You
can expose a dry Film or plate for

3^ m^iute at 3 ft. from this light

without fogging it. And that's a

great deal more exposure than it

would get while you are develop-

ing it because the emulsion is not

so sensitive once you have it in the

developer.

Of course if you want double the

amount of safety just use an 8 c. p.

lamp instead of a 16.

This particular Safelight, the

No. 2, is composed of two pieces of

glass, one coated with a violet and
the other with a yellow dyed gela-

tine. And between the two is a

sheet of deep red paper.

This combination of colors pro-

duces a light, spectroscopically

tested and known to contain only

the color to which the orthochro-

matic Film or plate is least sen-

sitive. We say least sensitive be-

cause any Film or plate can be

fogged by any light if exposed for

long enough. Safelights are in-

tended to give as much light as

possible and still have a definite

degree of safety.

Now for the light darkroom.

Once you have a Safelight Lamp
or a safelight in a lamp of your

own construction, paint your
darkroom walls white. If no light

comes in from the outside your

walls can only reflect the red light

that falls on them.

Think of the comfort of such a

darkroom. Think how wonder-

fully clean and cheerful the room
will be when the door has been

opened or the white light turned

on.

Make your darkroom a safe-

light-room, enjoy it and turn out

clean, clear negatives that are free

from all the degrading influence

of light fog.
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It's "Dad's" turnnow
—and what an inter-

esting picture it will

be—just "Dad" and

the children.

Make the appoint-

ment to-day

The Photographer in Your Town

SMITH STUDIO

Line cut No 289. Price 30 cents.

rpHE ONLYCONDITION
We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders ( if any ) will nefessarilly be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal price quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in early. E. K. Co.
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ELON
We recommend it for the

quality of the results it

produces.

We make it— we know it's right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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Eastman
Professional Booklets

"The Photography of Colored Objects"

A book for the man who wishes to know more about the theory
of color-rendering in monotone and the application of this theory
to practical photographic work. It is a book worth studying, on a
subject worth knowing. With color charts, diagrams and comparative
illustrations. Post paid, 50 cents.

"Lantern SHdes"

How to Make and Color Them

A hand-book of information concerning the production and color-

ing of lantern slides with a new method of dye toning by the aid of
American-made dyes. Free on application.

"Elementary Photographic Chemistry"

The chemistry of photography, with a description of the prepar-
ation and properties of the different chemicals used.

Free on application.

"Color Plates and Filters for Com-
mercial Photography"

A booklet which makes clear the principles involved, the materials
to use and the way to use them in the photography of colored objects.

Free on application.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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The proportions of a picture have much

to do with its attractiveness.

The long narrow rectangle is specially

pleasing for pictures of houses and grounds,

gardens, landscapes, groups and many

architectural subjects.

Seven by eleven is an example. It's a

size that is fast becoming popular. It

looks larger than 8 x 10 yet the materials

cost no more.

See the Eastman View Camera No. 2,

7 X 11, before you buy a new outfit.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

All Dealers'
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A paper made specially for

enlarging from portrait neg-

atives, that makes better

portrait enlargements.

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Rough matte and Rough Lustre

in two stocks—D white and E
Buff. The price is the same as

for double weight Artura Iris.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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Consider the possibilities of even a few such

negatives as this—

And groups are only one of the profitable

possibilities of

THE CIRKUT CAMERA
The Cirkut Camera makes negatives as long

or as short as may be required to produce the

best results. Any angle of view up to the com-

plete circle of 360 degrees can be covered—and

all on one daylight loading Eastman Film. .

Panoramic views of town and city real estate,

farm, timber, mining lands and manufacturing

plants are increasingly in demand.

Let us send you the "Cirkut Book''

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department. ROCHESTER, N. Y.



It "stands out" in quality—in appearance.

THE TIVOLI
(Marbletone Stocks)

6x9 outside size for 4x6 oval and square inslip prints.

Colors—Marbletone Grey and Marbletone Brown.

This is more than just, a 6x9 folder— it is new in stocks— in or-

namentation and in design—a style that will bring, from that class

of the public that prefers a small mount, a good price— it adds fin-

ished beauty to the portrait.

Price $12.50 per 100

Sample for six 2c stamps and we will include a corner-holder style

also made from this heavy soft feeling Marbletone stocks—two styles

that put the stamp of quality on to your better price portraits.

SAMPLE OFFER NO. 5000

TAPRELL, LOOMIS iS^ COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



The enlargement on

LR<BK

retains the contact quality

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers''
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ESTABLISHED I9OI

THE ARTURA BULLETIN
ESTABLISHED I906

Vol. 13 SEPTEMBER 1921 No. 7

THE No. 2, 8 X 10 EASTMAN
PROJECTION PRINTER

TheEastman Projection Printer

has proved to be one of the most

useful pieces of photographic ap-

paratus manufactured in recent

years. In fact the demand for

Projection Printers has been so

great that it has been difficult for

us to develop and produce the

larger model, for which we had
anticipated an early demand. But
it is now ready.

The No. 2 Eastman Projection

Printer for 8 x 10 and all smaller

sizes of negatives is, in principle,

constructed along the same lines

as the 5x7 instrument.

We found that the demand was
not so much for a Printer that

would make larger prints as for

one that would accommodate larg-

er negatives. So we have made
the No. 2, 8 x 10 Printer as small

and compact as possible and have
limited its scope to the making
of enlargements of from one and
one-half to five diameters from

8x10 or any smaller size negative.

The stand is the same size as

that used for the No. 1, 5 x 7

Printer and takes up no greater

amount of floor space, and the

self-focusing mechanism is built

on the same principle and with the

same accuracy. Each instrument

is carefully assembled and focused

at the factory and then taken

down and packed for shipment,

so that the Printer is ready for use

as soon as it is again assembled.

To make an enlarged print it is

only necessary to place a negative

in the negative holder, push in the

masking slides to properly mask
it, raise the camera to the point

which gives the required size of

image, place the paper in the paper

holder and make the exposure by
pressing a foot switch.

No matter what the size of the

negative, the image will always be

hair sharp as long as the enlarge-

ment is from 1}/^ to 5 diameters,

between which points the auto-

matic focusing device is operative.

The Eastman Projection Anas-
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tigmat which was designed espe-

cially for this Printer by our own
lens experts and which is manu-
factured in every detail in our own
lens factory, is of 10 inch focus and
works at an aperture of fA.5. We
have no hesitancy in stating that

a lens so perfectly color-corrected

and so well suited to projection

printing by artificial light has

never before been constructed.

The Paper Holder which rests

on the printing table has two
masking arms which slide on end
and side rules, enabling one to

quickly mask images of any size

from 3 X 3 to 17 X 20 inches. A
guide under the rules is adjustable

for making prints with white mar-
gins of from }4- to 23^ inches. The
printing table is used for prints

larger than 1 7 x 20 inches.

With the No. 2 Projection

Printer you can print from any
negative 8 x 10 or smaller in size.

The range of print from an 8 x 10

negative \s approximately from
12 X 15 to 40 X 50 inches. The
printing table furnished, however,

is 30 X 40 inches as the majority

of large prints come within these

dimensions and a larger table is

not so convenient.

Diffused artificial light gives

much softer results than are pro-

duced with condensing lenses, but

retouching is often quite notice-

able in the large print and too

much sharpness may be objection-

able in the portrait enlargement.

In such a case the print can be

diffused.

Two Diffusion Disks are
furnished with the No. 2 Projec-

tion Printer and these Disks will

give very pleasing results. If the

image seems a bit too sharp, slip

the No. 1 Disk over the lens. If

this does not give sufficient dif-

fusion the No. 2 Disk used in

place of the No. 1 will usually give

as soft a result as is required.

The fact that these Disks do not

increase the exposure is a decided

advantage. They are made of

optically flat glass and the dif-

fusion is produced by extremely

shallow waves ground on their

surfaces.

The diffusion produced is not

extreme—there is still detail but

it is softened, not made fuzzy.

And there is no loss in illumination

—no increase whatever in ex-

posure, as is always the case with

other methods.

As to the actual time consumed
in making prints, the advantage

is all with the Projection Printer.

One man can do as much work
with the Printer as two men with

the old style of enlarging cameras.

The Printer is always ready for in-

stant use—there are no adjust-

ments, no focusing, nothing but

the turn of an electric switch.

And with Artura Carbon Black a

16 X 20 print can be made from an

average 8 x 10 portrait negative

in from 4 to 5 seconds.

It is easy to see the many ad-

vantages of such an efficient piece

of studio apparatus. Enlarging

becomes as simple a process as
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printing. And as large prints are so

easy to make it naturally follows

that more of them will be made
and sold.

The very fact of its convenience

and the increased amount of work
it will enable you to produce,

makes the Projection Printer a

profitable investment. It will pay
for itself in a shorter time than

any piece of apparatus you could

install in your work rooms.

The amount of floor space re-

quired for the No. 2 Projection

Printer is 3 feet by 4 feet 8 inches.

The extreme height of the camera

for an enlargement of 5 diameters

(a 40 X 50 enlargement from an

8 X 10 negative) is 10 feet 4 inches

—for an enlargement of 4 diam-

eters, 9 feet 3 inches and for an

enlargement of 2 diameters, 7 feet

10 inches. The economy of space

is readily seen as the amount of

floor space required does not

change.

The price of the No. 2 Eastman
Projection Printer complete is

$675.00. This includes the stand,

camera, Eastman 8 x 10 Projec-

tion Anastigmat lens /.4.5, 10 inch

focus, set of two Diffusion-Disks,

Paper Holder for making prints

from 3 X 3 to 17 X 20 inches, a slid-

ing table for making large prints

up to 30 X 40 inches, a 400 watt

Mazda printing lamp and a ruby

lamp which is attached to the

stand.

Orders should be placed early

with your dealer for delivery

before the Fall rush of business

as the Holiday season is the best

season of all the year for the sale

of large prints.

350,000 FOR GOOD MEAS-
URE

When we said our September
advertising for the photographer

in Ladies' Home Journal and
Americaji Magazine would have a

total of three and a half million

circulation we forgot to mention

that the same copy would appear

in October Metropolitan which has

a circulation of three hundred and
fifty thousand.

The copy is timely, as it appears

just at the time those youngsters

are entering school. Here it is!

"They will go away to school as

children; they will return as young
men and young women. You want
them to—but you want also the

childhood memories.

Photographs of the children never

grow up."

And the line: "There's a Photog-

rapher in Your Town" will remind

the reader that there is a photog-

rapher at hand tophotograph them

as they are today. Follow up this

advertising and get the business

that's sure to be created.

For better commercial-

results use

Commercial
Ortho Film
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Drawn by Paul Reii-ly

Uncrowded Professions: The Photography of Children-.

CHILD PORTRAITURE

Our illustration may seem a

bit ridiculous but it gives a very

good idea of the difficulties that

some photographers have in secur-

ing pictures of children.

The only reasonwhy one photog-

rapher is more successful than

another is because he has a better

understanding of children and a

greater amount of patience.

Children must be studied.

^Vhen I want to interest my
children in anything I am doing I

sit down on the floor. It may be

easier to repair a toy standing at a

bench but it doesn't interest the

child because that work bench is

out of his world. That is only one

of the things I have learned about

children.

You must like children, you
must understand children, you

must become one of them if you
expect to be a successful photog-

rapher of children. And you
can't become one of them and

have their confidence if you are

not sincere.

If you can't do these things

yourself then leave the actual

handling of the child to someone

who does understand children.

Train an assistant to make friends

with the child while you make the

pictures—though you will usually

find that the successful photog-

rapher of children does it the

other wav about.
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The reason for this is quite

plain. It is much more simple to

handle the camera than the child.

So we would advise the photog-

rapher to study the child and
have an assistant operate the

camera.

Take your first lesson with your

head down on a level with the

head of a three year old boy. You
will then begin to see things from

his point of view. And possibly

you won't blame him for wanting

to climb into a chair to see out of a

window.

You must have the things you
want this boy to be interested in

where he can see them. And you
must not have a lot of things in

which he might be interested where

he can see them, but out of his

reach. He will be sure to want the

things he thinks he can't have.

Your first job is to get the

child's mind away from what you
intend to do. He has been told he

is to be photographed. He may
be frightened. He is almost sure

to be uncomfortable, because he

has been dressed up for the oc-

casion.

If you see that he is antagonistic

—that his mother is provoked and
has probably threatened to spank

him if he doesn't behave, you had
better ask her to let you handle

him alone. Then tell him you
want him to see your playroom,

ask him if he has some certain toy

you intend showing him and in

this way get him into a conversa-

tion.

It's exactly the same thing as

handling a grown-up except that

you must learn what interests the

child and how large his world

really is. If you have a train of

cars, have it on the floor where he

can look it over. If that doesn't

interest him try a new toy, but

don't confuse him with all your

toys at once.

When you strike a responsive

chord, play on it. Once you have
created interest you have the

child's mind on one thing. If you
have to operate the camera your-

self you may set up an opposing

interest—that's why it is better to

have an assistant.

It is a hard matter to dp any
two things at once but, while dif-

ficult, it can be done. I have seen

a little girl very much interested in

a "Teddy Bear," so interested, in

fact, that she wouldn't give it up,

but a picture with a
'

' Teddy Bear"
was not wanted. The photog-

rapher quickly decided what to do.

The camera was placed close to

the floor and the little girl was

easily persuaded to pose the

"Teddy," then to put her head

under the focusing cloth and pre-

tend to make the picture of the

bear. The little girl then posed

and the bear was made to put his

head under the focusing cloth and
take her picture. And so, by tak-

ing turns, it was a simple matter

for the bear to get all of the pictures

that were required. Of course the

photographer helped but that

didn't count.
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It may be necessary to cut a few

monkey shines to amuse the very

small baby, but even then the

quiet person who understands

children finds a way to reason with

them and get their confidence.

Forget that you are the photog-

rapher, forget everything but the

fact that you are trying to make
friends with a child. Do this by
studying the child's viewpoint,

and when you have removed the

barrier of doubt and mistrust and
have created an interest in some
toy or game you will be forgotten

for the moment.
If your camera is in readiness

you can quietly make your ex-

posures without creating more'

than a passing interest in what you
are doing.

T)LAYING SAFE
- When in doubt, make up a

fresh fixing bath. This should be

the printer's motto, especially

during the hot weather.

It doesn't matter what it may
cost or how much trouble it may
be, a fresh fixing bath is a nec-

essity if you care about the

quality of your prints.

A worn out bath will produce

all sorts of stains, while with a

very warm bath prints will begin

to tone, which is just as bad as

staining, but a fresh bath can

always be depended upon to do its

work if prints are properly handled

in the bath.

The only satisfactory way of

determining the condition of the

fixing bath is by keeping a record

of the prints fixed in it. An
approximate count will be accurate

enough.

The easiest way to do this is to

fasten a slate on the wall within

easy reach and to chalk up the

number of prints that are in each

batch. When the total of prints

fixed is near the limit of the bath's

capacity, make a fresh bath.

One gallon of solution will fix

four gross of cabinet size prints or

one gross of 8 x 10 prints. With
this in mind it is often possible to

estimate the number of prints that

will have to be fixed each day and

to make just the required volume

of solution. It may then be

thrown away each evening and a

fresh solution made next day.

The simplest way of making

a gallon of fixing bath is to place

two pounds of hypo in a cheese

cloth bag, suspend the bag in a

gallon of water and allow its con-

tents to dissolve. When thoroughly

dissolved, add 16 ounces of harde-

ner. The bath is then ready for use.

A stock solution of hardener

should always be kept on hand to

simplify the making of a fresh

bath. The stock solution of

hardener is made as follows:

Dissolve one pound of E. K. Co.

Sulphite of Soda in 80 ounces of

water. When thoroughly dis-

solved add 48 ounces of No. 8

Acetic Acid (28% pure). Stir the

solution thoroughly and add one
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pound of Powdered Alum. When
this has been thoroughly dissolved

the hardener is ready for use. This

hardener will keep indefinitely in

a jug or a bottle that is corked to

prevent evaporation.

Aside from the certainty of

correct fixing and the prevention

of stains when a fresh bath is

used, the dissolving of the hypo
lowers the temperature of the

water, making the fresh bath con-

siderably cooler than the water

that comes from the tap.

The bath should be kept cool,

otherwise it may be transformed

into a toning bath. This is an-

other good argument for the fresh

bath. Once the fixing bath be-

comes hot and takes on the

properties of a toning bath it is

useless. There is the danger of the

print toning while it is fixing.

There is also the danger of con-

tinued toning after the print has

been laid out to dry if fixing and
washing have not been complete.

It is expensive enough and ag-

gravating enough to have prints

spoiled in the making but it is

much worse to have them spoil

when they have left your hands

and can not be recalled.

It may be a little trouble to

make a fresh fixing bath each day
but it saves a lot of trouble and
expense in the long run.

Develop the print with

ELON

THE EASTMAN NEGA-
TIVE COMPARATOR

There are many photographers

who have a standard of quality in

negative making and who hold to

that standard as closely as possi-

ble. It was recommended in the

Eastman School that negatives of

standard quality be placed in the

dark-room where they could be

illuminated for the purpose of

comparing the negatives made
during the day with the standards.

Such an arrangement permits

the photographer to determine at

once whether or not his negatives

have been properly balanced in

lighting and exposure to receive

proper gradation and contrast and
whether or not they have been de-

veloped to the proper density.

If exposure or lighting has been

at fault the result is noted and by
comparison with the standard

negatives a mental note is made of

the degree of error while the con-

ditions of light and time of ex-

posure are fresh in mind.

By comparison with the
standards it may be found that

the negatives which have just

been developed and fixed have a
correct scale of gradation but need

a slight reduction or intensi-

fication to bring them to the

standard of printing density. Such

corrections are obviously most
simple and most likely to be made
if the need for them is found im-

mediately after developing and
fixing.
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Front View of Negative Comparator

One can readily see, then, the

use for the Eastman Negative

Comparator. It is made entirely

of metal with three 8 x 10 com-
partments in its front containing

opal glass.

A standard quality of Film
negative should be slipped into

each of the end compartments,

leaving the middle one containing

only the opal

glass so that

negatives may
be held in front

of it for com-
parison. The
standard nega-

tives may be of

two types, those

made with light

and dark grounds or plain and
shadow lightings.

The metal shell of the Com-
parator tapers from the top,

bottom and two ends towards the

light source in the back where the

three light bulbs are located, one
directly back of the center of each

sheet of opal glass.

Back View of Negative Comparator

The tapering sides of the light

compartment give an excellent

distribution of reflected light while

the frosted tip lamps and the opal

glasses give a perfect diffusion of

light over the negatives, making it

very easy to correctly judge of

their quality.

A series of openings around the

metal shell, back of the negative

compartments,
gives ample
ventilation
while two metal

feet support it

at the proper
angle when it is

used on a shelf

just below the

level of the eyes.

The price of the Eastman Nega-
tive Comparator complete includ-

ing opal glass, lamps and electric

cord ready for connecting to any
ordinary light socket is $12.00, at

your dealers'.
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Let your
Photograph
pay your friends

a visit.

Make the appointment

to-day.

The photographer

in your town

SMITH STUDIO

MAKE YOUR ADVERTIS-
ING ATTRACTIVE

Line cut No. 290. Price 30 cents.

A great many readers of Studio

Light take advantage of the cut

service we offer. The cut, the

suggested text matter and the

conditions under which the cuts

are suppHed usually appear on

page 26.

But the number who take ad-

vantage of this service is by no
means as great as it should be.

Many of the photographers who
advertise could make their adver-

tisements a great deal more at-

tractive if they would use illus-

trations.

Every advertiser knows how
difficult it is to reproduce a half-

tone of an actual photograph in a

newspaper. The grade of paper

that is used will not give even a

fair reproduction of any but the

very coarsest halftone screens.

And unless these halftones are

very large they do not do credit to

the photograph from which they

are made. So we may say that

except in unusual cases the half-

tone can not be considered as a

means of illustrating studio ad-

vertising in the newspaper.

The largest newspaper adver-

tisers use line cuts exclusively.

This will be seen if one takes

notice of the advertising of the

large department stores. Illus-

trations are a very important

feature of their advertising lay-

outs. They employ artists to

make the pen and ink drawings
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from which their hne cuts are

made and the cost of these draw-

ings is a considerable item.

It would hardly be practical for

the photographer to employ an
artist for such work. The cost

would be too great for one photog-

rapher's advertising. For this

reason we began our cut service a

number of years ago, offering a

new and seasonable cut each

month.

The pen and ink drawings are

made specially for the purpose by
the best ofNew York's commercial

artists. Each one represents a

type of portraiture that can be

advertised—they suggest photog-

raphs of mother or father, the

bride, the graduate, the children,

the debutante, in fact we try as

nearly as possible to cover the

whole field of portrait advertising.

Zinc etchings are made from
these drawings and from the zinc

etchings, the electrotypes that we
offer the photographer each month
at 30 cents each, post paid. That's

less than actual cost of furnishing

these cuts, without taking into

account the cost of the drawings.

So it can not be said that this is

merchandising.

Naturally we can not furnish an
assortment of these cuts each

month so we have made our offer

one of first come, first served. As
two photographers in the same
town would not care to use the

same cut, we enter the first order

received and return the remittance

when a second order is received.

This rule does not apply to a

large city where several photo-

graphers might use the same cut

for other than newspaper adver-

tising. This brings up other uses

for these cuts. We often see them
used on envelopes, letter heads,

and circulars or booklets used for

direct advertising.

We are often requested to

supply cuts that were offered a

year or two ago but which are just

as appropriate as those we are

offering today. We are glad to

supply such cuts whenever we can.

In this way you can secure enough

cuts for a change of illustration

each week in a series of advertise-

ments you may be running in your

paper, or for illustrating a booklet

or circular.

We might also add that the cut

is of the illustration only. The
text matter is only a suggestion.

Some of the cuts that we offered

during the war carried advertising

suggesting portraits of the home
folks for our soldiers. The illus-

trations are just as appropriate

for present day advertising with

different text.

Look up your back files of

Studio Light and order any of

these cuts by number. If we do

not have them in stock we will

have them made for you.

Make more business by making

your advertising more attractive.

Order your cut today.

4>
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I
T MIGHT HAVE HAP
PENED
The Beefeaters, to be sure, was

not the real name of the club, if

name it possessed. It was, never-

theless, a compact and exclusive

club, its roster totalling four. And
although it had no charter, by-

laws, constitution, or officer,

everyone in the little Yankee town
of Weedham knew that to be elig-

ible one must have been born in

England and have an hour to

spare following four o'clock every

afternoon, to spend at tea and
jest.

Clegg, keeper of a dingy law

office, and Smith, of a dingy
church, were in the midst of their

daily argument; Hodge, the doc-

tor, and Larkin, photographer,

listening.

*' Religion," said the rector, "is

the foundation of all law."

**To be sure," answered the

lawyer.
'

' Law's chiefest task is to

compensate for the inefficiency of

religion. The statutes are far more
effective than the creeds. Fear

of detection fences the straight

and narrow path, and Bertillon

has made more wicked people be-

have than all the bishops in the

catalog."

The rector knew well when a

graceful retreat would save defeat.

"Speaking of Bertillon," he

began, "reminds me that Larkin

here has in his studio the most
unique collection of finger-prints

in existence. It is commented on

by everyone who examines his

sample photographs. I say this

publicly because you all remember
how he took me to task because he

spied a cob-web in the church last

Sunday."

"That's the trouble with re-

ligion," interrupted the lawyer.

"The churches are full of cob-

webs."

The rector ignored his foe and
continued.

"This afternoon while I was
waiting for Larkin I looked

through his sample photographs.

How he expects to sell pictures

with those samples is beyond me.

There is a huge lot of them,

heaped on a table. Some are in

light colored mounts, some in

dark, but the whole effect is drab,

distinctly drab. A most uninter-

esting collection, if it weren't for

the finger-prints. But the finger-

prints are positively fascinating.

Larkin, tell us, just what school

of art advocates the fingermark as

decoration for the photograph?"

"Must we listen to your

sermons on week-days as well as

Sundays.^" begged Larkin, the

photographer.

"Aye, and you'll be better for

it, Larkin," declared the rector.

"I never allow a worthless word
to enter my preachings, lest it

detract from the purpose of my
discourse. I never introduce a

phrase that might by any inter-

pretation reduce the force of my
argument. The lawyer here,"

waving to the guffawing Clegg,
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"is even better at it than I am, be-

cause he is not hmited to the

truth. And there's a lesson in it

for you, too, Larkin. Wipe the

sulHed spots out of your soul and
take the dirty pictures off your

sample table. Put your best self

and your best work to the fore,

Larkin," said the rector pausing in

both oratory and gestures before

turning to the doctor.
" Of us four, you alone, doctor,

need never worry about the effects

of error. Larkin's dirty samples

spoil his business; Clegg's careless

logic breaks his argument and
gives justice a chance ; a thought-

less side remark ruins my preach-

ing, perhaps. But the mistakes

you make, doctor, are always
covered up."

The rector sat back smiling.

The doctor glared.

*' Yes," he bellowed, "and even

your prayers can't uncover them."

When the tea-party adjourned,

Larkin went back to clean up his

studio.

THE MAN WHO MADE
THE PICTURES

There's a man down in Rich-

mond, Indiana, Mr. A. L. Bundy,
who makes portraits of flowers.

That may sound a bit unusual but

that's why we have used the term
"portraits"

—

the pictures are un-

usual.

Those we have received are 8x10

Artura prints of beautiful quality

and the roses are photographed
life size as will be seen by our re-

productions which are made from
the full sized prints.

The flowers are brought to Mr.
Bundy by the growers and are

photographed just as you would
make a portrait of a beautiful

woman. They are carefully posed

and lighted. Screens are used

when necessary to soften the light

or a reflector to illuminate the

shadows.

And when all is ready—no

—

Mr. Bundy doesn't say "still

please" or "look pleasant." He
simply slips a holder, loaded with

Portrait Film, into his camera and
shoots. The pictures of the roses

in our illustrations are the results.

We have never seen flower

studies of more beautiful quality.

The shadows are wonderfully

transparent, there is detail through

the halftones and into the highest

lights and a roundness that would

do justice to the best of portraits.

There is no doubt in our minds

about the wisdom of taking such

pains in the photographing of so

simple a subject as a rose. The
grower of roses sells his product by
pictures and no doubt is willing to

pay a good price for pictures that

are out of the ordinary.

Mr. Bundy uses Film because

its freedom from halation enables

him to secure a quality in his neg-

atives that it is not possible to

duplicate with plates.
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The best trimmer is

the most economical trimmer

EASTMAN
METAL TRIMMERS

are instruments of dependable accuracy and their sub-

stantial construction insures a lifetime of service.

Eastman Metal Trimmers are furnished in three sizes

with metal beds ruled with white lines in one-half inch

squares, also accurate brass rules.

The Price

No. 10— 10-inch blade and rule $15.00

No. 15— 15-inch blade and rule 20.00

No. 20— 20-inch blade and rule 25,00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*
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ELON
We recommend it for the

quality of the results it

produces.

We make it— we know ifs right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*
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Eastman
Professional Booklets

"The Photography of Colored Objects"

A book for the man who wishes to know more about the theory
of color-rendering in monotone and the application of this theory
to practical photographic work. It is a book worth studying, on a

subject worth knowing. With color charts, diagrams and comparative
illustrations. Post paid, 50 cents.

"Lantern Slides"

How to Make and Color Them

A hand-book of information concerning the production and color-

ing of lantern slides with a new method of dye toning by the aid of

American-made dyes. Free on applicatwn.

"Elementary Photographic Chemistry"

The chemistry of photography, with a description of the prepar-
ation and properties of the different chemicals used.

Free on application.

"Color Plates and Filters for Com-
mercial Photography"

A booklet which makes clear the principles involved, the materials

to use and the way to u.se them in the photography of colored objects.

Free on application.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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The proportions of a picture have much

to do with its attractiveness.

The long narrow rectangle is specially

pleasing for pictures of houses and grounds,

gardens, landscapes, groups and many

architectural subjects.

Seven by eleven is an example. It's a

size that is fast becoming popular. It

looks larger than 8 x 10 yet the materials

cost no more.

See the Eastman View Camera No. 2,

7 X 11, before you buy a new outfit.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER N. Y.

All Dealers'
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A paper made specially for

enlarging from portrait neg-

atives, that makes better

portrait enlargements.

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Rough matte and Rough Lustre

in two stocks—D white and E
Buff. The price is the same as

for double weight Artura Iris.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*
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Consider the possibilities of even a few such

negatives as this—

And groups are only one of the profitable

possibilities of

THE CIRKUT CAMERA
The Cirkut Camera makes negatives as long

or as short as may be required to produce the

best results. Any angle of view up to the com-

plete circle of 360 degrees can be covered—and

all on one daylight loading Eastman Film.

Panoramic views of town and city real estate,

farm, timber, mining lands and manufacturing

plants are increasingly in demand.

Let us send you the '^Cirkut Book.''

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department. ROCHESTER, N. Y.



For that "More Value Look"

THE NEW ERA
(Marbletone Stock)

Colors—Grey and Brown Marbletone shades

For 4x6 prints 5%x^% outside $10.00 per 100
For 4^x6 Sprints 6x9 outside 12.50 per 100
For 4^x7^ prints 6^x11 outside 14.00 per 100
For 6x8 prints 7^x111^ outside 15.00 per 100
For 7x93^ prints 9x13 outside 17.50 per 100

The stocks have that soft "bulky" feel— craftsmen deckle edges— all quality. It is the style that brings "top notch" prices.

Sample for five 2c stamps (Offer No. 5011) but we suggest that

you send ten 2c stamps and receive Offer No. 5012, which includes

the NEW ERA and two other corner holder stlyes to give you a range
in styles and prices to meet the tastes and size pocketbooks of your
Good, Better and Best Customers.

TAPRELL,LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America
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the most economical trimmer

EASTMAN
METAL TRIMMERS

are instruments of dependable accuracy and their sub-

stantial construction insures a lifetime of service.

Eastman Metal Trimmers are furnished in three sizes

with metal beds ruled with white lines in one-half inch

squares, also accurate brass rules.

The Price

No. 10— 10-inch blade and rule $15.00

No. 15— 15-inch blade and rule 20.00

No. 20— 20-inch blade and rule 25.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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EASTMAN COMMERCIAL
PANCHROMATIC FILM

We have a very interesting and

important bit of news for the com-

mercial and technical photog-

rapher who is a user of Eastman
Professional Film. We are now
in a position to supply the finest

color-sensitive material we have

ever produced

—

Eastman Commer-

cial Panchromatic Film.

It has only been fifteen years

since the first practical, highly

color-sensitive panchromatic plate

was introduced. It marked an

epoch in the science of photo-

graphic emulsion making—made
possible the wonderful three-color

printing process of today and has

opened limitless opportunities

to purely commercial and scien-

tific photographic processes of re-

production.

The solution of the problem of

reproducing colors in their true

values in a photographic print of

one color has not only simplified

the work of the commercial pho-

tographer but has enabled him
to produce results that had not

previously been possible.

The use of panchromatic plates

and color filters has shown a

marked growth in the last few

years because the publicity that

has been given to the subject has

removed any element of mystery

that had previously surrounded

it. The growth will be even greater

now that a Panchromatic Film is

obtainable.

It was only eight years ago that

Eastman Portrait Film w^as in-

troduced, but those eight years

have marked the greatest advance

in photography since the wet plate

was superseded by the dry plate.

The change from plates to films

did not necessitate as radical a

change in working methods as the

change from wet plates to dry

plates, yet the advantages were as

great. ,

The dry plate advantages were

speed of the emulsion and ease of

manipulation. The Film advan-

tages are increased quality in the
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results produced, a broadening of

the scope of photographic possi-

bilities, physical advantages of the

material itself, over glass, and con-

veniences in handling and ma-
nipulation.

The dry plate had a hard fight

for its supremacy over the wet
plate—it was an experiment. Pro-

fessional Film was an assured suc-

cess before it was placed on the

market. The photographer was
not asked to do the experimenting

—we had done that ourselves—had
devoted years of experimental
work to the perfecting of a pro-

duct. That was one reason why
Portrait Film was a success from
the start.

We had also anticipated the de-

mand for Film suitable for com-
mercial photography and process

work. Commercial, Commercial
Ortho and Process Film were soon

afterwards announced and each in

turn has repeated the success, in

its special field, that Portrait Film
has made in portraiture.

We also anticipated the demand
for Panchromatic Film but during

the war our energies along this

line were devoted entirely to the

production of panchromatic
emulsions suitable for aerial pho-

tography.

With the close of the war we
again took up the development of

Commercial Panchromatic Film.

The work has been completed,

the finished product has stood the

most rigid tests and we are now
ready to announce the latest ad-

dition to the Professional Film
family— Eastman Commercial
Panchromatic Film.

Like all of the other members of

the Film family Panchromatic
Film is non-halation, so there is

no necessity for the backing or

double coating that was necessary

to give the panchromatic plate its

non-halation qualities.

Panchromatic Film has all of

the other Film advantages and
can be handled the same as other

Film, except in loading and un-

loading holders and in developing.

It is sensitive to all colors so it

must not be handled in the same
light as other Films or plates. In

fact, it is best to load or unload

holders in absolute darkness and
to develop in a covered tank or

tray. This is no more difficult

with Films than with plates, and
it is indeed a very simple matter to

develop for a given time at a cer-

tain temperature.

A Wratten Green Safelight, the

Series 3, is recommended for use

with Panchromatic Films or plates

but this light is not intended for

examining the negatives while

they are being developed. Exam-
ination is not necessary and better

results are always secured by de-

veloping for a certain length of

time at a given temperature.

The Series 3 Safelight gives a

very faint illumination, not

enough to fog the Film during de-

velopment, but as the eye is most
sensitive to green light, the light

seems to grow quite strong as the
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eye becomes accustomed to it. As
a result there is ample illumi-

nation for distinguishing objects

about the dark room.

Eastman Commercial Panchro-

matic Film is especially sensitive

to the reds, greens and yellows and
has the same approximate speed

as Eastman Commercial Ortho

Film.

The Price
Per Dozen

4jx 6§ $1.50

5 X 7 1.65

6|x 8| 2.53

7 xll 3.66

8 xlO 3.66

10 xl2 6.39

7 xl7 6.39

11 xl4 9.18

8 x20 9.48

14 xl7 15.57

The prices 'per dozen include the

Excise War Tax. In addition to the
above all other standard sizes will be
furnished at proportionate prices.

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
FILM

Makes the difficult

things easy— does

the difficult things

well.

I
NCREASE YOUR HOLIDAY
BUSINESS

The photographer looks for-

ward to his Holiday business with

hopeful anticipation. It is his

harvest—the season when he

expects to do enough business to

make up for the dull seasons of the

year.

But it is only possible to do as

much work as the capacity of the

studio and the photographer's

time will permit him to finish and
deliver.

Some photographers can handle

more sittings in a day than others

but there is a limit to every man's

productive ability, beyond which

he can not go.

If you should drop into the

average studio at 9:00 A. M. in

late November or early December
you would not be likely to en-

counter a sitter. This condition

of affairs is entirely wrong. At
9 :00 A. M. there should be several

mothers with children waiting for

sittings. It is the time of day the

children are at their best.

Let it be known that sittings of

children should be made early in

the day. Reserve mornings for

this work and make the appoint-

ments as early as possible—then

you will have your afternoons free

for taking on as many grown folks

as you can handle, and you can be

fairly sure of living up to your

appointments. If sitters are not

on time make them give way to

those who are, just as you would
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have to do if you missed an
appointment with your dentist.

If you can manage to spread

your sittings over the entire day,

beginning at 8:30 A. M., you have
increased the day's work, but
this is only a beginning. You
must next increase the length of

the season.

This can only be done by early

advertising. Some do not believe

in extensive advertising for Holi-

day business, but everyone will

agree that advertising which starts

the Holiday business well in ad-

vance of the usual rush will permit

the photographer to take on more
business than could be handled in

a short-time, rush period—and
allow him to turn out better work.

It's a good policy to begin ad-

vertising right now—to tell people

why they should have their

Christmas portraits made in No-
vember rather than in December.
Get the business coming early and
the longer season will be a more
profitable and satisfactory one.

Another way to increase busi-

ness is by increasing the individual

order. A sitter who orders one
dozen prints can not often be in-

duced to order two, three or four

dozen prints. But, if the order is

for a small size, say 4x6 or 5x7,
it is often very easy to increase the

order by selling six contact prints

and six larger prints of the same
proportions, say 73^ x 11 or 8 x 12.

You may find it a diflScult

matter to sell some of your sitters

an order of 8 x 10 prints. It seems

like a lot of money to pay for

photographs, and very often peo-

ple do not like to give expensive

photographs to their friends. But
if you can take the order for the

smaller and less expensive photo-

graphs you have an excellent

chance to sell three or four or six

-of the larger size prints for mem-
bers of the family or very intimate

friends.

Large prints from small nega-

tives—enlargements, if you prefer

the word, but there is no need of

confusing your customer with a

term that may have an entirely

different meaning to the customer

than it has to you. You know
that with Artura Carbon Black or

Eastman Portrait Bromide you
can make a large print that dupli-

cates the quality of the contact

print. You know, in fact, that

the effect of the enlargement,

made on the same quality, tone

and surface of paper as the contact

print is often more pleasing.

So it is best to explain that you
can print portraits in any size

from one size of negative—that

it's just a matter of the quality of

paper and lenses and negatives.

Of course the large prints must
have quality. They must also be

properly finished, by which we
mean they must be just as care-

fully and appropriately masked
and mounted as the contact prints

of the same size.

It is also important that a print

be shown in a frame. The sale of

frames is very profitable and the
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frame business should be yours.

Every good photograph deserves

a frame—an appropriate frame,

too.

You know what happens to

your photographs when they have
stood about on a mantel for a year

or so, collecting dust and finger

marks. If you could only sell a

frame for every photograph you
make, this condition of affairs

could be overcome, but that's too

much to expect. You can sell a

great many frames, however, if

you carry an attractive and ap-

propriate line.

Your dealers have frames that

are made to enhance the beauty of

photographs as well as to preserve

them, and you will find their sale

very profitable. Show samples in

frames, explain why photographs
should be framed, especially if

they are to be used as gifts. Every-
one appreciates a framed photo-
graph because it commands a

place of respect in the home. It is

a finished product and is admired
because it is complete.

Make this a big and profitable

Holiday season. Get the business

coming early and make the most
of every sitting.

DON'T COPY NATURAL-
IZATION PAPERS

It is a government offense to

copy Naturalization Papers, with

a fine of $10,000.00 or 10 years'

imprisonment. We have learned

of a case where a photographer,

quite innocently, copied such

papers for a foreigner who was also

quite innocent of any wrong in-

tention. He was merely afraid

these valuable papers would be
lost and wished to have proof of

his citizenship in such an event.

In this particular case it was
very evident that there was no
wrong intent on the part of either

party so there was no prosecution.

But you may not be so fortunate.

So we have been requested by the

photographer to bring this matter

to the attention of his fellow

workers.

Naturalization papers are very

precious these days and you may
be asked to reproduce such docu-

ments. In such a case you can

inform your customer that our

Government stands ready to give

him copies of his papers in case

they are lost, and explain that it is

a punishable offense for anyone to

copy such documents.

EASTMAN PORTRAIT BROMIDE

A paper made specially for enlarging from portrait

negatives, that makes better portrait enlargements.
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THE PANCHROMATIC
FIELD

There is color in almost every-

thing we see, and where there is

color there is the possibility of pro-

ducing a better photographic re-

sult with a Panchromatic Film.

We say "Film" because we have

every confidence in the new Pan-

chromatic Film announced on

page 3. Because of its superior

qualities, its non-halation proper-

ties, its convenience and its many
physical advantages, we predict

a success for this new product

proportionate to that of the other

brands of Eastman Professional

Film.

There is practically no limit to

the usefulness of Panchromatic

Film. Even in subjects which are

of one color or several shades of

one color it might be thought that

an ordinary Film or plate would
give a truthful rendering. But
there are often reflections and
these reflections are blue, so they

are sure to be accentuated by the

ordinary sensitive material which

is over-sensitive to blue and under-

sensitive or blind to other colors.

Panchromatic Film is so very

sensitive to all colors that to

secure the detail in colored objects

does not require long exposures,

and by using a yellow filter to cut

out the blue light, to which all

films or plates are over-sensitive,

reflections are almost entirely

done away with.

When the subject is made up of

several colors a Panchromatic
Film will always give a better

result. This is true whether a

filter is used or not. The fact that

the Panchromatic Film is very

sensitive to red, yellow and green

as well as to blue, makes it possible

to secure a result in which the

values of the colors are represented

very much better than in the

ordinary negative.

The best result, of course, is

secured by using a yellow filter,

the purpose of the filter being to

screen out some of the blue rays

of light. In the ordinary summer
or autumn landscape there is a

considerable amount of color.

Things look bright and cheerful

but when photographed the scene

is decidedly dull compared with

what the eye sees.

We become accustomed to this

untruthful rendering and imagine

our results are good. But they

are not. A field of grain when ripe

is a very bright spot on a land-

scape, but it is seldom photo-

graphed as bright as it really is.

The greens of the grass and foliage

are never as dark as they appear

in a print from an ordinary neg-

ative, while the beautiful autumn
tints are seldom recorded suffi-

ciently bright to permit of the easy

coloring of a landscape print with

transparent tints.

You can readily convince your-

self of the truth of these state-

ments by making two negatives,

one on an ordinary film or plate

and the other on Panchromatic
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Film with a K-1 or K-2 Filter.

But don't confuse the use of

filters, as applied to Panchromatic

Film, with any experience you
may have previously had with

filters used with ordinary sensitive

material.

When you use a yellow filter

with films or plates that have only

the slightest sensitiveness to colors

other than blue, the filter in-

creases exposure in proportion to

the amount of blue light that it

absorbs.

When you use a yellow filter

with Panchromatic Film, the blue

rays of light are absorbed or cut

out in the same way, but the Film
being specially sensitive to other

colors, the exposure is compara-

tively short.

With a K-2 Wratten Filter and
Panchromatic Film the exposure

required is three times the ex-

posure required without a filter,

so we say the approximate factor

is 3. The factor for the same
filter with Commercial Ortho
Film is 15 and with Portrait Film

20, so the comparative color-

sensitiveness of these materials is

readily seen. It must be under-

stood, as well, that Panchromatic
Film is extremely sensitive to red

light while Orthochromatic Films

or plates have little or no red-

sensitiveness and will not in any
case give a correct rendering of a

red object.

Panchromatic Film is very use-

ful in making copies of photo-

graphs of a sepia tone, stained or

discolored prints or old documents.

Wash drawings in colors, carpets,

rugs and fabrics of all colors and
manufactured articles containing

color, whatever their nature, can

best be reproduced with Panchro-

matic Film and filters.

In architectural work the proper

rendering of the color of buildings

as well as their surroundings adds

to the attractiveness of the picture

and gives it an increased value,

expecially when used for commer-
cial purposes such as the sale of

real estate.

The Panchromatic result is

essential to the commercial photog-

rapher who colors prints for

salesmen's samples. If the design

on a piece of china contains red,

and the red photographs black,

a transparent tint can not be used.

But with a Panchromatic Film

the red can be photographed as

light as is necessary for the coloring

to be done properly.

There are even occasions when
Panchromatic Film will be found

useful in portraiture but we would

not urge its use for such a purpose,

as it is not fast enough to meet the

requirements of general portrait-

ure. We know of one photographer

however, who has used Panchro-

matic Plates exclusively for por-

traiture.

There is no need of our going

further into the field of work tO'

which the use of Panchromatic
Film is specially adapted. The
field is unlimited and is only

beginning to be developed. It
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needs only a trial and a com-

parison of the Panchromatic re-

sult with an ordinary result to con-

vince the photographer of the

superiority of the photograph that

gives a true rendering of color

values.

The man who buys photographs

will be as readily convinced as the

photographer because he can see

the selling value of good photo-

graphs. Possibly he isn't buying

photographs of his merchandise

because he has had experience

with pictures that did not tell the

truth.

If you are not already familiar

with Panchromatic results it will

be worth while trying Panchro-

matic Film, not alone for the satis-

faction of becoming acquainted

with a very superior product but

for the opportunities of securing

new business.

We will be glad to send you the

booklet, "Color Plates and Filters

for Commercial Photography,"

as the information and instruction

applies as well to the use of East-

man Commercial Panchromatic

Film as to Wratten Panchromatic

Plates.

We recommend Elon
for the quality of the

results it produces

We make it—
we know it's right.

QELLING IDEAS

Aside from the actual making

of your portraits, the most im-

portant thing is your method of

selling. Of course your adver-

tising is a part of your selling, but

what we refer to is your sales

department or reception room
methods.

The impression the customer

receives on entering your studio

has a direct bearing on your sales

—but we are not going to go into

the details of furnishing and deco-

ration so much as the method of

showing samples and displaying

your work.

If I am buying photographs I

have some definite purpose in

mind when I go to the photog-

rapher to sit for my portrait. As

a rule there has been some de-

mand for the portrait or the cus-

tomer would not be in the studio.

My idea of good salesmanship

is to make the display of portraits

in the reception room suggest

uses for portraits that had not oc-

curred to the customer.

Mrs. Blank brings her little

daughter to you for a portrait.

My idea of selling Mrs. B. would

be to show her, aside from the

regular samples of children's por-

traits, one portrait of a child in a

frame that would suggest a similar

frame for father's desk at the

office. It isn't necessary to say

much about the frame idea.

Everyone knows that the picture

in a frame is complete. But you
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can talk about the quality and the

appropriateness of the frame.

I would also have a combi-

nation picture to show Mrs.

Blank. You will probably make
several negatives of the child and
if you have shown a combination

picture, the idea of a similar com-
bination picture will occur to her

when she sees a number of proofs

of her daughter.

Then there is always the oppor-

tunity of selling a large print.

There are always grandmothers

or grandfathers who would be

mightily pleased to have a nice

print, slightly larger than the

contact size. And if good samples

have been shown when the order

is taken, the idea has had time to

develop into a desire and the order

for the framed print, the combi-

nation and the enlargement is

easy to secure.

While a reception room is a

sales room, it isn't necessary to

make it look like the so called art

department of a department
store. You don't need to display

samples of every kind of work you
make.

A reception room display that

is too large is not attractive. The
idea should be to make the photo-

graphs that are displayed attrac-

tive and in good taste. They
should, in a measure at least, sug-

gest similar displays of photo-

graphs in the home.
There is a very good argument

for furnishing a reception room in

very much the same manner that

a living room is furnished. A
living room table gives one the

opportunity to display several

nice photographs in stand-frames.

A wall table may be used for the

same purpose, and it is possible to

find a suitable piece of furniture

for holding samples in albums or

portfolios.

A very few good photographs
may be displayed on the walls but
the greater part of the sample
prints should be kept out of sight.

The time for the customer to see

sample prints is when there is

someone to show samples that are

appropriate and that will most
likely bring about a sale.

Samples should be classified

and there should be plenty of

them. It should not be necessary

to show very moderately priced

work to a customer who wants ex-

pensive work, merely because the

cheaper work is in the same sales

album. It shouldn't be there.

And for the same reason expensive

work should not be mixed with

samples of very moderately priced

work.

There should also be enough
samples to make it unnecessary to

show portraits of girls of twenty

to a matron of forty. The woman
of forty would like to look twenty,

of course, and if she selects a style

and pose from samples of girls'

portraits you have shown her, she

may be unreasonable enough to

want you to make her look

twent}'.

The same rule, in a way, applies
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to business men. They may not

care to look like boys of twenty

but they would prefer to have you
show them, as samples, portraits

of other business men. A man
may have his mind fully made up
as to the size or price of the por-

trait he is going to have made.
But before he commits himself

the portrait you show him of a

friend or business associate may
cause him to change his mind and
place his order for much better

photographs.

It takes some little time and
care to select negatives for sample

prints and your samples will need

additions as you find that some
new classification will be desir-

able, but you will find it worth
while in the end. You will be able

to take orders more readily and
you will sell larger orders.

And if you show frames that are

appropriate and in good taste and
enlargements that are finished

and mounted, or enclosed in

folders like contact prints, you
will find that sales of these extras

will develop into an exceedingly

important and profitable part of

your business.

It isn't necessary to over-sell a

customer to boost your sales. But
when you make a sitting you
should be sure that you have sug-

gested everything that the cus-

tomer might possibly want, even

to mailing envelopes. If, for ex-

ample, you have suggested frames

and your customer does not buy,

you have let it be known that you

sell frames and you may get the

order later on when a frame is

wanted.

u SE THE BOXES

In the daj^s when you used

glass plates it was quite common
practice to file negatives in the

cardboard plate boxes, indicating

the serial numbers of the negatives

on a slip of paper pasted on the

end of the box. The negatives so

stored were protected from dust

and it was easy to find a negative

for a duplicate order.

When Portrait Film came into

use the film was packed in card-

board boxes in the same way
plates had been packed, one dozen

in a box. The package of one

dozen films, however, was neces-

sarily so thin that the very shal-

low box in which it was packed

did not have sufficient depth to

hold the cover tightly in place

once the box had been opened.

For this reason it was not a

serviceable box for filing nega-

tives, so we decided to use a deep-

er box and pack two dozen films to

the box. This has been done with

5x7 and 8 x 10 film, it being

optional whether boxes of one or

two dozen are supplied.

There are several very good
arguments for the two-dozen box.

It is smaller and lighter than two
one-dozen boxes. It makes the

case of film smaller and lighter

and it supplies a box in which a
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number of films in their envelope

enclosures can easily be filed for

storing.

There are no disadvantages

that we can see in the two-dozen

box. Each dozen of films is

wrapped separately so that there

is no danger of fogging the re-

maining films, even if one dozen

has been used out of the box and
the lid accidentally left off. And
there is a decided advantage in

the fact that the box of greater

depth is stronger, fits tightly to-

gether and offers an excellent

means of storing a number of neg-

atives once the orders have been

finished and the negatives are

ready for filing.

Photographers who asked for

the two-dozen package and prac-

tically all of those who are now
using it, are more than satisfied.

They find it much easier to open

one box when there are a number
of holders to load, and the box

is safer when a few films are left

in it.

Frankly, we would like to see

the two-dozen box of films more
generally used, not because of any
slight saving in the cost of boxes

but because it is a better box and
one you can make use of. Order

your next case of Portrait Film in

boxes of two dozen.

Match the quality of

your negative— make
the print on

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS

ARTURA

Occasionally, but only occa-

sionally, one finds a photographer

who does not believe in this new-

fangled idea of making portraits of

people in their homes.

Fortunately, however, it doesn't

matter so much what the photog-

rapher thinks of home portraiture,

it's what the public thinks and

wants that really counts. And
the public has given its hearty

approval to the idea of having

portraits of quality made in a

familiar environment with a back-

ground of the things it has lived

with and learned to love.

It is difficult to imagine more

ideal conditions for portraiture.

Everything helps—nothing hind-

ers. One may imagine great

difficulties in securing proper

lightings, but nature has been

generous in furnishing light and

shade. Beautiful lightings are to

be found everywhere about the

home. It is only necessary to

choose the time of day when the

light is most favorable and the

conditions that are best suited to

the subject.

Could anyone wish for a better

portrait—a more natural or more

true to life portrait than that

beautiful picture of grandmother

on page 13.^ We can say as much
of the portrait of the mother and

child on page 19, and of many
others of our illustrations. Can
anyone imagine that more pleas-

ing or more satisfactory pictures
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can be made in the studio? We
think not.

Apparently Mr. Bradley and his

talented sister who made the pic-

tures are of the same opinion for

their work, for the greater part,

is made in and about the homes of

their customers in the famous blue

grass region of Kentucky. There
is a studio in Georgetown and a
branch studio in Paris, but their

home portrait work carries them
into all parts of central Kentucky.
The members of the firm are

Eugene and Katherine Bradley

—

brother and sister, both graduates

of Georgetown College. Mr.
Bradley later secured his A. B.

degree at Yale where he also took

a course in art. Miss Bradley

studied art in connection with her

college work, so both were excep-

tionally well equipped for the pho-

tographic work in which they

have been so successful.

One might think that a town of

5000 population would not offer

sufficient opportunities for two
such ambitious workers as Mr.
Bradley and his sister but the

Georgetown business keeps nine

employees busy. The quality of

the work produced and the per-

sonality of the workers are no
doubt responsible for the success

of the Bradley Studios.

We are fortunate in being able

to reproduce such an interesting

set of prints from Portrait Film
negatives and only regret that we
could not show a greater number
of the very interesting examples of

portraiture produced by the
Bradleys.

AN ADDITION TO THE
AZO LINE

Azo paper in the E Grade will

hereafter be supplied in the No. 1

degree of contrast (formerly label-

ed soft) in all sizes and in both

single and double weight.

Grade E has a very pleasing

Semi-Matte surface and can now
be had in four degrees of contrast

in either single or double weight.

The No. 1 degree of contrast is

the softest grade of Azo that is

made and will be found desirable

for securing the best possible print

from a contrasty negative.

The price is the same as for

other grades of Azo.

4>

The live quality of a

picture, so easily de-

stroyed by halation,

is preserved in the

negative made on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
FILM
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You wanted a photo-

graph of the lad away

at school—he wants

one of you just as

much.

Make an appoint-

ment today

The photographer in your town

THE SiMITH STUDIO

Line cut No. 291. Price, 30 cents.

rpHE ONLY CONDITION
We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

your order in first. E. K. CO.
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The best developer—the most economical

developer for photographic papers

ELON
We make it—we know it's right

and we recommend it for the

quality of the results it produces.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers
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Make the quality of your portrait

enlargements distinctive— use the

paper that is made specially for

the purpose—that has distinctive

quality.

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Rough Matte and Rough Lustre

in two stocks—D white and E
buff. The price is the same as

for double weight Artura Iris.

I EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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The Eastman Print Washer
Built especially for the amateur finisher. Simple, practi-

cal, motor driven, yet there is nothing to get out of

order. The friction drive mechanism is outside the
tank— there are no gears—no leaky stuffing boxes.

The washing cage of strong metal mesh has large door,

giving easy access to prints when cage is raised. Capa-
city, 200-3A or 4x5 prints— the number of prints that
finishers agree it is most convenient to handle in a
single batch. The prints are washed quickly and
thoroughly.

Eastman Print Washer, complete including 110 volt

motor, $110.00. In ordering, specify whether D. C. or

A. C. motor is desired. Motors for 220 volt current

supplied at an additional price.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*
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The No. 9 Century Studio Outfit

Large heads in portraiture are becoming more popular.

They necessitate a long focus lens and a long bellows

extension. This combination produces better drawing

and perspective.

The Century Studio Outfit No. 9 with its extra long

bellows extension has a focal capacity of 30 inches suf-

ficient for practically any long focus portrait lens.

The No. 9 outfit is also equipped with the Eastman

Double Cut Film Holder in 5x7 and 8x10 sizes mak-

ing for simplicity and smoothness in operating the

camera and conserving the photographer's energy.

See it at your stock house

Eastman Kodak Company
Century Camera Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



An Excellent Value.

THE ODEON
For 63^x83^ and 8x10 square and oval portraits and

enlargements.

Sizes outside— 9 x 13 and 10x14
Colors— Photo Grey and Photo Brown

Price $13.50 and $15.00 per 100

The illustration gives just a hint of the beauty and practicability

of the insert design.

The cover is extra weight— ornamented with a raised floral design.

It is not just a new style— but a style that gives your medium
priced large portrait work a distinctive— a new look.

Sample for seven 2c stamps and we will include, no charge, sample
of the BRODLEY— a style similar in design to the ODEON but for

horizontal pictures.

SAMPLE OFFER No. 5019

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



The enlargement on

hR®K

retains the contact quahty

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers^
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EASTMAN PORTRAIT FILM
Par Speed and Super Speed

WHEN Eastman Portrait

Film was placed on the

market our only thought was of

quality. We had produced a Por-

trait Film with all of the charac-

teristics of the best portrait plates.

Its speed, its latitude, its scale of

gradation all registered 100%.
Its general quality, however,

was considerably above par. Its

non-halation properties enabled

the photographer to secure results

that he had never before been able

to secure with the best portrait

plates. So Portrait Film quickly

took the lead in spite of the fact

that it required slight changes in

the photographer's method of

handling. It set a new standard

of quality and once used was
found to be even more convenient

to handle than glass plates.

The speed of Portrait Film has

remained on a par with the speed

of the best portrait plate emul-

sions. We were not trying for

speed—quality was our sole aim.

But we have been able to develop

a Portrait Film emulsion having

exceptional speed and retaining all

the quality of the regular Portrait

Film emulsion.

This new, high speed Film will

be known as Eastman Portrait

Film Super Speed. It is a Film
that can be depended upon when
the light is dull or when exposures

must of necessity be short. It will

find favor with photographers of

children, will be used to advantage
in home portraiture when it is dif-

ficult to secure as much light as

could be wished and will save the

dull day for the studio that de-

pends upon daylight. It will also

be found useful in certain classes

of commercial photography.

There are two things to be con-

sidered in handling Super Speed

Film and upon these two things

depends the success of the result-

ing negative. The sensitiveness of
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the Film is so great that extra care

must be used to prevent fogging

by the dark room light. A Film

can not be super sensitive to the

light that passes through the

lens of your camera without also

being super sensitive to any unsafe

light in the dark room. The
nature of the sensitive emulsion

also requires slightly longer de-

velopment.

It is absolutely necessary to de-

velop Super Speed Film from ten

to fifteen per cent longer than the

regular Portrait Film to bring out

all of its quality and speed.

With the introduction of Super

Speed Portrait Film, it became
necessary for us to give some
designation to the speed of Por-

trait Film which has been in use

for so many years and which will

continue to be used for work
which does not demand more than

the average high speed necessary

for general portraiture.

It came quite natural for us to

decide upon Par Speed as the best

speed designation. The Portrait

Film you have been using has been

a 100% product both in quality

and speed. So in ordering from

your dealer will you please specify

Eastman Portrait Film Par Speed

for the regular emulsion and East-

man Portrait Film Super Speed for

the extremely fast emulsion.

If you require a Super Speed

Film we are confident this new
product will meet your require-

ments in every way. As one pho-

tographer expressed it: "It is

wonderfully fine grained and as

fast as greased lightning". But
you must give it ten to fifteen per

cent longer development than Par
Speed Film to get the best results.

Eastman Portrait Film Par
Speed will continue to be furnished

at regular prices. The following

prices will apply to Eastman Por-

tr^;t Film Super Speed:
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THREE
PROJECTION

PRINTERS

Complete

Line

The solution of the present day
business problem is increased pro-

duction and the solution of in-

creasing production in the photo-

graphic business is in the use of

more efficient apparatus.

The Projection Printing idea is

not a novelty. It is a scientific

achievement that has revolution-

ized one of the most important

photographic processes. And the

idea has not been applied to

merely one branch of photo-

graphic work. A complete line of

practical instruments has been

produced covering the require-

ments of all photographers.

Until Eastman Projection Print-

Eastman Projection Printer No. 2

ers were invented it was just as

difficult to make an enlarge-

ment as to copy a photograph.

The number of adjustments neces-

sary to make an enlargement to

exact size and in perfect focus

made enlarging a tedious process.

By entirely eliminating focus-

ing, Eastman Projection Printers

have changed enlarging to a

simple printing process—projec-

tion printing. You place a neg-

ative in the camera and a sheet of

paper in the Paper Holder and
you are ready to make an ex-

posure instantly. The only dif-

ferences between this new process

and contact printing are that the
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paper is not in contact with the

negative and the image is an en-

larged image.

The only adjustment to the

Printer is the movement of the

camera, up or down, to change the

size of the image. But as the

image is never out of focus this

can hardly be spoken of as an
adjustment. It is no more diffi-

cult and requires less time than

changing from a 5 x 7 negative to

an 8 X 10 negative in contact

printing.

Masking a projected print is

really more simple than masking

a negative to make a contact print,

for the Paper Holder of the Pro-

jection Printer is fitted with an
adjustable masking device. It

isn't necessary to cut masks for

odd sizes. The masking arms of

the paper holder are simply moved
to the two dimensions of the re-

quired mask and the thing is done.

The size of the white margin is

also determined by an adjustable

guide which is a part of the paper

holder.

If you had ever seen the East-

man Projection Printer in actual

operation we could stop right here

and say,
*

'Which size do you
want.'*" We feel that sure that

you would be sold on the projec-

tion printing idea.

But possibly you have never

seen the machine in operation

or have not analyzed the possi-

bilities of the sale of large prints

from small negatives. Suppose

you could step to your printing

room door and say, "Billy, will

you please change that order of

Mrs. Baxter's .f^ She was to have
4x6 prints but she has decided to

have six 4 X 6 and six 8 x 12 prints.

Make the projected prints on E
Smooth Carbon Black, please."

And Billy would reply, "All right,

boss, Mrs. Baxter can have them
as big as she wants them."

Billy turns to his Projection

Printer and runs off six 8 x 12

prints just as quickly as he makes
his six 4 x 6 prints. Does such a

convenience spell bigger orders?

We think it does and so do the

present owners of these Printers.

But this is only one suggested pos-

sibility. There are many ways in

which projected prints can and
will make new business for the

portrait photographer.

The commercial photographer

needs a Projection Printer even

more. He sells more enlarge-

ments than the portrait photog-

rapher and by being able to make
them faster and more economic-

ally, he will show large proofs

more often and secure more
profitable orders. He will also

find there are many times when
he can use a Graflex or other

small camera to better advantage

than a large camera, and knowing

that he can make any number of

prints of any size by projection,

just as quickly as he can make
contact prints, he will make his

Projection Printer do what his

larger camera could not do so well.

Then comes the thought of the
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big business that can be developed

by selling large prints (enlarge-

ments, if you like) from the

amateurs' negatives. This is a

business that merely needs de-

veloping to make it big and profit-

able. Many wide awake amateur
finishers have created a big de-

mand for large prints. They have
used different methods but re-

sults have always been the same.

With the ordinary enlarging

camera critical sharpness depends

entirely upon the accuracy with

which the workman focuses the

enlarged image. With the Pro-

jection Printer the image is always

critically sharp. There is no fear

of error—no uncertainty—because

an accurate, scientifically designed

mechanism eliminates the human
factor. The workman can make
large prints as fast as he can make
exposures—can deliver enlarge-

ments without delay to orders for

contact prints. And because of

prompt delivery, can secure larger

orders.

Every photographer should own
a Projection Printer. It's just a

question of which one he should

own. There is a Printer to fit the

needs of the portrait and com-

mercial photographer and the

amateur finisher, a complete line.

The No. 2, 8 X 10 Projection

Printer, the largest of the line, is

specially suited to the needs of the

commercial or portrait photog-

rapher who requires an instrument

that will enlarge from 8 x 10 neg-

atives. It will enlarge from all

smaller sizes as well. Its maxi-

mum capacity is a 40 x 50 enlarge-

ment from an 8 X 10 negative. The
printing table furnished with the

Printer is 30 x 40 inches and the

adjustable Paper Holder enables

one to make masked prints of

sizes from 3x3 to 17 x 20 inches.

Two Diffusion Disks are furnished

with the No. 2 Printer and these

Disks give a very pleasing softness

to the print without increasing

the time of exposure. The lens

furnished with this Printer is the

Eastman 8 x 10 Projection An-
astigmat, 10 inch focus, /.4.5. The
light equipment includes a 400

watt Mazda lamp which enables

one to make a 16 x 20 Artura

Carbon Black print from an
average 8 x 10 negative in from
four to five seconds. The price of

the No. 2 Eastman Projection

Printer complete is $075.00.

The No. 1,5x7 Eastman Pro-

jection Printer was the first of the

three Printers to be placed on the

market and has had a very wide

sale. It is in every way the equal

of the No. 2 Printer except as to

the size of negatives accommo-
dated.

The No. 1 Printer will take 5x7
and all smaller sizes of negatives.

Its maximum capacity is a 40 x 56

print from a 5 x 7 negative but,

as with the No. 2 Printer, the

printing table furnished is 30 x 40

inches. The greater part of the

enlargements made come within

these dimensions and a larger

table would not be so convenient.
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in place and a guide which enables

the operator to place any number
of negatives of the same size in

the holder, one at a time, and
make large prints one after another

of exactly the same size without

the need for the slightest change

in the position of the camera, the

paper holder or the masking de-

vice. This is merely an additional

feature that is of use to the

finisher who wishes to make all

possible speed.

With the Kodak Projection

Printer one can develop almost

as much speed in making large

prints as in printing by contact.

The only need for judgment is in

time of exposures—the same factor

that enters into contact printing.

The lens is the Kodak Projec-

tion Anastigmat /.6.3, 5}/^ inch

focus and the lamp equipment the

100 watt Mazda C stereopticon

type. In every way this Printer

is an ideal instrument for the

amateur finisher—and the price,

$200.00,—is within reach of every

man who does amateur finishing

and wishes to materially increase

his business.

Many finishers are now using

one or more of these Printers and
a great many of those in use are

the 5x7 size. Economy would

suggest the Kodak Projection

Printer as a second Printer for

those who now have the larger

sizes. It fits in with other

amateur finishing equipment, oc-

cupies only 20 x 33 inches of floor

space and will make the same

prints from small negatives that

the larger Printers will make from
large negatives.

For full information regarding

the details of construction and the

scientific accuracy of the mechan-
ism which makes projection
printing possible, allow us to send

you the booklets "Printing with

the 5x7or8xl0 Eastman Pro-

jection Printer" and "Printing

with the Kodak Projection Print-

er", free by mail on request.

DISPLAYS THAT
SOMETHING

SAY

We are having quite a bit to say

about selling because this is the

time of year when every energy

should be bent towards making
the Christmas selling season as

long a one as possible.

You can't make Christmas busi-

ness extend beyond Christmas

but you can make it begin earlier

and so make it a longer season.

And the only way to get things

started is by early suggestion.

There are a lot of people who
come to you for portraits every

Christmas but there are a great

many more people who never

think of photographs. These are

the people you should try to

interest—the people who seldom

have photographs made.

Window displays oflFer one of
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the best means of suggesting to

the man on the street that photo-

graphs make appropriate gifts.

Just an ordinary display, however,

will not do it. There must be

something about the display to

get the idea across to the man and
make him think as you want him
to think.

If you have a general display in

your window with no cards and
no prices, your window merely

conveys the idea that you make
photographs.

If you have a neat card which

tells the man on the street that

photographs such as those dis-

played make excellent Christmas

gifts, you have gone a step in the

right direction. But if you also

state that the price of one dozen

of these photographs is so many
dollars, and that twelve such

pictures will solve twelve gift

problems, you will be more likely

to put a suggestion in the man's

mind that will eventually lead to

a sale.

A still better way of getting the

suggestion across to the person

who looks at your display and a

means, as well, of attracting at-

tention to the display, is to show
exactly what a certain amount of

money will buy.

If you wish to advertise a

certain style of picture in Novem-
ber—to suggest the appropriate-

ness of this picture for Christmas,

why not make a display of six or

twelve finished pictures of the

same subject? Have the mounts

over-lapping and arranged in a

semi-circle or a straight or diag-

onal line with a card beneath

stating that six or twelve of these

photographs, costing $10.00 or

whatever the price may be, will

make six or twelve Christmas

gifts that will be appreciated.

Each one will carry its message of

friendship.

Or possibly you might add to

the card that slogan: "Your
friends can buy anything you can

give them—except your photo-

graph." Don't leave too much
to the imagination. There must
be a card with the price and
the suggestion that photographs

make timely and appropriate

gifts and that November is the

best time to have photographs

made.
In addition to this idea of show-

ing six or twelve photographs of

the same subject it might be well

to go a bit further and show the

same subject in a neat, carved

wood frame, in a medium sized

enlargement and possibly in re-

duced size in a leather Bill Fold

or Traveler's Case and perhaps a

Doretype in a Doretype Case.

The big idea we have in mind is

to suggest the number of pictures

a certain amount of money will

buy and the variety of ways in

which the same picture can be

produced. People who are not

familiar with photographic pro-

cesses do not know these things

and we think it is much better to

show them than to try to tell
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them. Using one subject for the

entire display, we think, is a much
stronger argument than the use of

several subjects.

If you have two display cases

you can carry out this idea in one

case and use the other for a

general display.

A modification of this idea has

been used to advantage and we
do not believe it has been over-

worked. A picture is displayed

with a card suggesting that six or

twelve pictures like the one shown
will make six or twelve people very

happy at Christmas time. Then
five or eleven packages are made
up just as the photographs would
be wrapped for mailing and each

package is addressed.

The wrapping should suggest

a Christmas package and the

addresses should suggest relatives

and friends. For example, if one

package is addressed to Mr.
James Barnes, Des Moines, Iowa,

and another to Mr. F. W. Barnes,

Detroit, Mich., the first package

might have a card beneath it

reading, "For Uncle Jim" and the

second one a card reading "For
Uncle Fred."

There can be a package for

Aunt Sue and Cousin Will, and
possibly one for Brother Jack,

addressed in care of some business

concern in a large city if the pic-

ture used in the display is one of a

young girl.

The idea is to suggest how
photographs fit into the plan of

Christmas giving and to visualize

the disposition of six or a dozen

photographs. When you suggest

a dozen photographs to a custo-

mer you often hear the question:

"What would I do with so many
photographs.'" Make your dis-

play case anticipate and answer

that question.

These are only suggestions upon
which you can elaborate, keeping

in mind the fact that you should

make your displays say some-

thing. And when they do say

something it is almost equal to

personal contact.

Change your displays often,

keep them filled with interest and
talk November sittings for Christ-

mas portraits.

PUT QUALITY IN YOUR
ENLARGEMENTS

The making of a Bromide en-

largement, while very similar to

the making of a contact print on

one of the slower D. O. P. papers,

has some points of difference.

Bromide paper emulsions are

fast and there is danger of over-

exposing. For this reason the

source of light used for making the

enlargement should not be too

strong.

A strong light necessitates ac-

curate short exposures. With ex-

posures of fair length a second or

two, more or less, makes but little

difference in the final result.

A light source that is too strong
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will reduce the contrast of the re-

sult from a thin negative that is

already too flat. On the other

hand a strong light improves the

result from a negative having ex-

cessive contrast. A strong light

can readily be screened down for

thin, flat negatives by placing

several sheets of ground glass be-

tween the source of light and the

negative. Then if a strong, con-

trasty negative is encountered the

ground glasses may be removed to

reduce the contrast.

Quality in a Bromide enlarge-

ment is secured by adapting the

strength of the light to the strength

and contrast of the negative, also

by adapting the exposure to the

negative, and development of the

print to the exposure.

To have real quality, the print

must correctly reproduce the

quality of the negative. This can

only be done by making an ex-

posure that will permit one to de-

velop until the maximum black

that the paper will produce has

been reached. The print will then

have its maximum brilliancy.

If the Bromide enlargement has

been considerably over-exposed it

will not be possible to develop to

the point where the maximum
black is reached without having

the print too dark. The result is

a flat print with shadows that

appear muddy, because they are

not fully developed.

It is possible, however, to

slightly over-expose and still de-

velop to get a good black, as the

time for complete normal develop-

ment is slightly longer than the

time necessary to get the best

black. So that one can over-ex-

pose slightly and under-develop

slightly to reduce contrast or

under-expose slightly and over-

develop to increase contrast and
still secure brilliant prints.

The point we want to bring out

is that there is a definite time of

development that is necessary to

secure a good print. It is not pos-

sible to develop for a shorter time

and get quality. It is possible to

develop for a much longer time

and get quality and contrast.

This minimum time of develop-

ment is about 75 seconds with the

developer at a temperature of

70° F. Prints must be developed

this long to have quality.

Every photographer who makes
enlargements should check up the

quality of his prints before he gets

into the busy season when en-

largement sales have an im-

portant bearing on the volume of

business and the profits.

Have your printer make three

exposures on one piece of paper.

If he thinks 20 seconds would be

the normal exposure have him
give one exposure of 10, one of 20

and one of 30 seconds. Then de-

velop the three exposures for one

minute or less.

While this print is fixing, make
the same series of exposures on

another piece of paper and de-

velop this print for two minutes.

A comparison of the two prints
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should show you very plainly

whether or not your printer has

been over-exposing and under-

developing. Of the first set of

three prints at least one will be

too light, possibly two, and if the

third print is dark enough it will

not have clean, brilliant, black

shadows because it has not been

sufficiently developed. One of the

prints of the second test will be

too dark. It may be that two of

them will be too dark. One of the

prints, at least, should be an ex-

cellent print. If the normally ex-

posed print is too dark with two

minute development, you can be

pretty sure it isn't a normal ex-

posure. Your prints have prob-

ably been over-exposed and
under-developed at the expense

of quality as your first test shows.

Insist on having your Bromide

prints exposed so that they can

have full time development. One
and one-half to two minutes is

best, but under no circumstances

should development be less than

one and one-quarter minutes.

In making the above tests it is

important to select a negative

having some shadows that are

perfectly clear so that the print

will have some solid blacks by
which its depth and brilliancy can

be judged. And any enlargement

from a good negative, made on a

good paper, will have these qual-

ities if the print is properly ex-

posed and developed.

oUR ILLUSTRATIONS

The illustrations that we
use from month to month in the

pages of Studio Light have proved

to be one of its most interesting

features.

Our policy has been as broad as

we could consistently make it.

We have not limited ourselves to

illustrations of high technical

quality alone and on the other

hand we have been sparing in our

use of pictures made for effect

with little thought of technical

quality.

We have attempted to reflect

the trend of photography—to

show the work of progressive men
and women who are accomplish-

ing things, not always in the same

way, to be sure, but each with a

definite and commendable aim in

view—to please some certain

public demand and to popularize

photography.

It is with considerable pride

that we can say we have never

received work of such excellent

quality as that which has been

offered for publication since we
have been using prints from Film

negatives. And never before have

we received so much favorable

comment from the photographer.

We do not take credit for these

illustrations because it is due the

individual Film workers who have

been kind enough to supply us

prints for our halftones. We
have often regretted that we

could not accept more of the
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generous offers that have been

made us but Studio Light is

limited to twelve numbers each

year and it is difficult to give

even a fair idea of a photog-

rapher's work if a very few ex-

amples are shown.

Our illustrations have shown
the quality of film results and in a

fair way have given some idea of

the very general use of Film by
commercial and portrait photog-

raphers in every part of the

country and for photographic

work of every description. As a

further evidence of the very

general use of Film we are de-

parting from our usual custom
this month and are showing ex-

amples of Film work produced by
some of our British cousins.

The British photographer is,

above all things, conservative. We
do not mean by this that he is not

progressive but rather that he

progresses with caution. The
system by which the British

photographer of today has been

evolved is possibly responsible for

his conservatism.

He has served a long apprentice-

ship; he has spent years of work
in all branches of photography

and he has been more or less

hedged in by tradition from the

teaching he has received. So that

when his opportunity comes to

enter business for himself we find

him a very skillful and careful

workman and a cautious business

man.
This makes the British triumph

of Eastman Portrait Film all the

more notable. British photograph-

ers in large numbers have adopted

Portrait Film and are loud in their

praise of its superior qualities.

Give the Britisher proof that a

new process or a new product is

better than one he is using, then

let him find for himself by a

thorough trial that it lives up to

the claims made for it—that it

will produce better results, and
you will find him willing to change

from the old methods to the new
as readily as any of our own pho-

tographers. We might say the

British photographer is only dif-

ferent from our American photog-

raphers because he is more estab-

lished, but he is not standing still.

Film is being used by a large

and constantly increasing number
of British photographers and in

every case examples of the Film
results we have seen have been

excellent. Our illustrations are

typical in a very general way. Of
course we could not do justice to

the work of any one photographer

by publishing one or two examples

of his work but we can give a

general idea of the results that

are being produced by British

users of Eastman Portrait Film.

Our cover illustration is the

work of Mr. Fellowes Willson of

London. The photographers are

given individual credit for the

work shown on our inside pages

which we feel sure will be of un-

usual interest to our American

readers.
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Your photograph

will help to solve

the problems of

your gift list.

Make the appointment

early—to-day is

none too soon.

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO
Line cut No. 292. Price, 80 cents

npHE ONLY CONDITION
We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

your order in first. E. K. CO.
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When you order a

developer, specify

ELON
For the quality of the results

it produces—for the sake of

economy. Every grain of

Elon produces the maximum
of developing energy.

We make it—we know ifs right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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EASTMAN
PORTRAIT BROMIDE

A paper for better portrait prints

Portrait Bromide has that special

quahty which reproduces the most
deHcate modehng of the portrait neg-

ative. Its pleasing tone and texture

—the richness of the carbon brown
print secured by re-development en-

able one to duplicate the contact

quality and effect.

Supplied in two colors and two surfaces

D White Rough Matte E Buff Rough Matte

D White Rough Lustre E Buff Rough Lustre

At prices the same as for D. W. Artura Iris

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AU Dealers*
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Use the light that is

soft—that has volume

— that is safe.

WRATTEN
SAFELIGHT LAMPS

Produce a soft, indirect light that does not cause eye

strain. The safelights are spectroscopically tested—they

transmit a great volume of light but it is light which

can be used with safety. Series 2 Safelight furnished

with lamps unless otherwise specified. Safelights are

interchangeable.

Wratten Safelight Lamp No. 1, as above $10.00

Do. No. 2 without slide for white light 7.50

Series 1 Safelight for film or plates, not color

sensitive, 8x 10 1.25

Series 2 Safelight for orthochromatic film or

plates, 8x10 1.25

Series 3 Safelight for panchromatic film or

plates, 8x 10 1.25

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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The No. 9 Century Studio Outfit

Large heads in portraiture are becoming more popular.

They necessitate a long focus lens and a long bellows

extension. This combination produces better drawing

and perspective.

The Century Studio Outfit No. 9 with its extra long

bellows extension has a focal capacity of 30 inches suf-

ficient for practically any long focus portrait lens.

The No. 9 outfit is also equipped with the Eastman

Double Cut Film Holder in 5x7 and 8x10 sizes mak-

ing for simplicity and smoothness in operating the

camera and conserving the photographer's energy.

See it at your stock house

Eastman Kodak Company
Century Camera Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



THE PROTECTO MAILER
{With Patented Lockseal)

I :
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The photo mailer business belongs to the studios

—

they have the first opportunity to sell them when they
deliver the portraits. The mailer should not however,
be a commonplace affair, such as found in stationery

and other stores, but one especially designed for studios.

That is the reason for the PROTECTO MAILER—
it's different— double scored and folded corrugated

board— tough kraft paper— patented lockseal—and
appropriately ornamented with a design that imparts

a photographic studio atmosphere.

Made in six sizes to hold from the smallest
up to 12x14 mounters or folders. Prices range
from $4.50 to $11.00 per hundred.

Sample of the C size (for 7x11 folders or mounts) free, and we
will include, no charge, an attractively printed show card for the

sales room or window.

Get accquainted with this mailer today— it will bring you extra—
profitable business— especially for the coming season.

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



For the rush

season—an

extraprinter

The No. 1 Eastman Printer

A thoroughly practical, quick acting, strong

and convenient printer for all sizes of negatives

up to and including 5x7. Burns two 60 watt

lamps and a pilot light. The lamp sockets are

adjustable as to position.

The price with red lamp, electric cord and plug $20.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers
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ORGANIC CHEMICALS AND PHOTOGRAPHY

The latest price list to be issued

by the Eastman Kodak Company
is not concerned with photo-

graphic materials or apparatus.

Its title is "Eastman Organic

Chemicals." It is a closely printed

booklet containing the names of

nearly 1,200 chemicals, and the

names are not at all those of

simple or familiar chemicals. Few
photographers are acquainted

with dimethyl-p-phenylenedia-

mine hydrochloride. Not many of

us have on our shelves a bottle of

ammonium nitrosophenylhydrox-

ylamine. A photographer into

whose hands this booklet came
might reasonably wonder why the

Eastman Kodak Company was
making these substances, and the

explanation is an interesting piece

of history.

Organic chemistry is that branch
of chemistry which is concerned

with the production of complex
compounds, amongwhich are dyes,

medicinals, and photographic de-

veloping agents, derived from
alcohol or from coal tar. The
university and research labora-

tories in which organic chemistry

is studied require a supply of

chemicals so that they can study

the actions which these chemicals

have upon each other. Before the

war, American research chemists

depended upon a foreign source of

supply and when the war came
the supply was cut off. Whenever
a laboratory wished to do some
special piece of work, it was neces-

sary, before it could be started, to

prepare in the laboratory itself

all the chemicals that were re-

quired, and this naturally con-

sumed a great deal of time and
delayed the work to be under-

taken.

Now, while most of the chem-
icals in this list are unfamiliar to

photographers, that is not true of

all of them, paramidophenol hydro-

chloride, for instance, is the well

known developing agent Kodelon.
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EASTMAN CREMICALS—Continued

1157 * p-Toluamide 100 g 12.00

325 Toluene (Thiophene Free) 1 kg 5.00

P325 Toluene (Pract) 5 kg 2.25

P523 p-Toluenesulfochloride (Pract) _ 1 kg 2.00

594 * o-Toluenesulfonamide - 1 kg 17.00

423 p-Toiuenesulfonamide _ 1 kg ,. 4.00

T984 p-Toluenesulfonic Acid (Techn) 1kg 2.00

251 * p-Toluenesulfonylaniline 100 g 2.50

252 * p-Toluenesulfonyl Methylaniline 100 g 4.00

828 * p-Toluenesulfonyl-p-toluidine .., 100 g 3.00

253 * o-Toluidine 1 kg. 12.00

T253 o-Toluidine (Techn) 5 kg 6.50

862 * m-Toluidine 100 g 25.00

254 * p-Toluidine 1 kg 12.00

P254 p-Toluidine (Pract) 1 kg. 6.50

Toluidinesulfonic see Aminotoluenesulfonic Acid

1144 * p-Tolunitrile : 100 g 12.00

T458 m-Toluylenediamine (Techn) 1 kg 6.00

326 * m-Toluylenediamine Hydrochloride 100 g 2.00

504 * p-ToIylhydrazine Hydrochloride 100 g 4.00

158 * p-Tolyl Methyl Ketone see Methyl p-Tolyl Ketone

256 * Triacetin 1 kg 12.00

1082 * Triacetonamine Hydrate 100 g 8.00

1015 * Tribenzylamine 100 g 10.00

547 Tribromohydrin ' 1 kg 25.00

P257 * 2.4.6-Tribromophenol (Pract) 1 kg 12.00

T257 Tribromophenol (Techn) 1kg 4.25

931 * Tri-n-butyl Carbinol 10 g 10.00

726 * Tributyrin._ 100 g 6.00

259 Trichloroacetic Acid 1 kg 13.00

260 Trichloro-tert-butyl Alcohol ,.......: 1kg 30.00

T851 Trichloroethane (Techn) 1kg 5.00

616 * Triethylamine 100 g 15.00

617 * Triethylamine Hydrobromide 100 g 10.00

928 Triethyl Carbinol 100 g 60.00

*Manufactured or ^purified in E. K. Laboratory
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THE PREPARATION OF CAPRYL ALCOHOL FROM CASTOR OIL SOAP

Monomethyl paramidophenol sul-

phate is Elon.

Because we were manufactur-

ing developing agents at Kodak
Park, we were naturally provided

with a first-class staff of organic

chemists.

When the shortage of these

synthetic organic chemicals be-

came felt so severely in the

country, the American Chemical

Society asked that some manu-
facturer should take up their

preparation. After giving the
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matter careful consideration, the

Eastman Kodak Company de-

cided to make them in their re-

search laboratory. It W9,s not an

easy thing to do; most of the

chemicals are difficult to make,

and often a single chemical in-

volves a great number of separate

steps in its preparation; m-tolui-

dine, for example, is not available

at all on the market but is an im-

portant chemical for research

work. To make it, we start with

p-toluidine; from this is made
acetyl-p-toluidine; with nitric acid

this gives m-nitro-p-acetyl-tolui-

dine; then we get rid of the

"acetyl" again, and get m-nitro-

p-toluidine; and from this make
m-nitro-toulene, which can be re-

duced to m-toluidine.

Is it any wonder that p-tolui-

dine sells for $5.50 a pound and
m-toluidine for $160.^

As the work progressed, how-

ever, we gained experience, and
this new price list is a proof of our

success in making it possible for

American laboratories to obtain

all the materials they require in

this country.

The Society of Chemical In-

dustry at its recent international

meeting in Montreal passed a

vote of thanks to the Eastman
Kodak Company for the zeal with

which its research laboratory has

worked to make synthetic organic

chemicals available in the western

hemisphere, and we are proud to

feel that we have earned that

thanks by our success in making
this country independent as re-

gards a supply of materials which

are of basic importance for the

furtherance of scientific research.

At the same time, we have bene-

fited in that we are assured of hav-

ing the best possible chemical

knowledge at our disposal for our

photographic work, and we can

thus feel certain that we have avail-

able for the manufacture of our

sensitized products and our deve-

loping agents the best possible

scientific information.

Its long scale insures correct reproduction—its

latitude compensates for error in exposure while

its non -halation quality preserves the highlight

detail.

For better results use

EASTMAN PORTRAIT FILM
Par Speed—Super Speed
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GETTING REGULAR
PHOTOGRAPHIC CUS-

TOMERS
Getting regular customers is one

of the big problems which the

average photographer is forced to

face. And upon the success with

which he solves this problem is

dependent, quite often, the large

success or the merely average

success of his photographic studio.

In the very nature of things

many of the photographer's cus-

tomers are always new people.

The purchase of a dozen photo-

graphs of the baby, or of the bridal

couple, or the girl or boy graduate,

is quite frequently the only bit

of photographic work which that

particular customer has bought

during the course of a year or a

term of years. Consequently

when an average customer comes

to a photographer to have some

work done it is quite possible that

the photographer will not see this

particular customer again for

a long time.

Nor is the mere fact that a cus-

tomer has once patronized a cer-

tain photographer positive indica-

tion that he will come back to

him for photographic work when
in the market again. This is largely

due to loss of contact. The custo-

mer does not have portraits made
often enough to form the habit of

patronizing any one photographer.

He even forgets who made his

last portrait and asks for advice

which may direct him to a differ-

ent studio.

How different this situation is

from the retail cigar business, for

instance. When a man gets into

the habit of patronizing a certain

cigar store, he continues to do so.

And how different it is from many
other lines of business where it is

quite often the rule that when a

concern has once secured the trade

of certain people, it is fairly certain

that the establishment will con-

tinue to hold the trade of these

people for a long time to come.

Now the best way for a business

man to go about the matter of

making a big success out of his

business is to know thoroughly

just what problems he must face.

Consequently when a photogra-

pher sits down with himself and
frankly tells himself that one of his

big problems is that of getting reg-

ular patrons for his establishment,

instead of being forced to depend

quite largely from day to day and
week to week and month to month
upon new patrons, he is going far

toward preparing for success.

But, once the photographer has

admitted to himself that he should

try to work up some definite trade,

just how can he go about doing

it.?

It is for the purpose of offering

suggestions along these lines that

this article has been prepared.

And it is hoped that from these

suggestions some photographers

may obtain ideas which they can

use with success in their business.
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Of course the bulk of the aver-

age photographer's work comes
from indivifluals—from people

who have their pictures taken for

the purpose of sending to friends

and relatives.

Every photographer has a

splendid chance for working up a

fairly definite line of regular cus-

tom with these patrons.

Suppose, for instance, that a

fond mother brings in her baby
to have his picture taken upon the

occasion of his first birthday or

second birthday, or whatever the

occasion may be. If the photog-

rapher during the course of his

talk with this mother learns just

what the occasion is for having the

picture taken—whether or not it

is the baby's birthday, he can

very easily make a note of the fact

and then place all of the data on a

little filing card which he can

file for reference a year ahead.

Then when the next year rolled

around he could send a letter to

the baby's parents reading about

like this

:

"How much has your baby

changed during this past year?

Does he look the same as he did

when you had his picture taken

just about a year ago ?

Glance ai last year's picture and
compare it with the boy as he looks

today.

When you are malcing this com-

parison remember that there will

be a change equally as great in

another year.

Remember, too, thai, pictures of

the children never grow up—that

another picture, made now, will

add another interesting page to the

record of your child's growth and
development.

Because many of our patrons are

keeping these picture records of

their children and find them a

source of great satisfaction, we
are taking the liberty to remind

you that such pictures will be a

source of great satisfaction to you

and to the boy himself when he has

grown to manhood. May we
keep an appointment open for

your boy on this date ?

Wouldn't such a plan be in-

clined to bring business to the

studio.'* If such letters were being

sent out in goodly numbers by the

photographer from day to day
from the records in his office,

wouldn't such letters develop a

good line of regular trade .^^

In the same way that the

photographer might keep data

about the babies he photographs

he might also keep data on his

other customers which might be

utilized in a similar way every

year. A great many people would

have their pictures taken at some

photographic studio if only that

particular studio would present

the matter to them in an inter-

esting and attractive manner. It

must be remembered that where

so much of a photographer's busi-

ness originates voluntarily among
his customers without any sug-

gestions or urgings on his part,
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that a much greater business could

undoubtedly be worked up if he

did suggest and did urge folks

to be photographed — provided

only that he did this suggesting

and urging in the proper sort of

a way.

So much for the portrait end of

the photographer's business.

And now for some suggestions

to studios in cities where there is

no exclusive commercial photog-

rapher.

In every city there is always a

fairly regular amount of com-
mercial business from month to

month. Traction companies and
railroads and owners of auto-

mobiles are constantly having

pictures made of scenes of acci-

dents. An alert photographer
ought to be able to make some defi-

nite arrangement with the local

traction company or railroad

oflScials to take all needed photo-

graphs for the concerns on a slid-

ing scale rate based on the total

number taken during the course of

six months or a year. Good ser-

vice, practical suggestion and a

clear appreciation of the custom-

er's needs will go far toward

creating a lot of this work for

almost any photographer.

Again there are newspapers
which have no photographers of

their own who would be right glad

to tie up with some photographer

who could promise to give them
quick and efficient service when
needed and who might be willing

to guarantee to the photographer

a certain amount of work each

month.

There are, too, retail stores and
factories which are constantly

having photographs made of win-

dow displays, additions and im-

provements and who would be

glad to keep on file the name of

some photographer who was
equipped to give them the service

they wanted at the time they

wanted it.

It isn't such a tremendously dif-

ficult job to secure a regular trade

all the time for the photographic

studio. And then, when this is

done, all the new trade which
develops is just that much gain.

Why not try getting a more
regular line of customers for your

studio .'^

You'll find that it willpay

—

hig!

Getting a customer sfriendship and

good-will is a lot easier than getting

them hack.
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A'
N AMATEUR FINISHING
SURVEY

A recent survey made by us,

covering the finishing of amateur

pictures by professional photogra-

phers, has developed some very

interesting facts.

One of the questions that we
felt should be answered, particu-

larly for the sake of the photog-

raphers themselves, was whether
or not developing and printing for

the amateur helped or hurt their

regular portrait business. The sur-

vey showed conclusively that if

the professional photographer does

good developing and printing, it

actually helps his business where-

as if he does poor developing and
printing for the amateur, it hurts

his business.

It is obvious that in order to

do good work the photographer
should have the proper equipment
and it has been proved beyond
the shadow of a doubt that deep
tank developing is not only the

proper equipment for amateur fin-

ishers, but is also more economical.

It is, in fact, used by them exclu-

sively and when the professional

photographer goes into such fin-

ishing, he should supply himself

with such tanks, which may be
had in small sizes at a moderate
cost.

It is not the object of this arti-

cle to urge photographers to go
into amateur finishing. Neither is

it our object to discourage them,
but we do wish to place the facts

clearly. Of course in cities where
there are large amateur finishers

it usually isn't worth while for

the professional photographer to

bother with this class of work. In
smaller towns it sometimes seems

to be advisable for him to do so,

but its bearing on his other and
more important business should

always be kept in mind. It is

more than probable that he will

draw his amateur trade very large-

ly from among his best customers

for portrait work and he should

therefore be particularly careful

not to hurt his reputation with

them by a careless handling of

their films.

For the best

print quality use

ELON

We use it—
we recommend it—
ice make it—
we know it's right.
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THE WOMAN WHO MADE
THE PICTURES

Marcia Stein, whose work we
reproduce in this number of

Studio Light, although compar-

atively a newcomer to the world of

photography, has made a rapid

and remarkable success.

She is one of the few women
photographers who have sought

art in photography and who have

also arrived professionally. Mrs.

Stein is the wife of Modest Stein,

a well known artist, and studied

photography under the direction

of Clarence H. White.

"Self-conscious sitters are the

most difficult to photograph,"

says Mrs. Stein, and it is readily

apparent on entering her studio

that she has done much to solve

this problem. It is a restful place

with its tall French windows, soft

lights, well chosen rugs, furniture

and pictures—truly an artist's

studio.

When her studies were finished

Mrs. Stein did not have long to

wait for recognition. When Amer-
ica entered the war she was ap-

pointed official photographer to

the French High Commission and
photographed every person of dis-

tinction connected with that body.

Slie was also official photographer

to both of the French Theatres in

New York City.

A collection of portraits of

French statesmen, artists, com-

posers and actors was sent by her

to the Minist^re de Beaux Arts in

Paris, for which she received a

commendation from the French
Government. The exhibit was
made permanent and is now a

part of the French Archives of the

World War.
Subsequently Mrs. Stein was

invited to go to Paris in order to

complete the collection and while

there held two exhibitions, one

under the auspices of the Beaux
Arts and the other managed by

the Figaro.

Mrs. Stein seems to get her re-

sults by very simple means. She

photographs by daylight only,

and a couple of simple back-

grounds and a reflector constitute

all her equipment. So many people

of prominence have sat for her

that she has come to be known as

"The Photographer of Distin-

guished People."

The enlargement on

ARTURA
CARBON
BLACK

retains the contact quality

i
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ARETOUCHING CALCU-
LATOR

Mr. Ed. Hathaway of Seattle, a

retoucher of twenty-five years' ex-

perience, has devised a means of

determining what the charge

should be for retouching a head of

any size once a price per square

inch has been determined upon.

He has no thought of standard-

izing prices but merely offers his

suggestion as a means of quickly

and accurately estimating charges

by measurement rather than by
guess as is so often the custom.

His rule or scale is made on a

piece of cardboard that can be

placed on the negative with no
danger of scratching it. The card

is divided into inches and it is as-

sumed that the surface to be re-

touched is approximately square.

If the head measures one inch from

the line of the hair to the point of

the chin a charge is made for one

square inch. If the head measures

two inches the charge is for four

square inches. If the head meas-

ures three inches the charge is for

nine square inches.

Instead of inches and fractions

of inches, however, the scale is

marked off in inches and each inch

is subdivided to suit the price to be

charged. For example, the first

inch is divided into seven equal

parts and these divisions are

marked 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and
35,—35 cents being his charge for

a one-inch head.

Heads from one to two inches

are retouched at the rate of 20

cents per square inch, so the second

inch on the scale is divided into 9

equal parts and marked 40, 45, 50,

55, 60, 65, 70, 75 and 80,-80 cents

being the charge for a two inch

head containing approximately 4

square inches.

The third inch has seven di-

visions marked 90, 1.00, 1.10, 1.20,

1.30, 1.40, 1.50, which is a charge

of 16 34 cents per square inch. The
fourth inch is marked from 1.60 to

2.30 in 8 divisions and the fifth

inch from 2.40 to 3.20 in 9 divis-

ions.

It is readily seen that when a

scale of this kind is drawn and the

prices to be charged are deter-

mined upon they can be fitted to

the scale, a portrait head measured

and the mark where the scale

touches the point of the chin will

indicate at once what the charge

for retouching that particular

head should be.

Mr. Hathaway suggests that

the scale which he has carefully

worked out could be used as a

basis for lower or higher rates as

it is a simple matter to use his

figures and deduct ten or twenty

per cent or add ten or twenty per

cent.

He also suggests that something

be added to the standard price for

low necks which we believe is the

usual custom.

It is a fairly simple matter to

make one of these scales by follow-

ing the instructions we have given,

making the prices conform with
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the prices you are asking for your

work, if you are a retoucher, or the

prices you are paying for your

work if you are a photographer

and wish to check up your bills

for retouching.

T3 ESERVE POWER

A great many people buy
high powered motor cars not be-

cause they expect to use them for

racing and not because they live in

a country that is especially hilly,

but because they want reserve

power for the emergency when it

presents itself. This thought came
to the writer's mind while looking

over a series of excellent negatives

of a child made in a home.
The mother wanted these home

portraits of the child and the

photographer had failed with

ordinary material. When Super

Speed Portrait Film was an-

nounced the photographer thought

this would be his opportunity to

test out the new material. So he

loaded his holders with Super

Speed Film and, under what he

considered the same or slightly

less favorable conditions, pro-

duced a number of perfectly satis-

factory negatives.

If his subject had been a grown
person he would have had no
trouble in securing a satisfactory

result on Par Speed Film. He
could have given enough exposure.

But it was necessary to make

short exposures. The child could

not or would not be still.

Of course there are limits even

to Super Speed Film. One can not

expect to get a good result on

Super Speed Film when it would
not be possible to get an image on
the regular portrait material of

high speed. But when you know
that the best you can expect is

bad under-exposure. Super Speed

Film will give you a good result.

We believe it is the fastest

portrait emulsion that has ever

been produced for practical work.

And in addition to its speed it has

the quality that can be counted

upon to produce a portrait nega-

tive of ideal quality.

Lay in a supply of Super Speed

Portrait Film for your rush season

and be ready to meet any emer-

gency.

Dorit overlook the sale

of large prints. Investigate

the Eastman Projection

Printers— decide on the

size you can use to best

advantage and install it

in your workrooms. You
can easily make it payfor

itself and make you a good

profit.

See it in operation at

your Stock House.
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ASUGGESTION FOR BE-

TWEEN SEASONS

Several months ago I met
Smith, a friend of mine, and found

him almost loafing. For some
unaccountable reason, he told me,

his business had temporarily

dropped almost to zero.

He had not done anything

about it—was just loafing, wait-

ing for something to turn up. But
nothing turned.

I suggested that if he should

find a horse shoe and toss it over

his left shoulder he might change

his luck, but he didn't think much
of it. He thought it might be easier

to find a spare tire than a horse

shoe. Claimed it was a one horse

town and this one horse hadn't

done enough work in the last year

to wear out his shoes.

So I suggested advertising and
home portraiture. Wasn't it pos-

sible that some one of his cus-

tomers had at some time expressed

a desire for home portraits?

It was possible. He admitted

having been asked to make some
home portraits. He was busy at

the time, but his customer had sug-

gested that he do the work when
he had more leisure. And he had
forgotten, or was afraid of the job

and thought he might slideout of i t.

I haven't much sympathy for a
man who has work to do and won't

do it. But I soon found that he was
really afraid. He knew his cus-

tomer quite well but was afraid he

might fail. And because he was a

good studio photographer he hesi-

tated to risk his reputation.

We talked the matter over for

quite a while and I convinced him
that he was quite competent to

make these home sittings and
make them so well that he would

get more of such work to do.

So he telephoned his customer

and made an appointment for next

day. Later on I learned what came
of that first try at home por-

traiture.

Smith made twenty-three ex-

posures and every Film produced

a good negative. Of course there

were two or three that were not

proofed because other similar neg-

atives were more pleasing. But
each of the three sittings was a

big success.

The appointment was for a por-

trait of Grandma. But it was an

easy matter to follow this with a

little group showing the three gen-

erations—then some portraits of

mother and finally a portrait of

daughter in her new party dress

and a little picture of mother and
daughter together as a suprise for

"Dad."
What happened? Proofs were

shown next day, an order secured

and the work finished as quickly

as possible. And as luck would

have it, the pictures were de-

livered the day the club met at

Mrs. C's. and you can imagine

what happened. There was a lot of

favorable comment and Smith

made two appointments next day

for home portrait sittings.
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He says he has been busy ever

since and every sitting he has

made has been a profitable one.

Besides, he is very proud of his

new accomplishment and tells me
he has learned a lot of things that

will help him to improve his studio

work.

Smith tells me he doesn't re-

member of ever finding a horse

shoe and that he isn't thinking

about even looking for one. He is

too busy to sit around waiting for

the good luck it might bring him.

PANCHROMATIC FILM
RESULTS

Eastman Commercial Panchro-

matic Film had hardly time to

reach the photographer through

ordinary channels of distribution

before we began to receive many
favorable comments as well as ex-

amples of the results produced,

and we expect to show some of

these comparative results later on.

Panchromatic Film will do

everything that a panchromatic

plate will do, and in addition to its

advantages of color-sensitiveness

it has all of the qualities of other

Eastman Professional Films.

For all ordinary color correction

the light yellow K Filters are suf-

ficient to give excellent results

with Panchromatic Film and the

necessary increase in exposure

with these Filters is very small.

For the Wratten Kl Filter the ap-

proximate factor is 13^. If you
would give an exposure of two
seconds without the Filter the ex-

posure with the Filter would be

three seconds. For the K2 Filter

the approximate factor is 3 and for

the K3 Filter 43^.

We say these are approximate

factors because all photographic

emulsions vary slightly. And as

Panchromatic Films or Plates are

developed in the dark by the time

and temperature method we test

each emulsion and give, not only

the correct filter factors but the

correct time and temperature for

development on a small card of

instructions packed in each box of

Films.

Filters must be used even with

panchromatic materials because it

is not possible to make an emul-

sion that is not more sensitive to

blue than to other colors of light.

So filters are used to absorb or cut

out some of this excess of blue

light.

When an artificial light such as

is produced by Mazda lamps is

used, however, there is less need

for filters as the light itself is de-

ficient in blue. Bearing this in

mind it will often be found that a

color rendering that is quite satis-

factory can be produced with

artificial light of a yellow color by

using Panchromatic Film without

a filter.

Whether it is with or without a

filter Panchromatic Film will give

you the best possible reproduction

of the subject that contains color.
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The only gift that you can

make that only you

can make—your

photograph.

Ifs the eleventh hour, but

iff} never too late—phone

for an appointment

at once.

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line out No, 293. Price, .'JO cent;

rpHE ONLY CONDITION
We make ' but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first COme first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

cour.se, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

your order in first. E. K. CO.
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The organic chemist calls it

monomethyl paramidophenol sulphate

— its simpler name is

ELON
We recommend it for the development

of photographic papers because

We make it—we know ifs right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers*
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A paper for better portrait prints

All of the delicate gradation— all of the
richness of tone— all of the roundness
and depth of the ideal portrait enlarge-

ment are secured in the print on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT BROMIDE
Rich black tones by straight develop-

ment—beautiful carbon-brown, sepia

tones by re-development. Supplied in

two colors of stock and two surfaces.

D White Rough Matte E Buff Rough Matte

D White Rough Lustre E Buff Rough Lustre

At frices the same as for D. W. Artura Iris

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AU Dealers*
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The scale we made for you

The Eastman Studio Scale
(Avoirdupois)

Designed for convenience—built for

accuracy. Bearings are of hardened
steel, weights are accurately turned
and tested, a beam with a sliding

weight dispenses with small loose

weights, so easily lost or misplaced
—a sturdy, practical scale built for

a lifetime of service.

Eastman Studio Scale $4.50

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers^
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Century Head Screens

Century Head Screens won't wobble or topple. The solid,

wide base prevents that ; and the ease and dispatch with
which they may be adjusted to the desired height or posi-

tion

—

and locked there—constitute a practical convenience.

Prices: Century Head Screens Models A or B $11.00
Century Universal Head and Side Screen 15.50

Century Baby Holder
This holder is adjusted easily,

quickly and quietly to firmly hold
the child in the position desired.

Handsomely finished inweathered
oak, with metal parts oxidized.

Price: Century Baby Holder $6.75

See them at your Stock House.,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department. ROCHESTER, N. Y.



THE EUCLID
(Triotone Stock)

For 2x3-3x4K outside size. Price $4.75 per 100

For 3x4-4x5^ outside size. Price $6.50 per 100

For 3Mx4M-4Kx6K outside size. Price $7.00 per 100

Colors— Trio Gray and Trio Brown

THE EUCLID adds that final touch of perfection to make your

small pictures look more than just small pictures—real miniature

portraits. Especially desirable to feature for school work.

Sample of both for three 2c stamps (Offer No. 5017)

or send us ten 2c stamps and we will send, postpaid,

three easel style folders covering a range in sizes from

2 X 3 to 8 X 10—artistic and timely styles.

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America
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